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WARNING
DANGEROUS V O L T A G E S EXIST IN THIS
EQUIPMENT
Be careful when working on the 450-volt plate and power supply
circuits, or on the 115-volt ac line connections. Voltages as high
as 1,250 volts ac are developed in the rectifier unit. Voltages up
to 1,000 volts ac are developed in the transceiver.
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CHANGE
No. 7

FACSIMILE SETS
AN/TXC-1, -1A, -1B, -1C, AND -1D
TM 11-2258, 3 May 1955, is changed as follows:
Page 3. Paragraph 2 is superseded as follows:
2. Forms and Records
a. Reports of Maintenance and Unsatisfactory
Equipment. Maintenance forms, records, and
reports which are to be used by maintenance
personnel at all maintenance levels are listed in
and prescribed by TM 38-750.
b. Report of Packaging and Handling Deficiencies. Fill out and forward DD Form 6 (Report of
Packaging and Handling Deficiencies) as prescribed in AR 700-58 (Army)/NAVSUP PUB 378
(Navy)/AFR 71-4 (Air Force)/MCO P4030.29
(Marine Corps), DSAR 4145.8.
c. Discrepancy in Shipment Report (DISREP)
(SF 361). Fill out and forward Discrepancy in

Shipment Report (DISREP) (SF 361) as prescribed
in AR 55-38(Army)/NAVSUPINST 4610.33/AFM
75-18/MCO P4610.19A (Marine Corps), and DSAR
4500.15.
2.1. Reporting of Errors
The reporting of errors, omissions, and recommendations for improving this publication by the
individual user is encouraged. Reports should be
submitted on DA Form 2028 (Recommended
Changes to Publications) and forwarded direct to
Commander, US Army Electronics Command,
ATTN: AMSEL-MA-C Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703.
Page 6. Paragraph 6.1 is added after paragraph
6.

6.1. Items Comprising an Operable Equipment
FSN

QTY

5995-161-8710

1

5995-164-6558

1

Nomenclature, part No., and Mfr code

NOTE
The part number is followed by the applicable 5-digit
Federal supply code for manufacturers (FSCM) identified
in SB 708-42 and used to identify manufacturer, distributor, or Government agency, etc.
NOTE
Number 1 in the Usable on code column refers to
AN/TXC-1; number 2 refers to AN/TXC-1A; number 3
refers to AN/TXC-1B; number 4 refers to AN/TXC-1C; and
number 5 refers to AN/TXC-1D.
ITEMS COMPRISING AN OPERABLE EQUIPMENT
Cable Assembly, Power, Electrical 2 cond; 8 1/2 in. lg;
one PL-55 on 1st end; 2 Mueller Electric alligator clips type
"Pee-Wee” #45 on 2nd end #90-37-03; 97983
Cable Assembly, Power, Electrical: 1 cond; 5 ft 9 3/4 in. lg
o/a incl terms; 1 GE Plug Part #1346 on 1st end 2 Muellar
Electric alligator clips part #60S on 2nd end #90-37-02;
97983

Usable
on code

1,2,3,4,5

1,2,3,4,5

1

2

FSN

QTY

5995-161-8708

1

5995-164-6594

1

5615-505-7183

1

5815-164-7132

1

5815-194-9523
5815-396-3412
5965-128-2991
7530-282-8858

1
1
1
1

7530-282-8860

1

5815-255-0171
5815-243-0366
5815-643-0257
5815-244-4359

1
1
1
1

5815-505-7183
5340-392-8460
5815-392-9652

1
2
1

5815-392-8676

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5960-261-9669

1

5815-508-7819

50

5815-220-9946

50

Nomenclature, part No., and mfr code

Cable Assembly, Special Purpose, Electrical: CD-1019; 96 in. lg;
1 JAN Plug Type #PJ-068 on 1st & 2nd end; D-4822; 80063
Cable Assembly, Special Purpose, Electrical: CD-1018; 10 ft lg;
PJ-055B on 1st end; PJ-055BL on 2nd end; SC-D-4821; 80063
Blower and Dust Filter Assembly: 115 v, 60 Hz, single Ph;
16 3/4 in. lg x 9 in. h x 10 in. d o/a; SM-D-201669; 80063
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1; TT-1A/TXC-1;
TT-1C/TXC-1
Facsimile Transceiver: TT-1D/TXC-1; TT-1E/TXC-1
Facsimile Transceiver: TT-1F/TXC-1
Loudspeaker, Permanent Magnet: LS-11 (Not installed)
Paper, Recording Electrosensitive: For use when copies will be
required; type “A” (Not mounted); 97983
Paper, Recording Electrosensitive: For use when no copies will be
required; type “ND’’ (Not mounted; 97983
Power Supply:PP-86/TXC-1 (Not installed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Power Supply:PP-86A/TXC-1; PP-86B/TXC-1 (Not installed) . . . . .
Power Supply:PP-86E/TSC-1 (Not installed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Table:MT-252/TXC-1; MT-252A/TXC-1; MT-252B/TSC-1 . . . . . . . .
EXHAUST BLOWER ASSEMBLY
Exhaust Blower Assembly:(Basic Component)
Clamp 1.660 in. dia x 3/4 in. w; 936C-69; 07344
Hose, Flexible:f/collection of carbon dust emitted by stylus;
1 1/4 in. id x 42 in. lg; SM-B-201668; 80063
FACSIMILE TRANSCEIVER
NOTE
Number 1 in Usable on code column refers to TT-1/TXC-1;
number 2 refers to TT-1A/TXC-1; number 3 refers to
TT-1B/TXC-1; number 4 refers to TT-1C/TXC-1; number 5
refers to TT-1D/TXC-1; number 6 refers to TT-1E/TXC-1;
number 7 refers to TT-IF/TXC-1, procured on order
#6437-PH-51; and number 8 refers to TT-1F/TXC-1
procured on order #21326-PH-56.
Facsimile Transceiver:TT-1/TXC-1 (Basic Component)
Facsimile Transceiver:TT-1A/TXC-1 (Basic Component)
Facsimile Transceiver:TT-1B/TXC-1 (Basic Component)
Facsimile Transceiver:TT-1C/TXC-1 (Basic Component)
Facsimile Transceiver:TT-1D/TXC-1 (Basic Component)
Facsimile Transceiver:TT-1E/TXC-1 (Basic Component)
Facsimile Transceiver:TT-1F/TXC-1 (Basic Component)
Facsimile Transceiver:TT-IF/TXC-1 (Basic Component)
Exhaust Tube Assembly:L-shaped tube 3 1/8 in. w x
13 5/8 in. lg x 1 1/4 in. dia; SM-C-201305 (Mounted in equip);
80063

Usable
on code
1,2,3,4,5
1,2,3,4,5
1,2,3,4,5
1,2,3
4
5
1,2,3,4,5
1,2,3,4,5
1,2,3,4,5

1,2,3,4,5
6,7,8

RUNNING SPARES
Photo-Electric Cell:Mil type 5652 (Not mounted) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stylus NeedleAssembly:straight needle 0.125 in. lg, 0.625 in. lg
o/a SC-B-37031 (Not mounted); 80063
Stylus, Recording, Sound: 68 deg angle; 0.004 in. rad; brass
shank 3/4 in. lg x 0.062 in. dia o/a; 42-00-10-00 (Not
mounted); 97983

1,2,3,4
5,6,7,8

Page 7, paragraph 7. Change “Table of Components” to read “Components and Dimensions.”
Page 14. After paragraph 11 add:

Table

1.1.

Expendable

11.1 Expendable Consumable Items
A list of expendable consumable items required
for operation appear in table I.1.

Consumable

Supplies

and

Material

The supplies and material listed in this table are required for operation of this equipment and are authorized to be requisitioned by SB
700-50. The FSN or the applicable unit of issue required can be found in appropriate supply catalogs. The FSCM is used as an element
in item identification to designate manufacturer or distributor or Government agency, etc., and is identified in SB 708-42.
Item

Ref. No.

Description

FSC

and FSCM
1

2
3

Carbon, Granular:activated carbon 1/2 lb can
Paper, Recording, Electrosensitive:for use when no
copies will be required
Paper, Recording, Electrosensitive:for use when copies
will be required

130-00-00-04
ND
97983
A
97983

6810
7530
7530

Page 200. Appendix III is superseded as follows:

APPENDIX Ill
BASIC ISSUE ITEMS LIST (BIIL) AND ITEMS TROOP
INSTALLED OR AUTHORIZED LIST (ITIAL)
Section I. INTRODUCTION
1. Scope
This appendix lists only basic issue items required
by the crew/operator for installation, operation,
and maintenance of Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1,
1A, -1B, -1C, and -1D.
2. General
This Basic Issue Items and Items Troop Installed
or Authorised List is divided into the following
sections:
a. Basic Issue Items List-Section II. A list, in
alphabetical sequence, of items which are furnished with and which must be turned in with the
end item.
b. Items Troop Installed or Authorized ListSection III. Not applicable.
3. Explanation of Columns
The following provides an explanation of columns
found in the tabular listings:
a. Illustration. This column is divided as follows:
(1) Figure Number. Indicates the figure
number of the illustration in which the item is
shown.
(2) Item Number. Not applicable

b. Federal Stock Number. Indicates the Federal
stock number assigned to the item and will be used
for requisitioning purposes.
c. Part Number. Indicates the primary number
used by the manufacturer (individual, company,
firm, corporation, or government activity), which
controls the design and characteristics of the item
by means of its engineering drawings, specifications standards, and inspection requirements, to
identify an item or range of items.
d. Federal Supply Code for Manufacturer
(FSCM). The FSCM is a 5-digit numeric code used
to identify the manufacturer, distributor, or
Government agency, etc., and is identified in SB
708-42.
e. Description. Indicates the Federal item name
and a minimum description required to identify
the item.
f. Unit of Measure (U/M). Indicates the standard
of basic quantity of the listed item as used in
performing the actual maintenance function. This
measure is expressed by a two-character alphabetical abbreviation (e.g., ea, in., pr, etc.) When
the unit of measure differs from the unit of issue,
3

the lowest unit of issue that will satisfy the
required units of measure will be requisitioned.
g. Quantity Furnished With Equipment (Basic
Issue Items Only). Indicates the quantity of the

basic issue item furnished with the equipment.
h. Quantity Authorized (Items Troop Installed
or Authorized Olny). Indicatea the quantity of the
item authorized to be used with the equipment.

Section II. BASIC ISSUE ITEMS LIST
(1)
Illustration
(A)
Fig.
no.

4

(B)
Item
no.

(2)
Federal
stock
number

(3)
Part
number

(4)

(5)

FSCM

Description
Usable
on code

5815-652-8557

96-00-22

97983

5815-406-0794

96-15-22

97983

6810-630-0355

MIL-AN#V-3

96906

FACSIMILE
TRANSCEIVER
COVER, DUST 34 1/2 in.
lg x 18 1/2 in. w x 10 1/2 in.
h (Mounted in equip)
RECTIFIER
POWER UNIT
COVER, POWER SUPPLY:12 1/2 in. lg x 10 1/2
in. w x 10 in. h (Mounted
in equip)
EXHAUST BLOWER
ASSEMBLY
BAG:Filter cloth construction; used as dust bag in
exhaust system

(6)
Unit
of
meas

(7)
Qty
furn
with
equip

EA

1

EA

1

EA

4

By Order of the Secretary of the Army:
CREIGHTON W. ABRAMS
General, United States Army

Official:
VERNE L. BOWERS
Major General, United States Army
The Adjutant General

Distribution:
Active Army:
USASA (2)
CNGB (1)
ACSC-E (2)
Dir of Trans (1)
COE (1)
TSG (1)
USAARENBD (1)
USAMB (10)
AMC (1)
MICOM (2)
TECOM (2)
TRADOC (2)
ARADCOM (2)
ARADCOM Rgn (2)
Os Maj Comd (4)
LOGCOMD (3)
USACC (4)
USACC-Europe (5)
USACDCEC (10)
HISA (ECOM) (18)
MDW (1)
Armies (2)
Corps (2)
Instl (2) except
Ft Gordon (10)
Ft Huachuca (10)
Ft Carson (5)
Svc Colleges (1)
USASESS (20)
USASCS (10)
USAINTS (3)
USAADS (2)
USAFAS (2)
USAARMS (2)
USAIS (2)
USAES (2)
AD (2) except
SAAD (30)

C h i e f of Staff

LBAD (14)
TOAD (14)
ATAD (10)
Gen Dep (2)
Sig Sec, Gen Dep (2)
Sig Dep (2)
USASATC&S (2)
APG (2)
ATS (1)
MAAG (1)
WRAMC (1)
USARMIS (1)
USAERDAA (1)
USAERDAW (1)
Sig FLDMS (1)
Ft Richardson (ECOM Oft) (2)
Units org under fol TOE (1 ea.):
7
11-35
11-37
11-95
11-97
11-98
11-99
11-117
11-127
11-137
11-147
11-158
11-345
11-500(AA-AC)
17
29-134
29-136
37
54-12,
54-22
54-202

ARNG: State AG (3).
USAR: None.
For explanation of abbreviations used, see AR 310-50.
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Figure 1. Facsimile sets AN/TXC-1, -1A, -1B, and -1C
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Section I. GENERAL
1. Scope
a. This manual contains instructions for the
installation, operation, maintenance, and repair of
Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*) (figs. 1 and 2).
Descriptions of and data for Facsimile Set AN/
TXC-1(*) and auxiliary equipment also are
included.
b. Official nomenclature followed by the symbol
(*) is used to indicate all models of the item of
equipment included in this manual. Facsimile
Set AN/TXC-1 (*) refers to Facsimile Sets AN/
TXC-1, -1A, -1B, -1C, and -1D. Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1(*)/TCX-1 refers to Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1, TT-1A/TXC-1, TT1B/TXC-1, TT-1C/TXC-1, TT-1D/TXC-1, TT1E/TXC-1, and TT-1 F/TXC-1; Rectifier Power
Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1 refers to Rectifier Power
Units PP-86/TXC-1, PP-86A/TXC-1, PP-86B/
TXC-1, and PP-86E/TXC-1; Table MT-252
(*)/TXC-1 refers to Tables MT-252/TXC-1,
MT-252A/TXC-1, and MT-252B/TXC-1.
c. Forward comments on this publication directly to: Commanding Officer, The Signal Corps
Publications Agency, Fort Monmouth, New
Jersey, ATTN: Standards Division.

2. Forms and Records
The following forms will be used for reporting
unsatisfactory conditions of Army equipment and
in performing preventive maintenance.
a. DD Form 6 (Report of Damaged or Improper Shipment) will be filled out and forwarded
as prescribed in SR 745-45-5 (Army) and AFR71-4 (Air Force).
b. DA Form 468 (Unsatisfactory Equipment
Report) will be filled out and forwarded to the
Office of the Chief Signal Officer as prescribed in
SR 700-45-5.
c. DD Form 535 (Unsatisfactory Report) will
be filled out and forwarded to Commanding
General, Air Materiel Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio as prescribed
in SR 700-45-5 and AF TO 00-35 -54.
d. DA Form 11-238 (Operator First Echelon
Maintenance Check List for Signal Corps Equipment-Radio Communication, Direction Finding,
Carrier, Radar) will be prepared in accordance
with instructions on the back of the form (fig. 24).
e. DA Form 11-239 (Second and Third Echelon
Maintenance Check List for Signal Corps Equipment-Radio Communication, Direction Finding,
Carrier, Radar), will be prepared in accordance
with instructions on the back of the form (fig. 25).
f. Use other forms and records as authorized.

Section Il. DESCRIPTION AND DATA
3. Purpose and Use
Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*) is an electromechanical-optical facsimile set of the revolving
drum type for the transmission and reception of
page copy. It is used for transmission of maps,
photographs, sketches, and printed or handwritten
text over regular voice communication channels,
either wire or radio, between fixed stations.
Although colored copy may be transmitted, the
reproduction is always in black, white, and intermediate shades of gray. Received copy is-recorded

either directly on chemically coated paper or
photographically in either negative or positive
form. The equipment will transmit or receive
a page of copy 12 by 18 inches in 20 minutes;
Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1D, -1E, and -1F have
provisions for transmitting or receiving copy at
half speed. When set for half-speed operation,
they will transmit or receive one page of copy
in 40 minutes. Principal components of Facsimile
Set AN/TXC-1(*) (figs. 1 and 2) are Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 which serves either
as transmitter or receiver (depending on the setting
3

of a front panel selector switch) and Rectifier
Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1 (fig. 3) which
supplies operating power to the transceiver and
dust removal blower and operates from an
alternating-current (ac) source of 115 volts at 60
cycles per second (cps).
4. Application of Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*)
Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*) may be used with
either wire or radio communication circuits.
a. Wire Circuits. When used with wire lines,
the facsimile transceiver can be connected directly
to the line by one of several input and output
terminals of various impedances and levels. The
transceiver also can be connected to the line
through a coupling coil, which may be coupled
magnetically to the receiver of a conventional

telephone handset or which may be coupled
inductively to certain types of lines that have no
ringing or signaling circuits. An amplitudemodulated (am.) 1,800-cycle carrier is transmitted
and received.
b. Radio Circuits. When used with radio communication circuits, the facsimile transceiver can
be connected in several ways with auxiliary
equipment to produce different types of radio
signals.
(1) Subcarrier amplitude modulation (SCAM),
When transmitting, the facsimile transceiver is connected to the microphone
circuit of a conventional am radiotelephone transmitter to produce an am
radio signal. When receiving, the output of a conventional am radio receiver

Figure 2. Facsimile set AN/TXC-1D.
4

is connected to the input of the facsimile
transceiver.
(2) Subcarrier frequency modulation (SCFM).
When the facsimile transceiver is connected to such auxiliary equipment as
Converter CV-2(*)/TX, the converter
output is fed into a conventional am
radiotelephone transmitter and the radio
signals are described as narrow band
subcarrier frequency modulation. The
radio signals consist of a radio-frequency
(rf) carrier modulated by a constantamplitude audio signal, the frequency of
which is varied to carry facsimile intelligence. When this system is used for
receiving, a conventional am radio
receiver, the same converter, and the
same facsimile transceiver are used.
The converter changes the subcarrier
fm signals back to am signals, which are
required for operation of the transceiver.
(3) Frequency-shijt modulation. When Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 is
used with two auxiliary equipments,

Converter CV-2C/TX and Exciter Unit
O-5B/FR (earlier models must be modified) frequency-shift signals can be transmitted over a conventional continuouswave (cw) radio transmitter. When
transmitting, the am output of Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 is fed into
the converter. A varying direct-current
(dc) output is taken from the converter
and fed into frequency-shift Exciter
Unit O-5B/FR. The output of the
exciter unit excites the cw transmitter
and a frequency-shift radio signal is
transmitted. When receiving, a stable
am communication receiver with a
crystal-controlled, high-frequency (hf)
oscillator and the converter are used to
convert the frequency-shift signals to am
signals. When using receivers that do
not use crystal-controlled conversion, the
stable output of additional auxiliary
equipment Frequency Meter BC-221 is
required and is used with Converter CV2C/TX to receive frequency-shift signals.

Figure 3. Rectifier power units PP-86/TXC-1, PP-86A/TXC-1, or PP-86B/TXC-1, cover removed.
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5. Technical Characteristics
a. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1.
Type of equipment. . . . . Rotating drum type.
Functions. . . . . . .. . . . . Transmitting or receiving
signals.
Page.
Type of copy . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Maximum size of copy . . . 12 by 18 11/16 inches.
Size of scanning spot . . . . . . 1/96 inch.
Type of recording. . . . . . . Direct, or photographic positive or negative.
Drum diameter . . . . . . 6 inches.
Speed of drum:
Rotation .. . . . . . . . . . 1 revolution per second in
the -1, -1A, -1B, and -1C
models; ½ or 1 revolution
per second in the -1D,
-1Ei and -1F models.
Lateral movement . . . . . 12 inches in 20 minutes in –1,
-1A,-1B,and-1C models;
12 inches in 20 minutes or
40 minutes in -1D, -1E,
and-1F models.
Scanning lines per inch. 96.
Index of cooperation.. . 576.
Number of tubes . . . ... 18 in -1, -1A, -1B, and -1C
models; 19 in -1D, -1E,
and -1F models.
Audio carrier frequency. 1,800 cps.
Type of modulation....... Am.
Frequency bandwidth ..... 1,800 cps maximum.
Frequency band limits .. .. 900 to 2,700 cps.
Drum speed control . . . . . Synchronous motor controlled by 1,800-cps fork
oscillator, or 900-cps multivibrator (or external audio source).
Signals levels:
Input, (for reception... -45 to 0 dbm.
Output (for transmis- 0 to +26 dbm.
sion).
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b. Rectifier Power unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1.
Number of tubes ......... 7.
Input requirements:
Power source ........ 100 to 130 v, 50 to 65 cps;
250 w; at 115 v.
Signal source ........ 1,800 cps from fork oscillator.
Output:
Unregulated plate sup- 450 v at 270 ma.
ply.
Filament supply ....... 6.5 V, ac at 6.25 amperes.
Start motor supply . .. 115 v, ac at .5 ampere.
Exciter lamp supply ... Regulated 6 v, 1,800 cps at
2.74 amperes, ±.1 v.
Dust removal blower... 115 v, 60 cps, 3 amperes.
6. Packaging Data
When packaged for export shipment, the components of Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*) are placed
in water-vaporproofed containers and are packed
in four wooden crates. Typical packaging procedure of Facsimile Transceiver TT-1 (*)/TXC-1
is shown in figure 7. The size, weight, and volume
of each crate are indicated in the following chart:
Note. Items may be packaged in a manner different
from that shown, depending on the supply channel.
Box
No.

1 of 4

2 of 4

3 of 4
4 of 4

Contents

Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1(*)/
TXC-1 and spare
parts.
Rectifier Power
Unit PP-86(*)/
TXC-1 and spare
parts.
Photographic Equipment PH-549/
TXC-1.
Table MT-252(*)/
TXC-1.

Weight
(lb)

Dimensions
(in.)

Volume
(cu ft)

40½ x 15½ x
22½.

8.1

218

17½ x 15 x
15¼.

2.3

89

40 x 26 x 26

15.6

339

40 x 26 x 41

11.5

137

7. Table of Components
(figs 1-6)
Facsimile set
Required
No.

Component

(*)

(*)
(*)
(*)

(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)

(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)

(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)
(*)

(*)
(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)

(*)

(*)
(*)
(*)

(*)
(*)

(*)
(*)

(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)

Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1A/TXC-1
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1B/TXC-1 or TT
1C/TCC-1.
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1D/TXC-1 or TT
1E/TXC-1.
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1
Rectifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1
Photographic Equipment PH-549/TXC-1
Table MT-252(*)/TXC-1
Paper, direct recording
Paper, direct recording, hectograph process
Cord CD-1018
Cord CD-1019
Cable assembly, special purpose
Cable assembly, special purpose, electrical
Clips, alligator
Coupler, induction, UC
Cover, dust (transceiver)
Cover, dust (power unit)
Loudspeaker LS-11
Lamp LM-52
Weighing scale 2 to 24 ounces (avoirdupois)
Screw driver
Wrench, Allen #6
Wrench, TL-507/U
TM 11-2258
Tube extractor
Fuse, 3 amperes
Blower and dust filter assembly including filter
bag.
Can of activated carbon
Flexible hose
Hose clamps

Note. This list is for information only.
tioning of spare parts.

Height
(in.)

Depth
(in.)

Length
(in.)

Volume
(cu ft)

Unit
weight
(lb)

1
1
1

10 ¼
10 ¼
10 ¼

17 5/8
17 5/8
17 5/8

34 5/8
34 5/8
34 5/8

3.5
3.5
3.5

85
85
85

1

10 ¼

17 5/8

34 5/8

3. 5

85

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
6
5

10 ¾
9

17 5/8
10

34 5/8
12

3.5
62

32

22

3 7

4.7

85
48
83
86

120
96
66
6
4¼

2

6

4

2

4

18

2½

2
1
2

See appropriate supply publications for information pertaining to requisi-

8. Description of Components
a. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXP-1. All
models of Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1
are similar in size, weight, and appearance. They
differ slightly in the number of operating controls
and in certain circuit features. The transceiver
is mounted on a steel chassis 345/8 inches long,
17 5/8 inches deep, and 10¾ inches high. Tubular
guards, 1 inch in diameter, are welded to each end
of the chassis to serve as carrying handles and to
protect the equipment when it is turned on its

side, back, or top for inspection and repair.
Mounted to the chassis are the motor assembly,
bearings that support the lead screw and drum,
fork oscillator unit, regulator unit, signal and
phasing circuit components, transmitting optical
system, receiving optical system, indicating
meters, and various other components. The
power supply connection plug and the panel supporting the operating controls and terminal panel
also are mounted on the chassis. Operating controls are located on a sloping portion of the front
7

panel, behind the drum. The terminal panel for
input and output connections is on the right side
of the panel assembly. An output jack for connecting an external speaker in the voice communication (talk-back) circuit is located on the left
side of the panel assembly on all transceiver units
except Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1 (refer
to note in g below). The transceiver is provided
with a metal base cover, which is attached to the
chassis with machine screws and which has four
metal supporting feet. Metal covers that protect
the motor and clutch assembly and the rear, side,
and top of the transceiver are held in place with
slide fasteners. A canvas cover is provided to
protect the transceiver from dust when it is not in
use. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1 has
an exhaust duct that runs from the vicinity of the
stylus to the right rear of the chassis.
b. Rectifer Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1. The
rectifier power unit (fig. 3) is constructed on a
metal chassis 12 inches long by 10 inches wide by
2½ inches high (some chassis are 3 inches high).
All components are mounted on top of the chassis.
The chassis is shielded and protected by a metal
ventilated top cover and by a bottom cover plate
with four metal feet. Two cables emerge from
an opening in the top cover; one is a power cable
for connecting to the ac line, and the other is a
power cable that is terminated in a Jones plug
attached to the transceiver. The rectifier power
unit is provided with a canvas cover for protection
during shipping. Rectifier Power Unit PP-86E/
TXC-1 has a receptacle (J10) with a ground stud
for the dust removal blower power cord. The
fuse holder which housed the spare fuse in all
former models of the rectifier power unit now is
used for the 3 amp 3AG dust removal blower
fuse (XF4, fig. 156).
Caution: Do not leave the cover on the power
unit during operation or components will overheat.
c. Table MT-252(*)/TXC-1. The collapsible
metal table (fig. 1) furnished with each facsimile
set is 32 inches high, 22 inches deep, and 37 inches
long. It can be disassembled by removing the
metal screws in the legs and side braces. The
table has a masonite top on which Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 is mounted. A bottom shelf supports Rectifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/
TXC-1 and auxiliary equipments Converter
CV-2(*)/TX and Exciter Unit 0-5(*)/FR (when
used). A hole in the top of the table permits
easy connection of the power cable plug to the
transceiver. It also permits passage of the flexible
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hose for the dust removal system from the duct
on the transceiver to the blower and canister
assembly which is clamped to the bottom shelf
and right-hand leg brace of the table (fig. 2). A
metal drawer is provided for storing a supply of
recording paper.
d. Photographic Equipment (fig. 4). Photographic Equipment PH-549/TXC-1 is supplied
with Facsimile Transceiver AN/TXC-1*. This
equipment consists of one thermometer, four
Bottles PH-22, and four trays.
e. Cords and Leads. The following cords and
leads (fig. 5) are furnished with Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1(*):
(1) Cord CD-1018, a 10-foot, two-conductor,
shielded, rubber-jacketed cord, termnated at each end with Plug PL-55. It
is used in making input connections to
the transceiver.
(2) Cord CD-1019 an 8-foot, three-conductor,
shielded, rubber-jacketed cord, terminated at each end with Plug PL-68. It
is used in making output connections
from the transceiver.
(3) A 5½-foot test lead terminated on one
end with a two-prong plug that fits the
1V and 6V jacks on the coupling coil
(fig. 6), and on the other end with two
alligator clips. It is used in making
input and output connections to the
transceiver when a high-level signal is
required for certain types of wire lines.
(4) A 6-inch test lead a two-conductor cord
terminated at one end with PL-55, and
at the other end with two alligator clips.
It is used in connecting a wire line into
the RADIO RCVR jack during reception
of high-level signals.
f. UC Coupling Unit. This coupling unit (fig.
6) is used to make input and output connections
to the transceiver through a telephone receiver,
and is supplied with a phosphor-bronze clamp for
holding it in place on the telephone handset. The
primary impedance is 600 ohms and matches the
output of the transceiver. The full 10-ohm
secondary provides an open-circuit output of 6
volts; the secondary also has a 2-ohm tap that
provides an open-circuit voltage of 1 volt. The
secondary terminates in two female type plugs for
selection of the desired level. This unit is not
used with Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1.
g. Loudspeaker LS-11 (fig. 5). This loudspeaker is used in the talk-back circuit of Facsimile

Figure 4. Photographic equipment PH-549/TXC-1.

Sets AN/TXC-1B, -1C, and -1D, and also in
Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1A when modified according to MWO SIG 11-375B-(1), Modification of
Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1A to Provide an
External Loudspeaker (par. 11).
Note. Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1 contains no talk-back
circuit. MWO SIG 11-2258-1, Modification of Facsimile
Sets AN/TXC-1 to Provide an Audible Signaling Device,
gives instructions for connecting a jack to add a loudspeaker to Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1. The tones that
precede a facsimile transmission will then be audible to
the receiving operator. This external speaker is of the
permanent magnetic type, 4 inches in diameter, with a
250-ohm output transformer to match the impedance of
the transceiver talk-back circuit. The speaker and transformer are contained within a steel box which is 4 5/8 inches
high, 4 5 /8 inches wide, and 2 inches deep. This box is
fitted with a mounting clamp.

h. Recording Paper (fig. 5). Two special types
of direct recording paper are furnished for use with
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1.
(1) Teledeltos paper or Timefax NDA is used
in direct recording. They are dry papers
with dark undercoating and light top
coating. The coating is burned off by a
spark from the transceiver stylus during
the direct recording operation. The
paper furnished is 12 inches by 1811/16
inches in size. Four packages, each containing 250 sheets of Teledeltos grade H,
or Timefax NDA, are furnished. This
paper is nonduplicating.
(2) Timefax A paper is used in the direct
recording process when multiple copies

of the received pictures are to be made
with a hectograph pad. This is a
specially prepared paper containing a
dye coating with a high-resistance outer
coating that is burned by the spark from
the transceiver stylus. The paper furnished is 12 inches by 1811/16 inches in
size. Two packages, each containing
250 sheets, are furnished.
9. Running Spares
Running spares are supplied with Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1(*) and are packed in the crate that
contains the component in which they are used.
Spares are supplied for all normally expendable
items such as tubes, pilot lamps, and fuses. The
following is a list of the items supplied:
1 tube, type 1B46
1 tube, type 1B47
1 tube, type 6AC5GT/G
3 tubes, type 7C5
1 tube, type 7C7
3 tubes, type 7L7
2 tubes, type 7N7
1 tube, type 7S7
1 tube, type 5Z3
1 tube, type 884
2 tubes, type RMA R1130B
2 tubes, type 1635
1 tube, type 1645
4 tubes, type 5651
1 tube, type 5652
1 tube, type 5879
9

Figure 5.

Facsimile set AN/TXC-1*, accessories.

100 styluses
12 fuses, 1/8-ampere
5 fuses, 3-ampere
6 fuses, 5-ampere
6 lamps, 6 to 8 volts
2 sets split nuts
1 reduction worm gear*
1 motor shaft worm gear*
1 worm gear taper screw*
4 filter bags
1 can of activated carbon
10. Differences in Models
Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1, -1A, -1B, -1C, and
-1D are similar in purpose, operation, and ap*Gears not replaceable in Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1, -1A, and -1B.
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pearance. The later models (1A, 1B, 1C, and 1D)
include a number of improvements which are
listed in a through g below and in table I.
a. Fork Oscillator Unit. This unit is unsealed
in Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1, serial numbers up
to 105, on Order No. 2695-MPD-45. Starting
with serial number 105, a sealed fork oscillator
unit is used in the transceiver of the remaining
models of Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1 and in all
models of Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1A, -1B, -1C,
and -1D. The sealed fork unit includes a revised
tube line-up. The fork is sealed against changes
in pressure and humidity. Details of both sealed
and unsealed units are given in paragraphs 69
and 70. The two units are interchangeable electrically and mechanically.

Figure 6.

UC coupling coil.

b. Talk-Back Circuit. Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1
includes no talk-back circuit. Communication between transmitting and receiving operators is by
means of external telephones, which may use the
same wire or radio circuit as the facsimile equipment. All models of Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1A
originally were produced with a built-in loudspeaker serving as both microphone and loudspeaker, the change-over of function being accomplished by a STANDBY-MON-TALK switch on
the front panel. All models of Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1A modified by MWO SIG 11-375B-(1)
contain a jack into which an external Loudspeaker
LS-11 may be plugged to improve the quality of
voice communication. Refer to figure 165 for
details of this modification. All models of Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1B, -1C, and -1D have only
the external Loudspeaker LS-11. The built-in
speaker and speaker transformer used in Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1A/TXC-1 have been eliminated.
The STANDBY-MON-TALK switch is used on
Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1A, -1B, -1C, and -1D.
Motors on all four
c. Synchronous Motor.
equipments are interchangeable mechanically,
but motor parts are not interchangeable. All are
synchronous motors, controlled by an 1,800-cps
signal generated in the fork oscillator unit, and

are increased in power by the motor amplifier
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1
tubes.
through TT-1F/TXC-1 each use an inductiontype start motor that operates from a 115-volt,
60-cps source supplied by Rectifier Power Unit,
PP-86A/TXC-1, PP-86B/TXC-1, or PP-86E/
TXC-1.
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1
and TT-1A/TXC-1 originally used start motors
that operated from a 9-volt, 60-cps supply,
applied when the START button on the transStarting voltage for these
ceiver is pressed.
motors was supplied by Rectifier Power Unit
PP-86/TXC-1. All of the 9-volt KBA-1 motors
and
in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1
TT-1A/TXC-1 were replaced with 115-volt ac
induction-type KBA-2 motors similar to those
used in the later models, and Rectifier Power
Unit PP-86/TXC-1 was modified to supply the
115-volt starting voltage. These modifications
were accomplished by application of MWO
SIG 11-2258-2, Modification of Facsimile Sets
AN/TXC-1 and AN/TXC-1A to Eliminate Motor
and Tube Failure and to Improve Voltage
Regulation.
d. Resistance and Capacitance Values. Values
of resistors and capacitors in Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1 were based on old standards. The
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value of numerous individual components has
changed slightly in Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1A,
-1B, -1C, and -1D to conform with American
War Standards values. In most cases, the differences are less than the plus or minus 10 percent
tolerances of the components, and are of no
significance.
e. Rectifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1.
Rectifier Power Unit PP-86/TXC-1, a component
of Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1 and AN/TXC-1A,
will operate Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1
or TT-1A/TXC-1, but will not operate Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1B/TXC-1, TT-1C/TXC-1, TT1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, or TT-1F/TXC-1,
unless modified.
Rectifier Power Units PP86A/TXC-1 and PP-86B/TXC-1 will operate
Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1 through AN/TXC-1C.
Rectifier Power Unit PP-86E/TXC-1 will operate
all models of the transceiver and has provision for
supplying power for the dust removal blower
supplied with Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1D.
f. Table MT-252A/TXC-1. Tables MT-252A/
TXC-1 and MT-252B/TXC-1 are the same si e
as Table MT-252/TXC-1. The construction and
method of dismantling the three models differ
slightly.
g. Transceiver Differences.
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1 is similar to Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1E/TXC-1 as listed in table I,
except in the following respects. In the -1F model,
an automatic stop circuit is incorporated to
de-energize the synchronous drive motor and
ground the amplified facsimile signal at the end
of drum travel. A duct has been placed to help
remove dust from the vicinity of the stylus during
the record direct operation. The paper clamp bar is
plastic insulated to reduce spurious rf radiation
generated as the stylus passes across the clamp
bar. This model includes R64, R71, R107, and
R318 controls. Differences in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 through TT-1E/TXC-1
are listed in table I.
11. Modifications
Certain parts of Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*)
and Rectifier Power Unit PP-86/TXC-1 have been
modified as listed below. To determine whether
or not the equipment in use has been modified,
indications will be shown by markings on modified
equipment or by the schematic diagrams found
on the bottom plates of transceivers and rectifier
power units.
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a. MWO SIG 11-375B-(1) (fig. 165).
(1) The purpose of this modification is to
provide an external loudspeaker for
Facsimile Transceiver AN/TXC-1A.
(2) The talk-back circuit is the part modified.
b. MWO SIG 11-2258-1.
(1) The purpose of this modification is to
make audible to the receiving operator
the tones that precede a facsimile transmission. This is accomplished by rewiring the existing standby circuit to
include a loudspeaker in Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1.
(2) The receiving and standby circuits are
modified.
c. MWO SIG 11-2258-2 (fig. 163).
(1) The purposes of this modification are:
(a) To eliminate motor failure by providing a new and improved type motor.
(b) To install a meter and a control for
proper motor current indication and
adjustment.
(c) To prevent possible failure of amplifier
tubes by installing a voltage dropping
resistor and replacing tubes type
6AG5GT/G with tubes type 1635.
(d) To prevent fluctuation of the input
signal to the motor power tubes by
incorporating an adjustment control,
indicating meter, and new regulating
lamp in the regulated B voltage
circuit.
(2) Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and
-1A and Rectifier Power Unit PP86/TXC-1 are the major items affected.
d. MWO SIG 11-2258-3.
(1) The purpose of this modification is to
provide a replaceable worm and gear,
when the worm and worm gear become
worn out, and when it is necessary to
replace the decoupling springs between
the synchronizing and start rotors with
springs of improved design.
(2) Facsimile motor model KBA-1 is the
major item affected.
e. MWO SIG 11-2258-5.
(1) The purpose of this modification is to
provide an improved type motor and new
mounting studs to be used on Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1C/TXC-1 as made by
Espey.
(2) Facsimile Transceiver TT-1C/TXC-1 is
the major item affected.

Table I. Transceiver Differences

Item
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f. MWO SIG 11-2258-6 (fig. 162).
(1) The purpose of this modification is to provide an exhaust system for the removal
of dust and odors when recording on
Teledeltos or Timefax A paper.
(2) Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1, -1A, -1B,
and -1C are the major items affected.
g. MWO SIG 11-2258-7 (fig. 170).
(1) The purposes of this modification are:
(a) To eliminate excessive wear of the screw
and damage to the drum by providing
an automatic end of copy stop. The
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automatic stop actuates a relay that
removes the power to the synchronous
motor and grounds the input to the
signal amplifier when the drum reaches
the end of travel.
(b) To eliminate shock hazard by providing
a protective guard and insulating
sleeves for the synchronous motor
terminals.
(2) Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1, -1A, -1B,
and -1C are the major items affected.

CHAPTER

2

OPERATION

Section I. SERVICE UPON RECEIPT OF FACSIMILE SET AN/TXC-1(*)
12. Siting
Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*) is intended for
fixed station installation. Choose a location within the station so that connections can be made
conveniently to the wire communication lines and
a power source of 115 volts at 60 cps. If a radio
circuit is to be used for facsimile transmission, the
transceiver should be situated no less than 4 feet
from the radio transmitter, auxiliary equipment,
or power lines, to prevent extraneous noise or
hum pick-up that may affect transmission or reception of satisfactory copy. If the equipment is
to be used to transmit copy, place it so that the
sun cannot shine directly on the drum. If the
transceiver is to be used to receive copy by photographic processes, locate it in a darkroom.
13. Uncrating, Unpacking, and Checking
New Equipment
(fig. 7)
Note. For used or reconditioned equipment, refer to
paragraph 20.

Be careful when unpacking or handling the
equipment; it is damaged easily when it is not
protected by the packing case. When unpacking,
be careful to avoid damaging the packaging materials any more than is absolutely necessary.
Store the inside packaging materials in the shipping container for future use. Unpack and check
the equipment as follows:
a. Cut the steel straps.
b. Remove the nails with a nail puller. Remove the top of the shipping container. Avoid
prying with a crowbar or other tool.
c. Lift the packaged equipment from the box
and carefully remove the fiberboard box, the moisture-vaporproof barrier, and other packaging material. Figure 7 shows typical packing for export
of the Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1.

Caution: Be careful not to damage the bottles
and thermometers packed in the crate that contains Photographic Equipment PH-549/TXC-1.
d. If the equipment has been in storage for a
long period, check lubrication of the motor before
operating.
14. Installation of Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1(*)
a. Removal of Drum Chock. Before making
connections to the facsimile set, remove the drum
chock from its position under the lead screw directly beneath the engaging lever. Unfasten the
two machine screws that hold the cap of the chock
to the top of the lead screw (fig. 8). Unfasten the
two machine screws that hold the chock to the
transceiver chassis. Slide the chock toward the
front of the transceiver at right angles to the lead
screw.
Caution: Do not slide the drum chock along
the length of the lead screw because aluminum
chips from the chock may lodge in the threads.
b. Cord Connections oj Facsimile Set AN/TXC1(*). Before making any connections, check to see
that all tubes are in their proper locations in
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 and Rectifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1 (figs. 9 and 10).
Note. Make sure that the power ON-OFF switch on
the front panel of the transceiver is set at OFF.

(1) Connect the multiconductor cord of the
rectifier power unit to the transceiver by
inserting the plug into the receptacle at
the right-hand end of the transceiver
chassis.
(2) Connect the ac plug on the two-conductor
power cord of the rectifier power unit to
a 115-volt, 60-cps outlet.
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Figure 7. Typical export packaging of facsimile transceiver TT-T(*)/TXC-1.
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TM 2258-42

Figure 8. Drum chock in place on facsimile transceiver.

TM 2258-74

Figure 9. Location of tubes, facsimile transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1.
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(4)

TM 2258-75

Figure 10. Location of tubes, rectifier power unit
PP-86(*)/TXC-1.

(3) Connect the ac plug on the exhaust
blower power cord to the 115-volt,
3-ampere outlet on the chassis of the
rectifier power unit.
Caution: When replacing fuses, make sure
not to use them in a circuit with a current
rating above the specified value of the fuse.
c. Terminal Panel (fig. 144). The terminal
panel located on the right end of the facsimile
transceiver is used for connecting the facsimile
equipment to the communication circuit.
(1) PHONES jack (J1) (figs. 141 and 168).
This is a two-circuit jack that receives a
type PJ-055B plug. It is connected
through a resistor attenuation network
to the primary of T7, the audio-frequency
(af) input matching transformer (1:1
ratio) used for coupling between the line
and the transceiver. It may be used for
monitoring the line.
(2) RADIO RCVR jack (J2). This is a twocircuit jack wired in parallel with the
PHONES jack, and may be used with a
type PJ-055B plug as an input connection to the transceiver.
(3) LINE binding posts. These posts serve
as input and output connections for the
transceiver. When the selector switch is
in either the RECORD PHOTO or
RECORD DIRECT position, the LINE
posts are connected to the primary of
18

(5)

(6)

(7)

input transformer T7. The center binding post, marked REC C T (fig. 168),
connects directly to the center tap of the
primary of T7 at all times. When the
selector switch is in TRANSMIT position, and the DB METER indication is
+2 decibels (db), the two outside LINE
binding posts are connected through 300ohm resistors from secondary No. 2 of
output transformer T2. They will furnish the standard 0 decibel referred to 1
milliwatt in 600 ohms (dbm) signal (.78
volt to a 600-ohm load) for connection
to commercial wire lines.
CARBON MIKE jack (J4). This is a
three-circuit jack. It is an output connection that receives a type PJ-068 plug,
commonly furnished with carbon microphones and is connected to one-half of
secondary No. 2 of output transformer
T2. When the selector switch is on
TRANSMIT, secondary No. 2 of transformer T2 is connected to the LINE
binding posts.
RADIO XMTR jack (J3). This is a jack
connected in parallel with the CARBON
MIKE jack. It is used as a transceiver
output, connection to the radio transmitting circuit. The output level is .4 volt
into a 100-ohm load.
LINE JACK (J5). This two-circuit polarized jack requires a special plug. It
serves as the high-level input and output
connector for the transceiver. The
polarized plug of the UC coupling coil
fits this jack. When the selector switch
is set at TRANSMIT, the LINE JACK
is connected across secondary No. 1 of
output transformer T2, and provides an
output of 15.15 volts into a 600-ohm line
(+26 dbm). One side of the LINE
JACK, labeled GND, is always at ground
potential and is connected to the transceiver frame. When the selector switch is
set at RECORD PHOTO or RECORD
DIRECT, the LINE JACK is connected to the secondary of transceiver
input transformer T7.
MOTOR JACK (J6). This three-circuit
jack receives a type plug that permits
breaking into the 1,800-cycle signal circuit, between the motor amplifier buffer
stage of the fork oscillator unit and the

motor amplifier driver stage of the transceiver for test purposes or for supplying
an external signal to the motor amplifier.
The drum of Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and
TT-1F/TXC-1 can be operated at any
speed from 30 revolutions per minute
(rpm) to approximately 100 rpm by
connecting an external signal of approximately 26 to 35 volts root mean square
(rms), with a source impedance of 20,000
ohms or less, to the sleeve and ring of a
plug and inserting it into MOTOR JACK
J6. It may be necessary to ground the
external generator to Facsimile Transceiver TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1,
or TT-1F/TXC-1 for satisfactory operation of the motor circuit. The motor
speed control switch, S4 (30 to 60 rpm),
should be in the 60RPM position for
external signal frequencies above 1,200
cps, and in the 30RPM position for frequencies below 1,200 cps.
(8) ( ND post. Directly below the LINE
binding posts is a GND post connected
to the frame of the transceiver.
d. Mounting Dust Removal Blower Unit. Place
the dust removal blower unit on the right-hand
end of the shelf of Table MT-252(*)/TXC-1 as
shown in figure 2. Be sure that the blower unit
is resting firmly on the shelf and against the cross
brace before tightening the thumbscrews located
on the channels. Remove the canister by loosening. the swivel thumbscrew. Remove the paper
bag from the canister and put activated carbon in
the space between the inner and outer tubes.
Shake the canister well to pack the carbon down
and fill to within one-half inch of the top. Replace
the paper bag in the canister, making sure that
the flange projection lies uniformly along the top
surface. Spread the paper bag so that it stays
close to the inside of the inner tube. Replace the
canister by sliding it into and around the three
nuts used as guides. Tighten the swivel thumbscrew until the canister is held firmly in place.
Do not overtighten the thumbscrew since it will
tend to distort the assembly. Clamp the flexible
hose to the exhaust tube with one of the hose
clamps provided and secure tightly. Slide the
free end of the flexible hose through the slot in the
table and clamp it to the blower unit with the
other hose clamp.

15. Connections to Wire Lines
Several distances can be obtained over voice
wire line circuits for a given line loss. The maximum distance that can be covered for a given
line loss generally depends on the type of wire line
facility used. The wire circuits used to transmit
facsimile signals must be of better quality than
those suitable for voice transmission. The method
of connection used depends on the. type of circuit,
the loss and faults in the circuit, type of terminal
equipment used, and the frequency characteristics
of the line.
a. The facsimile signal delivered by Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 is an am 1,800-cps
carrier, and the circuit used is capable of passing
both the upper and lower sideband frequencies,
900 to 2,700 cps, as flat as possible for satisfactory
reproduction. The impedances of all the circuits
along the line should be matched to avoid reflections. When the circuit distance is long, the
received signal is reflected back to the sending
station and is reflected again over the line to the
receiving station. This causes two images to
appear on the received copy. Echo suppressors,
which allow transmission in only one direction,
may be used in the circuit to overcome these effects.
On short high-speed circuits, the echoes produce
no undesirable effects.
b. It is important that the signal level at the
receiving station be constant, especially when
receiving photographic copy, since instantaneous
changes as small as ¼ db in signal level will cause
a noticeable change in the shading of the recorded
picture. However, an increase or decrease of 1
to 2 db is permissible if the change occurs gradually during the transmission of an entire picture.
c. Delay in the line will cause different frequency components of the facsimile signal to be
displaced. This results in a distorted picture.
Delay correcting networks may be used to equalize
frequency transmission rates. A high signal to
noise ratio is desirable to eliminate dark streaks
(noise) or spots on the recording.
d. Transmitting signal levels are explained in
(1) through (4) below.
(1) A +26 dbm output signal (0 dbm=1 milliwatt (mw) in 600-ohms), approximately
15 volts, is available at LINE JACK J5
for transmission of facsimile signals over
single field wire circuits made up of Wire
W-110-B or WD-1/TT. The line must
be long enough to attenuate the signal
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down to -10 dbm or lower to prevent
overloading the receiving transceiver.
If more than one circuit is brought into
the same terminal controlling the transmission of facsimile signals, cross talk
tests should be made before operation of
the facsimile circuit is begun with +26
dbm going into the line.
(2) Transmission over open-wire telegraph
lines is sometimes practical, without
danger of cross talk into dispatcher circuits, with a +26 dbm signal going into
the line. As a further precaution against
cross talk in this type circuit, transposition of the wires at ¼-, ½-, or 2/3 -mile
intervals would be advantageous.
(3) A line that has low-loss characteristics
may furnish a received signal which is
higher than the LINE binding post input
of the transceiver can accept for satisfactory reproduction. This is indicated
by the necessity of setting the GAIN
control near zero to obtain the standard
+2 db indication required for proper
operation of the transceiver. When this
condition is encountered, for receiving
only, connect the line to a plug and insert
the plug into the jack on the transceiver
marked RADIO RCVR. To reduce
hum, connect a wire from the GND terminal to the REC CT terminal. Leave
the plug out of the RADIO RCVR jack
except when receiving copy. When transmitting, the line must be reconnected to
the LINE terminals.
(4) For transmission over a single commercial
wire line, the standard 0 dbm (.78 volt)
signal is available at the LINE terminals
on Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC1 when the GAIN control (figs. 13
through 16) on the front, panel is adjusted
for a reading of +2 db on the DB
METER.
Caution: When operating into AT&T
(American Telephone and Telegraph
Co.) lines (fig. 11), do not apply more
than 0 dbm to the line since these circuits
are adjusted for proper operation for
inputs at this level. To limit the signal
applied to their lines, AT&T requires
that a 104A or 105A coupling coil be
connected between the facsimile equipment and the line. These coils limit the
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amount of signal voltage that can be applied to the line and, in effect, place a
heavy load across the line when the input
signal goes above 0 dbm.
(a) If more than one commercial line is
being supplied by Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)TXC-1, the output
level at the LINE terminals will drop
down below 0 dbm.
(b) If only two lines are being fed, the output at the LINE terminals can be
brought up to 0 dbm by shunting resistors R84 and R85 (fig. 169) (in
series with the LINE terminals) with
300-ohm resistors.
(c) If more than two lines are being fed,
the output at the LINE terminals may
be brought up to 0 dbm by shunting
R84 and R85 with resistors that have
a lower value than 300 ohms. In
either case, the final adjustment should
be reached with a DB METER reading
of +2 db.
Note. If a DB METER is not available for
measuring the input at the coupling coils,
temporary connections can be made to the
DB METER in Facsimile Transceiver TT1(*)/TXC-1. The regular connections to the
meter must be removed after setting the
GAIN control for a normal output reading
of +2 db on the DB METER. Eight db
must he added to the meter reading when
measuring the signal voltage present across the
coupling coil because the DB METER in
Facsimile Transceivcr TT-1(*)/TXC-1 is calibrated at the old reference level of 6 mw into a
600-ohm line. For 0 dbm at the coupling coil,
the meter therefore will read -8 db. If
measuring with a vacuum-tube voltmeter, the
correct reading is .78 volt.

e. Use of UC Coupling Coil (fig. 6). When inductive coupling to a telephone line is required,
use the UC coupling coil furnished with Facsimile
Set AN/TXC-1(*) except with Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1D. This coupling (feed) coil is designed to fit over the receiver of the handset used
on Telephone EE-8 and other telephone handsets
(fig. 12). The coil is fitted into place and the
plug at the end of the cord from the UC coupling
coil is connected to the polarized LINE JACK
(J5) on the transceiver terminal strip. Approximately 30 db is lost when using this method of
connection. When using a line of Wire W-110-B
or WD-1/TT between transceivers, if there signal
voltage is required than that obtained by using

TM 2258-79

Figure 11.

Facsimile installation, private line antisidetone station connectors.

the magnetic coupling connector on the UC
coupling coil, connect the telephone line directly
to the 1V connector on the coupling coil. If the
circuit loss is exceptionally high, the connector
marked 6V on the coupling coil may be used,
provided, the line loss is at least 18 dbm before
reaching the first telephone exchange or repeater.
Warning: Do not use the coupling coil outputs
marked 1V or 6V with any commercial or common battery circuits, or any circuit that uses signaling or ringing.
16. Talking Circuits
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1A/TXC-1 through
TT-1F/TXC-1 have built-in talk-back circuit
facilities and permit communication between
transmitting and receiving operators over the
same circuit used for facsimile signals. This
facility is controlled by the STANDBY-MONTALK switch (S5) on the front panel. However,

when using Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1,
external telephones must be used at each end of
the circuit. Facsimile operation is also possible
over blind circuits, on prearranged schedules,
without voice communication.
17. Radio Circuit Considerations
a. Subcarrier Amplitude Modulation (SCAM).
The average amplitude variations of the facsimile
signal change in proportion to the average densities of the picture being scanned. Slight amplitude variations in the received signal, other than
those caused by the components of the facsimile
signal, also will cause objectionable distortion in
the received copy. This is especially noticeable
when receiving photographic material. When
transmitting black and white copy only, considerable changes in amplitude can be tolerated, although distortion, caused by amplitude variations in the received signal, will appear in the
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Figure 12.

UC coupling coil attached to telephone headsets.

form of inconsistent lineweights throughout the
Copy.
(1) For hf transmission (below 40 mc), the
effects of fading must be taken into consideration. If transmission is by ground
wave only, over short distances, circuits
can be established for satisfactory reproduction of both photographic and
black and white copy by utilization of
suitable transmitting power levels. The
channel bandwidth must be sufficient to
pass the full frequency range (both upper
and lower sidebands, 900 to 2,700 cps)
produced by the facsimile transceiver.
(2) When transmission is by both ground and
sky wave, the effects of fading must
again be taken into consideration. Transmitted picture elements arriving at the
receiving station, via the ground wave,
may be out of phase with the same
picture element arriving via the sky
wave. This causes a change in the instantaneous signal level and consequent
deterioration of the received copy.
(3) Compensation may be made to reduce
the effects of fading by reducing the
speed of transmission. Facilities for
half-speed operation are provided on
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1,
TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1 by
reducing the speed of rotation of the
scanning drum from 60 rpm to 30 rpm.
b. Subcarrier Frequency Modulation (SCFM).
Both photographic and black and white copy can
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be transmitted over regular very-high-frequency
(vhf) or ultra-high-frequency (uhf) fm radio circuits by merely connecting Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1(*)/TXC-1 to the input and output terminals of the radio equipment. The received signals
must be of sufficient strength to keep the limiter
circuits of the fm receiver saturated at all times.
Details for this type connection using Converter
CV-2C/TX are given in paragraph 60.
c. Frequency-Shift Transmission. To eliminate
the effects of signal fading and to reduce the effects
of interference and noise, a frequency-shift circuit
using a regular cw transmitter is used. In this
system, the amplitude variations of the facsimile
signals are converted into frequency variations,
and the facsimile signal components are transmitted over a regular cw radio channel as proportional shifts in frequency rather than changes in
amplitude. At the receiver, a crystal-controlled
oscillator is heterodyned with the incoming frequency-shift signals to produce corresponding af
variations, and an af discriminator is used to
convert the signal into the amplitude variations
required for operation of Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1(*)/TXC-1. Details for this type connection using Converter CV-2C/TX and Exciter
Unit O-5B/FR are given in paragraph 61.
18. Connections to Radio Circuits
When Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1
is to operate in a conventional am radio transmitting and receiving circuit (SCAM), make connections as follows:
a. Plug one end of Cord CD-1018 into the
transceiver RADIO RCVR jack (J2). Plug the

other end into the phones output jack of the radio
receiver. This is the receiving connection.
b. Plug one end of Cord CD-1019 into the
RADIO XMTR jack (J3) on the transceiver.
Plug the other end into the microphone jack of
the radio transmitter. This is the transmitting
connection.
c. Plug the radio carbon microphone into the
CARBON MIKE jack (J4) of the transceiver.
d. Plug the radio headset into the PHONES
jack (J1) on the transceiver. The radio transmitter and receiver may be operated normally for
radio voice communication while the transceiver
selector switch is set at either the SET RANGE or
STANDBY position.
e. If the radio receiver output is too low for the
transceiver, check the label on the small circular
tag screwed to the terminal board between the
RADIO RCVR and PHONES jack. Ordinarily,
the tag will read 2,500 ohms (this indicates the
impedance at which the transceiver input circuit
is set to match the phones circuit output of the
conventional radio receiver). Some radio receiver
circuits have a 250-ohm output. Connection of a
250-ohm receiver output to the 2,500-ohm transceiver input will be indicated by a failure to get a
sufficiently high reading on the transceiver DB
METER, even though the transceiver GAIN
control (R59, R60) may be set at maximum and
the monitored signal may sound loud in the headset plugged into the PHONES jack. To change
the transceiver input to match a 250-ohm receiver
output circuit, proceed as follows:
(1) Remove the back cover of the transceiver to gain access to the terminal
board mounted inside the transceiver on
the metal brace near the DB METER.
Connect a wire between terminals 1 and
2 of the terminal board to short-circuit
resistor R79 (fig. 168).
(2) Remove the wire which is soldered to
terminal 3, and solder it to terminal 4.
This places resistor R82 in the circuit.
(3) Replace the transceiver rear cover.
(4) Remove the two screws that hold the
round tag in place on the outside terminal
board. Turn the tag over so that the
exposed side reads 250 ohms. Replace
the screws.
Note. To avoid pick-up while receiving, it
may be necessary to connect the GNI) binding
post to one of the LINE binding posts or to the
REC C T binding post. Remove this connection when transmitting.

f. If the facsimile transceiver output is too high
for the radio transmitter input circuit, reduce the
gain of the radio transmitter preamplifier. A
temporary alternative, for example, is to set up
the facsimile transceiver in the normal manner,
then reduce its maximum output by turning the
GAIN control until the maximum meter reading is
-4 db.
19. Darkroom Installation
When Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*) is used for
photographic reception of copy, install the equipment in a large, well-ventilated darkroom from
which all light is excluded. A large sink and running water are necessary.
a. Safelight. Install a safelight equipped with
a Wratten series OA filter, or its equivalent.
This gives a yellowish green light. Locate the
light approximately 5 feet from both the transceiver and the sink.
b. Additional Equipment. In addition to Photographic Equipment PH-549/TXC-1 which is
supplied with Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*), the
following equipment is desirable:
1 electric print dryer.
1 gross each of contact printing paper, single
weight, 12 inches by 18¾ inches, contrast
F1, F2, F3, and F4, Eastman Kodak or
equal.
2 dozen each, contact printing paper, contrast
F0 and F5.
1 contact printer, 18 inches by 22 inches.
1 darkroom clock with sweep second hand.
1 squeegee, 10 inches long.
2 or more ferrotype plates, chrome, to fit
electric dryer.
2 print tongs.
20. Service upon Receipt of Used or
Reconditioned Equipment
a. Follow the instructions in paragraph 13 for
uncrating, unpacking, and checking the equipment.
b. Check equipment for tags or other indications
pertaining to modifications (par. 11) or other
changes. If any changes in the wiring (other than
the modifications listed in paragraph 11) have
been made, note the change on the schematic
diagram in this manual.
c. Check and lubricate the equipment as instructed in paragraphs 44 through 47.
d. Perform the installation and connection procedures outlined in this section.
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Section Il. CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS
21. General
All electrical operating controls of Facsimile
Set AN/TXC-1(*) are located on the sloping front
panel of Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1
(figs, 13, 14 and 16). Two mechanical controls,
the drum-engaging lever, and the clamp-bar control knob are located on the drum and its control
mechanism. Controls are the same for all facsimile transceivers, except for minor differences

required by changes in the talk-back circuit, the
drum speed circuit, and the starting and phasing
circuits on certain models. Input and output
connections are located on the right-hand end of
the transceiver.
22. Controls and Their Uses
The following chart lists the controls of Facsimile Transceiver AN/TXC-1(*) and indicates
their functions.

a. Panel Controls.
Function

Power ON-OFF switch (S2) --------------

STANDBY-MON-TALK switch (S5) (Not
included in Facsimile Transceiver TT1/TXC-1).

Makes and breaks one side of the 110-volt, 60-cycle ac line circuit which
feeds the primary of transformer T11, located in Rectifier Power Unit
PP-86(*)/TXC-1. In the ON position, plate, filament, and screen
voltages are applied to all tubes in the facsimile set. Power is made
available for starting and operating the synchronous motor, subject to
changes made by the selector switch (S1) and STANDBY-MON-TALK
switch (S5).
In the STANDBY (upper) position, it connects the loudspeaker in the
circuit and permits the operator to monitor the communication channel.
If both the STANDBY-MON-TALK switch (S5) and the selector
switch (S1) are in the STANDBY positions, the synchronous motor will
not operate. This position is used to receive voice communications
when it is not necessary to have the motor running.
Warning: When using Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1
through TT-1F/TXC-1, the motor may run at a nonsynchronous speed
in any switch position. When the motor is running at synchronous
speed, the drum will revolve ½ or 1 revolution each second, and the
respective 900- or 1,800-cycle audible tones will be heard coming from
the motor laminations.
In the MON (middle) position, it connects the loudspeaker and permits
the operator to monitor the communication channel. The motor is
supplied power and may be started and run at synchronous speed.
This is the normal position for receiving voice communications when
phasing the transmitting and receiving equipments preparatory to
sending and receiving facsimile copy.
In the TALK (lower) position, the loudspeaker becomes the microphone
of a voice intercommunication system. The switch must be held in the
TALK position; if pressure is released, it will snap back to the MON
position. The TALK position is used when talking to the facsimile
operator on the other end of the circuit.
Note. The talk-back circuit operates only when the selector switch (S1) is at STANDBY.

Selector switch (S1)---------------------

Caution: The talk-back circuit will not function over a radio circuit
that uses Converter CV-2C/TX, TM 11-2252A, unless the converter
is bypassed for voice communication.
This control determines the function of the transceiver. Positions and
functions are as follows:
Position

T R A N S M I T - - - - -
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Function

The facsimile transmitting circuit is established. Impulses representing elements of
the facsimile copy are sent out over the
facsimile circuit to the receiver. This is the
normal operating position when the transceiver is actually transmitting copy. In
this position, the switch also closes the radio
transmitter relay circuit associated with
CARBON MIKE jack J4.

Function

Control

Selector switch (S1)-Continued

SET RANGE

The transmitting circuit is established but
impulses are not sent over the line.
This position is used when the operator is
engaged in setting the contrast range (wedge)
for transmitting a specific piece of copy.
Note. Since the transceiver is disconnected from the line
when the selector switch is at SET RANGE, some method
must be used to avoids disconnect when operating with a
commercial line. A telephone set across the line or a special
telephone key will hold the line (fig. 11). A dry line, one
not normally used with signaling, will not be rung off.

STANDAY. . . . . . . . . . . . The tubes are kept ready for operation of the
This is the normal setting
transceiver.
during the periods when copy is not actually
being transmitted or received.
RECORD PHOTO... . . The receiving circuit is established to use the
recorder lamp, which causes recording of
received copy on photographic paper. This
switch position is, used to set the gain and
phase the receiving transceiver. A raised
portion of the selector switch name plate
enables the operator to set the switch at
RECORD PHOTO in the darkroom.
RECORD DIRECT. . The receiving circuit is established to use the
stylus instead of the recording lamp. The
stylus causes recording of received copy on
direct recording paper or other electrosensitive paper. Moving the selector switch
to RECORD DIRECT position mechanitally moves the stylus into contact with the
paper on the drum.
Note. In the TRANSMIT, RECORD PHOTO, and
RECORD DIRECT positions, automatic end-of-copy
stop relay K1 remains energized if limit switch S8 has
been thrown. It is necessary to switch to STANDBY or
SET RANGE to reenergize relay K1 in Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1.

START button (S4) (Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1, TT-1A/TXC-1,
TT-1B/TXC-1, TT-1C/TXC-1 and TT1D/TXC-1 only).

PHASE button (S3) (Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1, TT-1A/TXC-1,
TT-1B/TXC-1, TT-1C/TXC-1 and TT1D/TXC-1 only).

START-PHASE switch (S3) (Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/
TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1 only).

This is a nonlocking, multipole, push-button switch. When pressed, this
button momentarily applies power to the start winding of the motor
and the motor is operated above its normal operating speed. When the
START button is released, the motor slows down to its normal operating
speed and continues to operate at that speed.
Caution: The motor of Facsimile Transceiver TT-1B/TXC-1 or
TT-1C/TCX-1 is at synchronous speed only when the 1,800-cycle tone
can be heard from the motor laminations.
This is a nonlocking, multipole, push-button switch. The receiving operator presses this button to energize the phasing circuit of the receiving
transceiver, while the transmitting operator is sending phasing pulses.
The operation assures that both transmitting and receiving drums are
in the same position at the same instant. Once the relatively short
phasing operation is completed, the machines will remain synchronized
because both drums are driven by motors running at the same speed.
In Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT1F/TXC-1, the functions of the START switch (S4 in previous models)
and the PHASE switch (S3 in previous models) have beeh combined into
one, which is START-PHASE switch S3 (fig. 15). It is a three-position,
nonlocking, lever-type switch which is spring-loaded to return to neutral
when released from the START or PHASE position. The operator
throws the START-PHASE switch to the START position momentarily to apply power to the start winding to bring the motor above the
normal operating speed. When switch S3 is released, the 1,800 cps is
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Control

START-PHASE, switch (S3) (Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/
TXC-1, and TT-1F.TXC-1 Only)Continued

30RPM-60RPM
(motor
speed control)
switch (S4) (fig. 138) (Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1,
and TT-1F/TXC-1 only).
CONTRAST control (R45) - - - - - - - - - - - -

GAIN control (R59 and R60).. .
DB METER (M1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

MOTOR ON-MOTOR OFF switch. (Added
on Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1
only by MWO SIG 11-2258-1).
SPEAKER jack. (Added on Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1 by MWO SIG
11–2258–1).
RB
meter (M3) (fig. 138). . . . . .
MOTOR CURRENT meter (M2) -- ----

Function

applied to the synchronous winding of the motor causing the motor to
lock in at its normal operating speed. The receiving operator throws
the START-PHASE switch to the PHASE position to energize the
phasing circuit of the receiving transceiver while the transmitting operator is sending phase pulses. When the relatively short phasing operation is completed, the machines remain Synchronized because both
drums are driven by motors running at the same speed.
Caution: The motor of Facsimile Transceiver TT-1D/TXC-1,
TT-1E/TXC-1, or TT-1F/TXC-1 is at synchronous speed only when
the 1,800-cycle tone can be heard from the motor laminations.
Used in the 30RPM position to provide half-speed operation of the recording drum when transmitting over long radio circuits under adverse receiving conditions, and in the 60RPM position for normal operation.
A calibrated potentiometer which adjusts the contrast range (difference
between minimum and maximum signal level of the transmitted signal)
by adjusting the magnitude of currents in the photocell bridge circuit.
This control is operated only by the transmitting operator, although
the setting he makes is determined partially by the request of the receiving operator. The dial on this control is numbered from 1 to 100,
and the ranges for transmitting positive and negative are indicated.
A dual potentiometer which serves to control the level of the signal handled by the transceiver. It does not change the contrast range.
The front panel DB METER serves as a guide in setting GAIN and
CONTRAST controls. It is calibrated in db with reference to 0 power
level of 6 mw in 600 ohms. Line power levels are commonly expressed
in terms of dbm, decibels with reference to 0 power level of 1 mw in 600
ohms. The DB METER on this equipment does not register the true
line signal level in either db or dbm. When the facsimile transceiver
selector switch is at TRANSMIT and the DB METER indicates plus
2 db, the resultant power dissipated in a 600-ohm resistive load connected across the LINE binding posts is 1 mw (.78 volt), representing
the standard 0 dbm reference. When the facsimile transceiver is receiving, there is no fixed relationship between line power and db power
and DB METER reading, because meter readings depend on the setting
of the GAIN control. In paragraph 5, input and output signal levels
for the transceiver are expressed in true line dbm. Elsewhere in this
manual, however, the term db is used merely to express the relative
level readings of the DB METER, not to indicate line levels in dbm.
Used for setting the transmitting contrast (wedge) range.
This meter may be temporarily disconnected from the circuit, and may be
used to measure dbm (at 0 dbm =1 mw into 600 ohms) directly, providing 8 db is added to the meter reading when so used.
Provides a means for turning off the motor when the selector switch is in
the STANDBY position.
Permits connecting an xternal loudspeak to the transceiver so that the
maximum and minimum signals for setting contrast will be audible to
the receiving operator.
Provides continuous check on regulated
250-volt supply.
Connected in series with motor voltage supply for setting proper motor
current.
Note. Meters M2 and M3 were added to Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/
TXC-1 by MWO SIG 11-2258-2.
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Figure 13. Controls, facsimile transceiver TT-1/TXC-1.

Figure 14. Controls, facsimile transceiver TT-1A/TXC-1 through TT-1C/TXC-1.
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Figure 15. Controls, facsimile transceiver TT-1D/TXC-1 and TT-1E/TXC-1.

b. Drum Controls. Two mechanical controls
are located on the drum mechanism.
(1) The clamp bar control knob (fig. 17) is
located on the right side of the rotating
drum. It is used to open and shut the
clamps that hold copy to the drum and
can be operated only when the motor is
not running and the drum is not rotating.
This knob has three positions:
(a) Center position (both sides of the clamps
are fastened). This is the normal
operating position when copy or recording paper is securely fastened to the
drum during either transmitting or
receiving.
(b) Counterclockwise position (clamp is open
on the side toward the operator). The
clamping bar is at the top of the drum.
This position is used only momentarily,
while inserting copy and preparing to
fasten it to the drum.
(c) Clockwise position (clamp is open on the
side away from the operator). The
clamping bar is at the top of the drum.
This position also is used only momentarily, while fastening copy to the
drum.
(2) The drum engaging lever (fig. 16) is
located on the left side of the drum.
It is used to engage the half nuts on the
rotating drum with the lead screw,
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causing the drum to travel from right to
left during the scanning process. This
position is used during the actual transmitting or receiving of copy. When the
lever is pushed away from the operator,
it disengages the drum from the lead
screw so that the drum rotates but does
not travel from right to left. The disengaged position is used at all times
when copy is not actually being transmitted or received.
Warning: On Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1, the
guide arm of the engaging mechanism
may leave its track on the chassis of the
transceiver if the drum is pushed to the
far left with the protective housing
removed from the motor and clutch.
If this occurs, the drum will not feed
properly on the lead screw. In Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 and TT1C/TXC-1, a machine screw provides
a stop to prevent the guide arm from
leaving the track.
c. End-of-copy Limit Switch (S8). A pressuresensitive switch is mounted on the left-hand
bearing block of Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/
TXC-1 (fig. 16). The drum, in its extreme lefthand excursion, will actuate this switch. This
causes power to be removed from the synchronous
drive motor and the amplified facsimile signal will

Figure 16. Controls, facsimile transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1.

be diverted to ground. It is therefore not necessary for the operator to be with the equipment
at the end of a transmission.
d. Blower Switch (S9). A toggle ON-OFF
switch is provided for the dust removal blower

supplied with Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1D. This
switch is located on the blower and canister supporting bracket (fig. 2) and should be thrown to
the ON position only when the equipment is used
for direct recording.

Section Ill. OPERATION UNDER USUAL CONDITIONS
Note. The operating instructions in this section are based on the use of a voice communication circuit between
transmitting and receiving operators. Blind circuits, however, in which transmission and reception of facsimile copy are
completed on prearranged schedules, are feasible without voice communication. Experienced operators will find numerous
satisfactory ways of saving time by varying the operating procedures described in this section.

23. Preparations
Before operating Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*),
determine the type of circuit being used, wire or
radio, and all types of transmission and reception
desired; this will affect the operating procedure.
a. Index of Cooperation. Transmitting and
receiving equipments at each end of the circuit
should have the same index of cooperation, the
same speed, and a recording system responsive to
the modulated signal of the transmitter. The
index of cooperation is equal to the scanning drum
diameter times the pitch (lines per inch scanned);
thus, the index of cooperation of Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 is equal to 6 (drum
diameter in inches) 96 (lines per inch) = 576.

Satisfactory operation may be obtained even
though the indexes of cooperation are not exactly
the same. Differences of as much as 5 or 10 percent are generally not noticeable in photographic
or message copy. The indexes of cooperation
may differ by as much as 50 percent for weather
map work or other line illustrations without
affecting the usability of the received copy. The
maximum speed tolerance between the transmitting and receiving scanning drums of Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1(*)/TXC-1 is .00033 percent.
The table below lists the standards applicable in
present day military and commercial wire and
radiophoto facsimile circuits.
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Standard

Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 . ..
Facsimile Transceiver FX-1-( ) . . . . . . . . .
Acme .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Associated Press . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CCIT and CCIR (Consultive Committee
on International Telegraph and Consultive Committee on International Radio).
CCIT and CCIR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
International News Service . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Western Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Index

Speed
(rpm)

576
264
290
380

60
90
100
100

264
352
264
254

90
60
90
180

b. Circuits.
(1) If a wire circuit is used between a transmitting transceiver and a receiving transceiver, be certain that connections are
correct for the quality of line (par. 15).
(2) If a radio circuit is used, and Converter
CV-2C/TX is in the circuit between
facsimile transceiver and radio transmitter, the transceiver talk-back circuit will
not function.
c. Type of Transmission. Adjustment of the
transmitting transceiver will depend on the type
of transmission being made and the type of receiving process in use. Coordination is necessary
between transmitting and receiving operators.
Transmission can be either positive or negative.
In positive transmission, black portions of the
copy are transmitted as high-level signals which
print at the receiving end as black (fig. 21). In
negative transmissions, white portions of the copy
are transmitted as high-level signals which print
on the negative (fig. 21). The relative signal
levels are indicated by the DB METER on the
transceiver. The kind of copy being sent and the
use to be made of the copy at the receiving end
determine whether transmissions should be negative or positive.
d. Type of Reception.
(1) Direct recording. When the time element
is important, use the direct recording
method. Slight loss of detail and fidelity
of half tones (shades of gray between
white and black) must be tolerated. Copy
received on Teledeltos or Timefax NDA
paper is ready for immediate use; copy
received on Time fax A paper permits
making duplicates by the gelatin pad
method (par. 29) in a very short time.
(2) Positive photographic recording. When
only one copy is needed and when finer
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detail and better half-tone reproduction
than that obtained by direct recording
are necessary, use the positive photographic recording method. Copy received by this method requires photographic processing before it can be used.
(3) Negative photographic recording. When
maximum quality of a photograph is
required, use the negative photographic
recording method. Copy received by
this method requires photographic processing and positive prints can be made
from the negative.
24. Preliminary Transmitting Operations
a. Initial Operation.
(1) Cut the copy to be transmitted to a size
no larger than 12 by 18 5/8 inches. Keep
the actual message for transmission to 12
x 17½ inches for both photographic and
direct recording.
(2) Fasten captions on the copy to be transmitted with scotch tape or write them
on the copy with either ink or pencil.
(3) Throw the power ON-OFF switch of the
transceiver to the ON position. Turn
the selector switch to the SET RANGE
position. Wait for the high-pitched
1,800-cycle tone. (There is no audible
tone when the selector switch is in
STANDBY position and the STANDBY-MON-TALK switch is in the
STANDBY position.) Normally, a 10minute warm-up period should be allowed
before transmitting. The dust removal
blower ON-OFF switch should be in OFF
position when the equipment is in use as
a transmitter.
(4) Press backward on the engaging lever,
on the left end of the drum mechanism,
to disengage the drum from the lead
screw. Push the drum to the right-hand
end of the lead screw. Turn the drum
so the clamping bar is on top.
b. Placing Copy on Drum (fig. 17).
(1) Raise one edge of the clamp bar by turning the knob on the right end of the drum
to its clockwise position. Place the
lower edge of the copy, face up, under
the rear edge of the clamp bar. Turn
the knob to its counterclockwise position
to set the clamp and open its other edge.
Revolve the drum, wrapping the copy

Figure 17.

Loading drum with direct recording paper.

around it. Insert the loose edge of the
copy under the clamp. Pull the copy
tightly around the drum with a wiping
motion of the hand. Set the clamp by
turning the clamping bar knob back
to its center position.
(2) Make certain that there are no bulges
in the copy. If the copy is too small to
fit around the drum and into the clamping bar, fasten it to the drum with
scotch tape.
25. Transmitting Positive for Direct Recording
In transmitting positive for reception on Teledeltos, Timefax NDA, or Timefax A paper,
proceed as follows:
a. Preparations.
(1) Allow the transceiver to warm up. Load
the drum as outlined in paragraph 24.
(2) Be sure the selector switch is on the SET
RANGE position. Place the dust removal blower switch in the OFF position
on equipment modified by MWO 11-

2258-6 and on Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1F/TXC-1.
b. Setting GAIN and CONTRAST controls.
(1) Place the whitest portion of the copy in
line with the scanning beam. Set the
GAIN control at 65. Adjust the CONTRAST control until the meter indicates
a minimum. Check the meter reading
and move the drum slightly backward
and forward while examining a different
white portion of the copy to be sure the
whitest spot is used.
(2) Move the drum so that the blackest
portion of the copy is illuminated by
the spot of light. Be sure the blackest
portion actually is used by again rotating
the drum slightly backward and forward
while checking the meter.
(3) Adjust the GAIN control so that the
meter indicates +2 db.
(4) Return to the whitest portion of the copy
and readjust the CONTRAST control
for a minimum reading on the meter.
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(5) Repeat the procedures in (2), (3), and
(4) above until the final adjustments of
GAIN and CONTRAST controls give
meter readings differing by at least 15
db between the blackest and whitest
portions of the copy. The maximum
reading (on black copy) should not
exceed +2 db.
(6) If the UC coupling coil is used to couple
the transceiver output to a telephone
circuit, an additional adjustment must be
made at this point. With a +2 db meter
reading, indicating maximum transmitted signal, turn the selector switch to
the TRANSMIT position. Listen closely
in the telephone earpiece, and slowly
rotate the coupling coil on the telephone
headset until the loudest tone is heard.
Be sure that the coupling coil is at least
2 feet from the transceiver, power supply,
and other electrical equipment to prevent
magnetic pick-up of interference.
(7) When using any model of the transceiver
except TT-1/TXC-1, set the selector
switch at STANDBY.
Operate the
STANDBY-MON-TALK switch momentarily to TALK and inform the receiving
operator that maximum and minimum
signals will be sent. This will permit the
receiving operator to make proper adjustments on the transceiver being used
for reception. Release the STANDBYMON-TALK switch and it will snap back
to MON position. This enables the
transmitting operator to hear the rereceiving operator’s acknowledgment.
When using Facsimile Transceiver TT1/TXC-1, external telephones must be
used for voice communications between
operators. However, if no external voice
communication circuit is available, with
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1 modified by MWO SIG 11-2258-1 being used
at the receiving end, the maximum and
minimum signals can be heard by the
receiving operator when the selector.
switch on the receiving transceiver is set
to STANDBY. When operating blind,
this would be a signal for the receiving
operator to turn the selector switch to
one of the record positions for setting the
contrast of his machine.
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(8) Turn the selector switch to the TRANSMIT position and, with the spot of light
on the blackest portion of the copy, transmit a maximum signal for approximately
15 seconds. This should be enough time
for the receiving operator to adjust the
controls on his set; then alternately send
maximum and minimum signals (with the
spot of light alternately on the blackest
and whitest portions of the copy) for
about 5 seconds each, so that the receiving operator can check the contrast set
up by the transmitting operator. After
some experience, this procedure can be
shortened on subsequent transmissions
over the same circuit by sending only
minimum signals for receiver adjustment.
c. Transmitting Phasing Pulses.
(1) Move the drum so that the spot of light
shines directly on the raised phasing ring
at the left end of the drum (fig. 17). The
STANDBY-MON-TALK switch may be
in the MON or STANDBY position, and
the selector switch is at SET RANGE.
Operate the START switch and hold it
engaged until the motor starts and the
drum picks up speed to slightly more
than 60 rpm, which is the normal operating speed. (Do not race the motor;
2 to 4 revolutions of the drum should be
sufficient.) Release the START switch.
The drum will slow down to a synchronous speed of 60 rpm as indicated by the
1,800-cycle audible tone from the motor
laminations.
Warning: The motors of Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 through
TT-1F/TXC-1 may run at nonsynchronous speed. It is at synchronous speed
only when the 1,800-cycle tone can be
heard from the motor laminations.
(2) If the drum stops, repeat the starting
operation. When the light shines on the
white phasing spot of the phasing ring,
phasing pulses are transmitted. This is
indicated by a flicking of the DB METER
each time the light shines on the phasing
spot. Look through the clutch window
and make sure the drum is driven by the
stop arm driving the dog trip arm (fig.
20). This condition should take place
automatically after 5 to 10 revolutions of
the drum. If the stop arm is not driving

the dog trip arm, false phasing may result.
To correct this condition, exert a gentle
friction, with the fingers against the
phasing ring on the drum, until the stop
arm catches up with the dog trip arm.
(Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1,
TT-1C/TXC-1, TT-1D/TXC-1, TT1E/TXC-1, and TT1F/TXC-1 have a
drum friction mechanism which makes
this step unnecessary.) Switch to the
TRANSMIT position and send about 25
phasing pulses.
d. Transmitting Copy. If the receiving operator
does not request more phasing pulses, proceed to
transmit copy as follows:
(1) Turn the selector switch to the TRANSMIT position. Pull forward the knurled
engaging lever on the left end of the drum
mechanism to engage the half nuts of the
drum feed mechanism with the lead
screw. This will cause the drum to move
slowly from right to left on the shaft.
Note. If the transmitter picture is smaller
than 12 inches in width, the drum may be moved
to the left by grasping the housing (do not touch
the drum) and sliding the drum so that the light
falls on the left edge of the copy. The phasing
will not be upset as long as the drum is not
touched.
(2) When all copy has moved past the scanning beam, turn the selector switch to
STANDBY. This will stop the motor in
the unmodified Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1/TXC-1. In Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1/TXC-1, modified by MWO SIG
11-2258-1, the MOTOR OFF-MOTOR
ON switch must also be operated to the
MOTOR OFF position. If Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1A/TXC-1, TT-1B/
TXC-1,
TT-1C/TXC-1,
TT-1D/
TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, or TT1F/TXC-1 is being used, the motor will
continue to run until the STANDBYMON-TALK switch also is operated to
the STANDBY position. Remove the
completed copy from the drum. If more
pictures are to be transmitted, proceed
from the start. Set up a new contrast and
gain setting for the new copy, and repeat
the phasing procedure. If no more copy
is to be transmitted immediately, leave
the selector switch at STANDBY. When
closing down, throw the power ON-OFF
switch to the OFF position.

Caution: The phasing procedure must
always be repeated after the transmitting
or receiving drum is stopped before transmitting another picture.
26. Transmitting Positive for Positive,
Photographic Recording
When transmitting positive for positive photographic reception, follow the procedure outlined
in the preceding paragraph for transmitting positive for direct recording.
a. With the CONTRAST control set to approximately 30 (never over 45 on the dial for positive
transmissions), set the GAIN control (on the
blackest portion) for the +2 db reading. However, when setting the CONTRAST control for
the whitest portion of the copy, slowly turn the
control only until the DB METER indicates -13
db. Do not set it for a minimum reading. Do not
turn the CONTRAST control so far that the meter
indication passes -13 db and dips to a lower reading, then rises again to -13 db. This type of
adjustment will cause reversal of tones on the
received copy.
Note. When setting the CONTRAST control of Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1, -1A/TXC-1, and -1B/
TXC-1 for receiving, adjust it to read only -8 db instead
of -13 db on the DB METER.

b. If it is not possible to obtain the -13 db
reading, recheck the setting of the GAIN control
and readjust the CONTRAST control as in a
above.
c. The minimum reading on the whitest portion
should be -13 db; the maximum reading on the
blackest portion should not exceed +2 db. Check
the final GAIN and CONTRAST control adjustments by slowly cutting off the light from the
exciter lamp. When this is done, the DB METER
indication should rise from -13 db to +2 db
without going to a value of less than -13 db. If
the 15 db wedge setting cannot be obtained, check
the exciter lamp adjustment.
27. Transmitting Negative
When transmitting negative for reception on
film, proceed as follows:
a. Preparations. Make the same initial preparations as in transmitting positive. Be sure the
selector switch is on SET RANGE.
b. Setting GAIN and CONTRAST Controls.
(1) Set the GAIN control to 65. (Never set
below 50 when transmitting negative.)
Set the CONTRAST control to 100.
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(2) Turn the drum so that the blackest portion of the copy is illuminated by the
spot of light. Carefully turn the CONTRAST control to a lower setting until
the meter indicates -6 db. Check the
meter reading. Move the drum backward and forward slightly while examining a different black portion of the copy
to be sure the blackest spot is used.
Caution: Do not turn the CONTRAST control so far that the meter
passes -6 db, and dips to a lower reading
before rising again to -6 db.
(3) Move the drum so that the whitest portion of the copy is illuminated by the
spot of light. Adjust the GAIN control
until the meter indicates +2 db. Be
sure the whitest portion of the copy
actually is being used by again rotating
the drum backward and forward slightly
while checking the meter.
(4) Return to the blackest portion of the copy
and readjust the CONTRAST control
for a -6 db reading on the meter.
(5) Repeat the procedure in (2), (3), and (4)
above until- the final adjustment of the
GAIN and CONTRAST controls give
meter readings differing by 8 db between
the whitest and blackest portions of the
copy. The maximum reading (on white
copy) must not exceed +2 db. As a
final check, slowly cut off the light from
the exciter lamp; the DB METER indication should go from +2 db to -6 db
without going to a value of less than
-6 db.
c. Other Steps. Other steps in the procedure
for transmitting negative are the same as for
transmitting positive.
28. Receiving on Teledeltos or Timefax
NDA Paper (Direct Process)
Direct process recording on Teledeltoe or Timefax NDA paper does not require reception in a
darkroom and provides a single received copy
which can be used immediately without processing.
a. Preparation.
(1) Wrap the direct process paper around the
drum with the white side of Timefax
NDA or the metallic side of Teledeltos
toward the drum. The drum loading
operation is essentially the same as for
transmitting (par. 24).
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Caution: Hands should be clean and
dry. Do not get finger marks on the
glazed surface of the paper.
(2) Warm up the transceiver as outlined
in paragraph 24a(3).
Warning: It is possible to overheat or
bum out recorder lamp E2 (fig. 168)
when setting the GAIN control. Temporarily remove it from the circuit by
disconnecting the plug at the rear of the
housing in which the recorder lamp is
mounted.
(3) Operate the dust removal blower switch
to ON in equipment modified by MWO
11-2258-6 and in Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1F/TXC-1.
b. Adjustment of GAIN Control.
( 1 ) Turn the selector switch to the RECORD
PHOTO position. This makes the facsimile transceiver capable of receiving
signals without operating the stylus.
(2) If the UC coupling coil is being used
(coupled to a telephone receiver), direct
the transmitting operator to send a maximum signal. When the maximum signal
is received, adjust the GAIN control
until the DB METER indicates near
zero; then rotate the coupling coil on the
earpiece to the position that gives the
maximum DB METER reading. Be
sure the coupling coil is at least 2 feet
from the transceiver, power supply, and
other electrical equipment.
(3) While the transmitting operator is alternately sending maximum and minimum
signals, adjust the GAIN control on the
receiving transceiver so that the DB
METER indicates from +2 to +4 db on
the steady maximum tone. (The test
setting can be learned by experience.)
Note the difference on the receiving
transceiver DB METER between maximum and minimum signal levels. If the
circuit is functioning properly, this difference will be the same as the difference
established at the transmitting transceiver
within 2 db.
Note. The CONTRAST control is not part
of the receiving circuit and does not have to be
adjusted when operating the receiver.

c. Phasing Receiver.
(1) Be sure the STANDBY-MON-TALK
switch is at MON. Operate the START

switch and hold it engaged until the
motor starts and the drum picks up speed
to slightly more than 60 rpm. Release
the switch. The drum will slow down to
its synchronous speed at 60 rpm.
Warning: The motors of Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1, TT-1C/
TXC-1, TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC1, and TT-1F/TXC-1 may run at a nonsynchronous speed. It is at synchronous
speed only when the 1,800-cycle tone can
be heard from the motor laminations.
If the drum stops, repeat the starting
operation.
The transmitting operator will send approximately 25 phasing pulses. These
are indicated at the receiver by a momentary dip on the DB METER which
occurs once for each revolution of the
drum. Be sure to wait for 10 to 15
pulses during which the transmitting
machine comes into proper phase; then
operate the PHASE switch and hold it
engaged for about 6 to 10 pulses. The
phasing pulses actually bring the stop
arm on the clutch mechanism into phase,
and from 5 to 10 more revolutions of the
stop arm may be required before the drum
falls into phase. The drum is not phased
until the stop arm is driving the dog trip
arm (figs. 18, 19, and 20). When using
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and
TT-1A/TXC-1, which have not been
modified according to MWO SIG 112258-2, check for this condition by looking at the clutch mechanism through the
window on the clutch housing. If the
drum is not being driven by the stop
arm driving the dog trip arm after 10
revolutions following the release of the
PHASE switch, exert a gentle friction
with the fingers against the phasing ring
on the drum until the stop arm catches
up with the dog trip arm. Modified
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-l and
TT-1A/TXC-1 and Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1, TT-1C/TXC-1,
TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and
TT-1F/TXC-1 have a drum friction
mechanism which automatically phases
the drum.
Note. If the receiving operator misses the
phasing pulses and is on a circuit where he can-

not break in to ask the transmitting operator
for more phasing pulses, it may be possible to
phase the receiving machine as follows. Watch
the DB METER for the periodic pips that
occur once each second, representing the pulses
sent when the transmitting machine scans the
clamp bar. Gradually stop the drum so that
the clamp bar is facing the stylus or recorder
lamp barrel by applying pressure with the
fingers. Release the drum in synchronization
with the pips observed on the DB METER.
There is a good chance that the drum will be
phased properly and a suitable picture will be
recorded.
d. Receiving Copy.
(1) If the receiving transceiver is phased
properly, wait for transmission of the
picture signals to start. When these
signals start, as indicated by irregular
fluctuations of the DB METER, engage
the drum to the feed mechanism - b y
pulling the feed engaging lever forward,
turn the selector switch to RECORD

Figure 18. Clutch assembly, start of phasing.
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Figure 19. Clutch assembly, during phasing.

Figure 20. Clutch assembly, phasing completed.
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DIRECT to engage the stylus and receive the copy.
Caution: Be careful when breaking
into the circuit to talk to the transmitting
operator. On some circuits with several
stations on a network, an attempt to
talk will spoil reception at the other
stations.
(2) When the complete picture has been received, turn the selector switch to the
STANDBY position. Stop the motor,
using the procedure outlined in paragraph 25d(2), and remove the copy. If
more traffic is on hand, attach a new
sheet of direct recording paper to the
drum. Proceed from the start, set the
wedge with the new transmitting levels,
and repeat the phasing procedure. If
all traffic has been cleared, throw the
power ON-OFF switch to the OFF
position.

29. Duplicating Process Using
Timefax A Paper.
Timefax A paper is a specially prepared recording paper which is used when multiple copies of a
facsimile recording are required. The received
copy acts as the master copy and is applied to a
hectograph or gelatin pad from which additional
copies are made. Timefax A paper has a highresistance, light-colored, bluish top coating, which
is burned away by the current from the stylus to
expose the dye in the undercoating, just as the
carbon undercoating of Teledeltos paper is exposed. The master copy as obtained is impressed
on the gelatin pad for a sufficient time to transfer
the exposed dye to the gelatin. Duplicate copies
are then made by transferring the dye in the gelatin to a suitable coated hectograph paper. For
short runs (10 to 15 copies), Times Dyeprint paper
or Ditto HiSpeed paper should be used. When
more copies are required, a long run paper should
be used which does not pickup the dye so rapidly.
Recording on Timefax paper is quicker than photographic paper methods, but the definition is not
as sharp. The quality of the multiple copies
depends on the condition of the gelatin pad, the
amount of time the master copy is impressed on
the gelatin pad, the amount of time duplicating
copy paper is left on the pad, and the recording
level used in making the master copy.
a. Recording. Recording on Timefax A paper
is similar to recording by the direct process method
on Teledeltos or Timefax NDA paper. Place the
paper on the recording drum with the coated side
out and follow the procedure outlined in paragraph
28. Do not judge the master copy by its appearance, but rather by is performance on the gelatin
pad. The master copy need not be black and distinct. Set the transceiver GAIN control so that
the meter indicates approximately +2 db on the
black (maximum) signal for the original trial.
Increase the setting if necessary, but avoid too
high a setting. For beat results, the printing level
should be maintained as high as possible without
causing destruction or thinning out of the dye.
Usually the level is +3 db or +4 db. Excessive
gain will cause excessive smoking at the stylus and
will destroy the transfer dye in the undercoating.
Do not change the setting of the GAIN control
during the recording period.
b. Use of Gelatin Pad for Duplicating. For
satisfactory results, the gelatin pad must be sufficiently conditioned by moistening so that the surface of the pad presents a slimy, slightly slippery,

but not sticky or excessively wet appearance. If
the gelatin is too dry, there will be insufficient
transfer of dye from the master and the copy may
stick to the pad. If the surface is too wet, the
dye in the master will run and blur the recording.
After the master copy has been received on Time
fax A paper, proceed as follows for making duplicate copies:
(1) Prepare the gelatin pad for use by moistening, with a damp sponge and allow the
gelatin to absorb the water for about 1
minute. Avoid puddles. Wipe off the
excess water with a piece of absorbent
paper, or a sponge that has been squeezed
thoroughly. Repeat the moistening procedure until the surface of the pad appears in the condition outlined in
subparagraph b above. Apply a little
water at a time until the surface stays
moist.
Caution: Ordinary tap water may be
used unless it is bacteria-infested, in
which case the gelatin will deteriorate
slowly. To prevent this, add a speciallyprepared germicide solution to the water.
(2) Fold back one comer of the master copy
to facilitate its subsequent removal with.
out scratching or scoring the pad. Place
the master copy face down on the pad
with a wiping action (do not slide) so
that it makes perfect contact over its entire area. Leave the master copy on the
pad or roll approximately 1 minute. Experience will prove whether more or less
time is required. If the master copy is
not left in contact with the gelatin pad
long enough, there will be insufficient
transfer of dye from the master, and
copies will be faint and poorly defined.
An the time of impression is increased,
more dye will be transferred but it will
penetrate farther into the gelatin, resulting in very little improvement in the
brightness of duplicate copies. An excessive transfer of dye will result in a
reduction of the total number of impressions that can be made with the master
copy. After 1 minute has elapsed, check
the impression made on the pad by carefully lifting one corner of the master off
the gelatin. If more time is required,
replace the master for a few more seconds.
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(3) When a satisfactory impression is obtained, peel the master from the pad.
Make duplicate copies by following
ordinary hectograph procedure. Press
the copy paper down firmly and evenly on the impression in the gelatin,
then peel it off. Fifteen or 20 brilliant
copies can be made on short-run highspeed paper from a good impression.
If more copies are desired, make another
impression from the master, and use a
long-run paper which does not pick up
the dye, so rapidly. If the copy is not
pressed on the gelatin impression long
enough, there will be insufficient transfer
of dye on the paper, and the copies will
be faint. Increasing the duplicating
time improves the brillance of the multiple copies by drawing more dye from
the gelatin, but limits the total number
of copies to be made from that impression. Ordinarily, 2 or 3 seconds should
be sufficient for the first multiple copy.
Increase the time by 1 or 2 seconds with
each succeeding multiple copy.
(4) After running copy, and before using
another section of the pad, wipe the section used during the previous run with a
damp sponge to hasten fading of the
impression and to replenish the moisture
absorbed during the run. This section
will ordinarily be ready for re-use after
a period of 24 hours. Lift the master
copy from the gelatin without allowing
it to slide. File the master copy, without folding; in a cool, dry place; it may.
be used for another impression.
30. Receiving Photographic Recording
Receiving technique for photographic recording
is similar to that for direct recording, except that
operations must be performed in a darkroom.
a. Loading Drum. Use photographic paper,
Royal Bromide F-1, for normal positive recording.
Use 1020 paper (or Aero enlarging paper), contrast
No. 1, for positive recording when no shrinkage of
the print can be tolerated. Use Eastman transmission photographic film, type A, for negative
recording.
(1) Turn the selector switch on the facsimile
transceiver to the STANDBY position
and make initial preparations.
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(2) Turn off all lights in the darkroom except
the safelight.
(3) Open the box of photographic paper,
remove a single sheet, and close the box.
(4) Load the drum in the same manner as for
loading with direct recording paper, but
be sure to leave approximately one-fourth
inch of space between the phasing ring
and the paper.
Note. If film is used, place a sheet of black
paper between the drum and the dull tide of the
film to prevent reflections.

b. Receiving Copy. Adjust the GAIN control
and phase the transceiver as outlined in paragraph
28 for direct recording. In this. position, the
selector switch is on RECORD PHOTO, and the
photographic paper or film may be ruined if the
light of the recorder lamp falls on the paper.
Care must be taken to perform these operations
with the drum at the far right side of the lead
screw, so that the light from the recorder lamp falls
only on the aluminum drum (fig. 17). When the
signal starts, leave the selector switch in the
RECORD PHOTO position. Move the drum to
the left approximately ¼ inch until the beam from
the recorder lamp shines on the extreme left-hand
edge of the photographic paper. Engage the
drum feed mechanism. Turn off the safelight.
Turn it on occasionally to permit checking of the
transceiver operation.
Warning: Light through the type OA filter
will fog type A transmission film under prolonged
exposure. Therefore, whenever possible, set up
the receiving transceiver before putting on the
film. Phase the machine quickly, and turn off
the safesight as quickly as possible.
Note. If the recorder lamp socket has been disconnected
When setting the GAIN control, reconnect it before
recording.

31. Piece-by-Piece Transmission
When the entire picture to be transmitted cannot be handled in a single transmission, it must be
sent piece-by-piece. A copy as large as 12 by 18
inches can be received either on direct recording
or photographic recording. For piece-by-piece
transmission, cut the original copy into sections
so that the entire picture can be recorded in the
minimum number of transmissions. Procedure
for piece-by-piece transmission is the same as for
transmitting several successive pictures, with the
following exceptions:
a. During the first contact, the transmitting
operator informs the receiving operator that the

transmission will be piece-by-piece, and states
the number of pieces.
b. In establishing desired contrast range and
gain setting for the transmissions, the transmitting
operator uses the phasing ring and the phasing
spot to send maximum and minimum signal levels.
The transmitting operator does not use the darkest
and lightest portions of the picture. This would
cause each piece of the complete picture to be recorded with different over-all densities.
c. Once the transmitting GAIN and CONTRAST controls and the receiving GAIN control
are set correctly, they are not changed until the
last of the piece-by-piece copy has been received.
The receiving drum must be rephased to the transmitting drum before the start of each picture.
32. Photographic Processing
a. Developer and Hypo Solutions. Mix developer and hypo solutions according to instructions
on the containers of powder. Mix developer DK60A for film or developer D-72 for photographic
paper. The same type of hypo is used for fixing
both film and paper.
b. Darkroom Operations. Keep all lights except
the safelight turned off until the photographic
copy has been fixed in hypo. Arrange three trays
beside the sink so that they are lighted by the safelight. Put developer in the left-hand tray, clean
water in the middle tray, and hypo in the righthand tray. Be sure that there is enough solution
(at least ½ inch) in each tray to cover the copy
being processed.
(1) Negative (film). Use DK-60A solution,
full strength, for developer. Check the
temperature of the developer with the
thermometer. It must be between 60°
F. and 80° F. for satisfactory results.
Caution: Development will be slowed
by temperatures below 70° F. and
accelerated by temperatures above 70° F.
For consistent results, temperature of
developers should be maintained at 68°
F. by use of heat or ice. Immersing
developer tray in another large tray of
water at proper temperature will hold
for a sufficient time to permit development of several negatives.
(a) Immerse the exposed film in the
developer tray. Agitate the solution.
Watch the film as the picture begins to
form. After detail is noticed in the
light portions of the lighter side of the

film, continue developing for 3 or 4
minutes. Total development time is
about 5 minutes at 70° F. Place the
film in the middle tray for 5 seconds;
then place it in the hypo tray.
(b) After all cloudy white portions of the
film have cleared, lights may be turned
on for a few minutes. Leave the film
in the hypo for at least 15 minutes,
then wash it for at least 15 minutes in
running water. After the film has
been washed, hang it up to dry; use
wooden clips.
Caution: When handling film, be
careful to avoid getting finger marks,
scratches, or dust on the emulsion.
Keep wash water and tray solutions as
near the same temperature as possible.
Never use warm water to wash film; it
removes the emulsion from the film
base.
Note. For black and white copy such as
maps or messages, use developer D-72 mixed
1 to 1 instead of DK-60A. This will reduce
the developing time. If rushed, fixing and
washing time can be reduced if it is not necessary to preserve the film. The film must be
clear before it is removed from the hypo.
Use of D-72 solution is not recommended for
photographic work requiring detail in highlights and shadows.

(2) Positive (paper). Use one part of D-72
solution mixed with two parts of water
for developer. Be sure the temperature
of the developer is between 60° and 80° F.
(a) Place the paper in the developing tray
and watch the picture begin, to form.
When the desired density has been
obtained (after 1½ minutes), remove
the picture from the developer and
place it in the wash water in the middle
tray.
(b) After about 5 seconds, remove the picture from the washing tray and immerse it in the hypo. The lights
may be turned on after the paper has
been in the hypo for about a minute.
Leave the paper in the hypo for at
least 10 minutes, then wash it in
running water for 15 minutes.
(c) If Royal Bromide paper is used, place
the paper face down on a ferrotype
plate and force out the excess water
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with a squeegee. Put the ferrotype
plate on a dryer until the copy is dry.
(d) If Aero enlarging paper or 1020 is used,
dry the paper between two blotters,
not on the ferrotype plate.
c. Common Photographic Faults (figs. 21, 22, and
23). The following table lists common photographic faults and their causes:
Fault

1. Print too dark

2. Print too light

3. Gray whites throughout picture.
4. Gray granular appearance.

5. Brown or green tones

6. Brown and red stains

7. Round white spots

8. White deposits on surface of prints.
9. Blisters on surface

10. Yellow stains
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Cause

Overdevelopment; developer
Contact printtoo warm.
exposure too great; negative
too weak or too thin.
Underdevelopment; developer
exhausted, developer too
Contact print-expocold.
sure not sufficient; negative
too dense.
Developer too cold; long development; paper fogged.
Underexposed contact print
and long development; old
paper; paper kept in damp
place.
Developer solution too cold,
badly discolored, exhausted,
or contaminated.
Developer exhausted; prints
not moved about enough
during fixing.
Air bubbles on the surface of
the paper. Prints not moved
about enough during development and fixing.
Milky fixer solutions; incorrect
mixing or impure chemicals.
Print creased or broken while
washing; temperature difference between solutions
and wash water too great.
Insufficient washing between
developing and fixing; long
development; print not kept
moving when first immereed
in fixer; iron in wash water,
probably from rusty pipes;
print exposed to air too much
while developing, especially
in warm weather. To remedy, try using fresh developer
solution.

33. Operator Coordination
The following is a summary of the joint and
individual operations required of both transmitting and receiving operators for the satisfactory
transmission and reception of facsimile copy.
Item
No.

1
2
3
4

Both

Check equipment connections.
Turn transceiver power ON-OFF switches to the
ON position.
Establish voice communication (radio or wire).
Decide what method of transmission and reception
is required.

Transmitting

5
6

7

operators

Operator

Places copy on transmitter drum.
Sate wedge at 8 db for
negative reception, 15
db for positive photographic reception, or
maximum usable contrast for direct recording paper.
Sends maximum signal,
then maximum and
minimum signals.

8

Sends phasing signals

9

Sends copy

Receiving operator

Places recording paper
on receiver drum.

Adjusts GAIN control
for proper receiving
level and checks contrast.
Operates PHASE switch
to phase receiver.
Receives copy.

Figure 21.

4 1

F i g u r e 2 2 .Operating faults.
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Section IV. OPERATION UNDER UNUSUAL CONDITIONS
34. General
The operation of Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*)
may be difficult in regions where extreme cold,
heat, humidity and moisture, sand conditions,
etc., prevail. In the following paragraphs, instructions are given on procedures for minimizing the
effect of these unusual operating conditions.
35. Operation in Arctic Climates
Subzero temperatures and climatic conditions
associated with cold weather affect the efficient
operation of equipment. Instructions and precautions for operation under such adverse conditions follow:
a. Handle the equipment carefully.
b. Keep the equipment warm and dry. Do not
allow the temperature of the fork oscillator unit
to go below +32° F. Although the fork oscillator
is a sealed unit, extreme changes in temperature
will cause the 1,800-cps output of the fork oscillator to change, resulting in objectionable skew
on the received copy. Changes in the RB +
voltage also will affect the output frequency of the
fork oscillator. If the set is not in a heated inclosure, construct an insulated box for the set.
Keep resistor heaters (if available) turned on, provided this does not overtax the power supply. If
this method is impracticable, keep the filament of
vacuum tubes lighted constantly, unless this also
overtaxes the power supply. Maintain the temperature of the developer solutions as close as
possible to +68° F.
c. Locate the equipment inside a heated inclosure where there is no danger of a cold draft
striking the glass tubes when a door is opened.
A sudden draft of cold air often is sufficient to
shatter the glass envelope of a heated tube. If
the inclosure is so constructed that this precaution
is impossible, place a blanket or some barrier between the source of the draft and the equipment.
d. When equipment which has been exposed to
the cold is brought into a warm room, the equipment will sweat and the lenses will become fogged
with moisture condensation. This will continue
until the equipment reaches room temperature.
When the equipment has reached room temperature, dry it thoroughly. This condition also arises
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when equipment warms up during the day after
exposure during a cold night.
36. Operation in Tropical Climates
For operation in tropical climates, the equipment may be installed in tents, huts or, when necessary, in underground dugouts. When equipment is installed below ground or when it is set up
in swampy areas, moisture conditions are more
acute. Ventilation is usually very poor, and the
high relative humidity causes condensation of
moisture on the equipment whenever the temperature of the equipment becomes lower than the
surrounding air. To minimize this condition, place
lighted electric bulbs under the equipment.
37. Operation in Desert Climates
a. Conditions similar to those encountered in
tropical climates often prevail in desert areas.
Use the same measures to insure proper operation
of the equipment.
b. The main problem arising with equipment
operation in desert areas is the large amount of
sand, dust, or dirt which enters the moving parts
of the equipment such as motor and drum, lead
screw, etc. The ideal preventive precaution is to
house the equipment in a dustproof shelter.
Since such a building seldom is available and
would require air conditioning, the next best precaution is to make the building in which the
equipment is located as dustproof as possible with
available materials. Hang wet sacking over the
windows and doom; cover the inside walls with
heavy paper. Secure the side walls of tents with
sand to prevent their flapping in the wind.
c. Never tie power cords, signal cords, or other
wiring connections to either the inside or the outside of tents. Desert areas are subject to sudden
wind squalls which may jerk the connections loose
or break the lines.
d. Keep the equipment as free of dust as possible. Make frequent preventive maintenance
checks (pars. 40-43). Pay particular attention to
the condition of the lubrication of the equipment.
Excessive amounts of dust, sand, or dirt that come
into contact with oil and grease result in grit,
which will damage the equipment.

CHAPTER 3
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Section I. ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
38. Tools Used With Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1(*)
The following organizational maintenance tools
are used with Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*):
1 Tube Puller TL-201 (fig. 73).
1 Screwdriver TL-467/U: 2½" blade, 5/32"
tip, 5" lg o/a; w/2 blades.
1 Screwdriver, 4-inch blade; 3/16 inch wide by
.032 inch thick bit.
1 Screwdriver TL-359/U; 6" lg blade; 11¾”
lg o/a.
1 Weighing Scale (for checking clutch tension)
8-24 ounce.
1 Wrench TL-567/U, Allen type, hexagonal
key for No. 5 set screws.
1 Allen wrench, for No. 6 Allen set screws.

39. Materials Required for Organizational
Maintenance of Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1(*)
The tools and materials listed below are not
supplied with Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*) but
are required for maintaining the equipment and
may be secured through regular supply channels.
Abrasive, crocus cloth; 9” x 11” sheet
Brush, cleaning; ½” w x 5 27/32 lg
Brush, oval; sash; 1“ x 9¾” lg
Brush TL-72: camel’s hair; ½” w; flat
Burnisher, contact; pen type with pocket clip
Carbon tetrachloride
Cheesecloth, bleached; 36” w
Cleaner, lens; Kodak 1-oz bottle
Cleaning paste
Lens tissue, 3“ x 5“
Orangewood stick
Paper, sand; #0000
Polish, metal; paste
Solvent, Dry Cleaning (SD) (Fed spec P-S-661a)

Section Il. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
40. Definition of Preventive Maintenance
Preventive maintenance is work performed on
equipment (usually when the equipment is not in
use) to keep it in good working order so that breakdowns and needless interruptions in service will be
kept to a minimum. Preventive maintenance
differs from trouble shooting and repair since its
object is to prevent certain types of trouble from
occurring.
41. General Preventive Maintenance
Techniques
00 sandpaper to remove corrosion
except on or near mechanical parts, such as plugs.
b. Use a clean, dry, lint-free cloth or a dry brush
for cleaning.

(1) If necessary, except for electrical contacts,
moisten the cloth or brush with solvent
(SD); then wipe the parts dry with a
cloth.
(2) Clean electrical contacts with a cloth
moistened with carbon tetrachloride;
then wipe them dry with a dry cloth.
Caution: Repeated contact of carbon
tetrachloride with the skin or prolonged
breathing of the fumes is dangerous.
Make sure adequate ventilation is provided.
c. Clean carbon deposits from the face of the
drum with a clean cloth dampened with water.
Use only enough water to moisten the cloth. Do
not wet the lead screw or the adjacent surfaces.
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After cleaning, dry the drum thoroughly and
polish it with a clean, dry cloth.
d. Clean the stylus assembly with a soft bristle
brush. Do not disturb the adjustment. Use a
soft brush to clean the transmitter lens adjacent
to the stylus assembly. Avoid touching the
lamps with the bare fingers.
e. Clean the drum shaft, and keyway, and the
guide rail with a cloth dampened in solvent (SD).
Wipe them dry with a clean lint-free cloth. Use
a small, stiff brush dipped in solvent (SD) to
clean the lead-screw threads while the motor is
running. Wipe it dry with a clean, lint-free cloth.
Apply a small amount of oil to the lead screw.
f. Clean rust and corrosion from photographic
trays with fine sandpaper or emery cloth. If the
protective coating has worn off and the trays are
corroded, replace the trays if possible. In an
emergency, corroded trays may be coated with
paraffin or wax. Warm the tray so that the
paraffin or the wax will flow.
g. To clean the drum feed mechanism, remove
the four screws in the retaining ring (figs. 117 and
118) and slide the cam plate and retaining ring
free of the feed mechanism. Do not drag the
ring over the threads of the lead screw. Remove
the half nut retainer plug and slide the half nut
and spring from the holder. Remove and clean
only one half nut at a time so there will be no
mistake in restoring it to the proper holder.
Clean the holder, half nut, and spring with a small
brush dipped in solvent (SD). Dry thoroughly
with a clean, lint-free cloth. Clean the cam plate
with a cloth dampened with solvent (SD), and
dry thoroughly with a clean, lint-free cloth.
Reassemble in the reverse procedure of disassembly; see that the half nut retaining plugs are
flush with the outer edge of the holder. This
provides proper tension for the spring, and allows
clearance for the drum cam plate.
h. If available, a vacuum cleaner may be used
to remove dust from inaccessible places. Be
careful or mechanical damage from the air blast
may result.
i. Check the motor current daily. It should be
between 60 and 70 on the motor current meter.
j. For further information on preventive maintenance techniques, refer to TB SIG 178, Preventive Maintenance Guide for Radio Communication
Equipment.
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42. Use of Preventive Maintenance Forms
(figs. 24 and 25)
a. The decision as to which items on DA Forms
11-238 and 11-239 are applicable to this equipment is a tactical decision to be made in the case
of first echelon maintenance by the communication
officer/chief or his designated repreaentative, and
in the case of second and third echelon maintenance, by the individual making the inspection.
Instructions for the use of each form appear on
the reverse side of the form.
b. Circled items in figures 24 and 25 are partially or totally applicable to Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1(*) and Rectifier Power Unit PP86(*)/TXC-1. References in the ITEM block
are to paragraphs in the text which contain
additional maintenance information.
43. Performing Preventive Maintenance
Perform the following preventive maintenance
operations at the intervals indicated, unless these
intervals are reduced by the local commander.
Caution: Tighten screws, bolts, and nuts
carefully. Fittings tightened beyond the pressure
for which they are designed will be broken on
damaged.
a. External Preventive Maintenance.
(1) Check for completeness and satisfactory
condition of the equipment and the spare
parts (pars. 6 and 7).
(2) Check the site for the location and installation of the equipment for normal
operation (par. 12).
(3) Remove dirt, dust, moisture, and corrosion from the carrying handles, motor
cover, equipment cover, binding posts,
base, and drum.
(4) Inspect the motor housing and equipment
cover for rust, indentures, scratches, and
perfect fit. Inspect the fuses for suitability and seating.
(5) Check the engaging lever and clamp bar
on the drum for positive action (fig. 117).
(6) Inspect the START PHASE, ON-OFF,
30RPM-60RPM, and the STANDBYMON-TALK switches for positive action
(figs. 13 through 16).
(7) Check for normal operation.
(8) Inspect, clean, and tighten the GAIN
and CONTRAST controls, and the cable
connections (figs. 148, 149, and 150).

TM2258-87

Figure 24. DA Form 11-238.
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TM2258-88

Figure 25. DA Form 11-239.
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(9) Inspect the speaker case for rust,
scratcher dirt, and moisture. Tighten
all screws (fig. 5).
(10) Inspect the speaker cord for breaks,
frayed insulation, dirt, and moisture.
Inspect the plug and all connections
(fig. 5).
(11) Inspect cabling for mildew, tears, and
fraying.
(12) Inspect for looseness of accessible items
such as switches, jacks, knobs, transformers, motor mount, and drum (figs.
127 through 137).
(13) Inspect and clean the DB METER
window and the clutch window.
(14) Remove dirt, dust, and grease from the
lead screw and meters (fig. 119).
(15) Lubricate the equipment in accordance
with instructions contained in the lubrication order (par. 44). Inspect the
weatherproofing (pars. 48-53).
b. Internal Preventive Maintenance.
Caution: Disconnect all power before performing the following operations. Upon completion, reconnect power and check for satisfactory
operation.
(1) Inspect electron tubes for loose envelopes
and cracked sockets (figs. 9 and 10):
clean them carefully.
(2) Inspect fixed capacitors for leaks, bulges,
and discoloration (figs. 129 and 130).
(3) Inspect resistors for cracks, chipping,
blistering, discoloration, and moisture
(figs. 129 and 130).

(4) Inspect terminals of large fixed capacitors
and resistors for corrosion, dirt, and loose
contacts.
(5) Clean and tighten switches and interiors
of chassis not readily accessible (figs. 134137).
(6) Inspect terminal blocks for loose connections, cracks, and breaks.
(7) Remove dirt and grease from the motor.
Inspect the mounting screws and wire
connections. Lubricate the equipment
in accordance with applicable Department of the Army Lubrication Order
(par. 44).
(8) Clean and tighten connections for transformers, chokes, potentiometers, and
rheostats (figs. 134-137).
(9) Inspect transformers, chokes, and all controls for overheating.
(10) Inspect for worn or loose parts.
(11) Check the moistureproofing and fungiproofing (par. 48).
(12) Check for corrosion at all soldered connections. Inspect all wiring.
(13) Clean all key type switches. Inspect
the contacts for proper contact and burn
spots.
(14) Inspect and clean the lenses and lamps
in the optical systems. Check the lens
assemblies for looseness (figs. 120, 121,
and 122).

Section Ill. LUBRICATION
44. Department of the Army Lubrication
Orders
Department of the Army lubrication orders are
illustrated, numbered, and dated cards or decalcomania labels that prescribe approved organizational lubrication instructions for mechanical
equipment which requires lubrication by using
organizations. Current available lubrication orders are listed in the latest issue of DA Pamphlet
310-4, Index of Technical Manuals, Technical
Regulations, Technical Bulletins, Supply Bulletins, Lubrication Orders, and Modification Work
Orders. Lubrication orders should be requisitioned in conformance with instructions and lists
in DA Pamphlet 310-4.

a. Compliance with Department of the Army
Lubrication Orders. Instructions contained in
lubrication orders are mandatory and supersede
all conflicting lubrication instructions of an earlier
date. Applicable lubrication orders which are
available must be obtained and carried with the
equipment at all times, and fully complied with.
Difficulties experienced in obtaining and complying with such orders will be reported through
technical channels.
b. Location of Department of the Army Lubrication Order. Lubrication Order 11-2258, Facsimile
Sets AN/TXC-1, AN/TXC-1A, AN/TXC-1B,
AN/TXC-1C, and AN/TXC-1D, is located on the
top right side of the chassis base of Facsimile
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Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 under the lead screw
shaft.
45. Approved Lubricants for Facsimile
Set AN/TXC-1(*)
The following chart lists the lubricating materials necessary when servicing Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1(*).
Symbol

PL Special
GL
OCW

Standard

nomenclature

Oil, Lubricating, Preservative, Special.
Grease, Aircraft and Instruments.
Oil, Clock and Watch.

46. Lubrication Techniques
Clean the parts thoroughly before applying
lubricant. Be sure that the parts are free of dirt,
dust, corrosion, and old lubricants. The following
paragraph outline the methods, procedure, and
materials to be used when cleaning equipment
preparatory to lubrication. The instructions are
applicable in common to Facsimile Sets AN/TXC1, -1A, -1B, -1C, and -1D unless otherwise noted.
For additional information on cleaning, refer to
paragraphs 40 through 43 for preventive maintenance.
a. Lead Screw, Guide Rail, Drum Shaft, and Keyway (fig. 26). Disassembly is not required for
cleaning and lubricating these items. Thoroughly
clean the parts as outlined in paragraph 41e.
Lubricate as outlined in LO 11-2258 (fig. 26).

b. Secondary Clutch (fig. 26). No parts need be
removed or any adjustments disturbed to clean
the dog latch cam plate. Clean the cam plate
with a lint-free cloth dampened with solvent (SD).
Any portion which cannot be reached easily can
be cleaned by covering an orangewood stick with
the dampened cloth. Dry thoroughly with a
lint-free cloth. Lubricate according to LO 11-2258
(fig. 26).
c. Motor Worm and Gear (fig. 26). Clean the
motor worm and gear with a lint-free cloth dampened with solvent (SD). Clean in between the
teeth by covering an orangewood stick with the
dampened cloth and running it between the teeth.
Dry with a lint-free cloth. Lubricate according
to LO 11-2258 (fig. 26). To perform this operation
on Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1B and -1C, first
remove the gear case cover.
47. Lubrication under Unusual Conditions
The lubricants listed in paragraph 45 may be
used in all temperature. The intervals listed in
the lubrication order (fig. 26) are based on 8-hour
normal daily use. When the equipment is used
more than 8 hours daily, or is used in tropical
climates, lubricate it more often. For example,
if the equipment is in use 16 to 20 hours daily,
lubricate after each 3 hours of operation. The
lubrication periods can be determined by frequent
inspection of all lubrication points.

Section IV. WEATHERPROOFING
48. Weatherproofing Procedures
a. Genaral. When electronic equipment is
operated under the severe climatic conditions
which prevail in the tropical, arctic, or desert
regions, it requires special treatment and maintenance. Fungus growths, insects, dust, corrosion,
salt spray, excessive moisture, and extreme
temperatures are harmful to most materials.
b. Tropical Maintenance.
Because fungus
growth, insects, corrosion, salt spray, and excessive
moisture affect most materials in a harmful
manner, a special moistureproofing and fungiproofing treatment is used and, if properly applied,
it provides a reasonable degree of protection.
Refer to TB SIG 13 (Moistureproofing and Fungiproofing Signal Corps Equipment), and TB SIG 72
(Tropical Maintenance of Ground Signal Equipment) for detailed descriptions of the varnish50

spray method of applying moistureproofing and
fungiproofing and the supplies and equipment
The following
required for this treatment.
problems may be encountered:
(1) Resistors, capacitors, coils, chokes, transformer windings, etc., fail because of the
effects of fungus growth and excessive
moisture.
(2) Electrolytic action often visible in the
form of corrosion takes place in resistors,
coils, chokes, transformer windings, etc.,
and eventually causes breakdown.
(3) Hook-up wire insulation and cable insulation break down. Fungus growth accelerates deterioration.
Moisture
forms electrical paths on ter(4)
minal boards and insulating strips, and
causes flashovers and cross talk.

LO 11-2258

Figure 26.
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49. Moistureproofing and Fungiproofing
After Repairs
If the coating of protective varnish is punctured
or broken during repair, and if a complete treatment is not needed to reseal the equipment, apply
a brush coat to the affected part. Be sure the
break is sealed completely.
50. Winterization
Special precautions are necessary to prevent
poor performance or total operational failure of
equipment in subzero temperatures. Most signal
equipment can be used in winter if difficulties
common in low temperatures are anticipated and
precautions are taken to prevent them. For operational purposes, place the equipment in heated
rooms whenever possible. Take measures to keep
the temperature of the fork oscillator unit above
+32° F. Refer to TB SIG 66 (Winter Maintenance of Signal Equipment), and TB SIG 219
(Operation of Signal Equipment at Low Temperatures) for complete information. The following
problems may be encountered:
a. Steel shrinks and becomes brittle in subzero
temperatures.
b. Glass is especially susceptible to sudden temperature changes. The difference between a low air
temperature and the warmth of a man’s breath
may be sufficient to shatter a lens.
c. Pure rubber resists cold weather well, but
certain types of synthetic rubber are unreliable
and become brittle.
d. Canvas freezes and loses its pliability in cold
weather.
e. Lubricants become stiff, causing the moving
parts to stick and dry.
51. Rustproofing
Signal Corps equipment operated in desert
localities is affected by the extremely high temperatures and the amount of dirt, dust, sand, and
other foreign matter in the air. Keep such elements from filtering into lubricated parts. Cover
the equipment when it is not in use. Thorough

cleanliness is imperative. Instead of merely
adding new lubricants at regular intervals, whenever practicable clean and lubricate all moving
parts. If it is possible, inspect and clean the
equipment daily. In any case, inspect the air
filters and similar protective devices every day
and clean them whenever necessary. Refer to
TB SIG 75 (Desert Maintenance of Ground Signal
Equipment). Some of the problems encountered
are the following:
a. Lubricants become thin and drain rapidly
from moving metal and fiber parts.
b. Foreign matter, such as dirt, dust, and sand,
acts as an abrasive. This causes excessive wear,
clogging of air cleaners, and impeding of the flow
of air.
52. Lubrication
The effects of extreme cold and heat on materials
and lubricants are explained in TB SIG 69
(Lubrication of Ground Signal Equipment). Observe all precautions outlined in TB SIG 69 and
pay strict attention to all lubrication orders when
operating the equipment under conditions of
extreme cold or heat.
53. Rustproofing and Painting
a. When the finish on the transceiver and power
unit chassis or the table has been badly scarred
or damaged, rust and corrosion can be prevented
by touching up bared surfaces. Use No. 00 or
No. 000 sandpaper to clean the surface to the bare
metal until a bright smooth finish is obtained.
Caution: Do not use steel wool. Minute
particles frequently enter the equipment and cause
harmful internal shorting or grounding of circuits.
b. When a touch-up job is necessary, apply paint
with a small brush. Remove rust from the case
by cleaning corroded metal with solvent (SD).
In severe cases, it may be necessary to use solvent
(SD) to soften the rust and to use sandpaper to
complete the preparation for painting. Paint used
will be authorized and consistent with existing
regulations.

Section V. TROUBLESHOOTING AT ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE LEVEL
54. General
a. The troubleshooting and repairs that can
be performed at the organizational maintenance
level (operators and repairmen) are necessarily
limited in scope by the tools, test equipment,
replaceable parts issued, and by the existing
tactical situation. Accordingly, troubleshooting
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is based on the performance of the equipment and
the use of the senses in determining such troubles
as burned-out tubes, cracked insulators, etc.
b. Paragraphs 55 through 58 help in determining
which component is at fault and in localizing the
fault in that component to the defective stage or
items such as a tube or fuse.

55. Visual Inspection
a. Before making operational tests, examine
the equipment for one or more of the following
defects:
(1) Tubes out of sockets.
(2) Tubes 1oose in sockets.
(3) Broken exciter lamp.
(4) Damage to lead screw.
(5) Blown rectifier power supply fuse.
(6) Blown motor fuse.
(7) Worn, broken, or disconnected cords or
plugs.
Wires
broken because of excessive vibra(8)
tion.
b. When failure is encountered and the cause
in not immediately apparent, check as many of
the above items as is practicable before starting
a detailed examination of the component parts of
the system. If possible, obtain information from
the operator of the equipment regarding performance at the time trouble occurred.
56. Sectionalization of Trouble to Component
Sectionalization consists of determining whether
the trouble is in the transceiver or the power
supply.
a. Operate the set and observe its performance.
Refer to the equipment performance check list
(par. 58) for normal operating indications.
b. If the entire equipment is dead, the trouble
is undoubtedly in Rectifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/
TXC-1. Check the fuse (figs. 158 through 161)
and interconnecting cable.
c. If a tone is not heard in the motor laminations, and the exciter lamp does not light, the
trouble is probably in the fork oscillator unit, or
the trouble may be in the lamp amplifier section
of Rectifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXG1. Check
tubes V17 through V21 and V23.
d. Use procedure similar to the simple checks

given in a through c above to isolate trouble to
a particular init.
57. Troubleshooting by Using Equipment
Performance Check List
a. General. The equipment performance check
list (par. 58) will help the operator to determine
whether Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*) is functioning properly. The check list gives the item to be
checked, the conditions under which the item is
checked, the normal indications and tolerances
of correct operation, and the corrective measures
the repairman can take. To use this list, follow
the items in numerical sequence.
b. Action or Condition. For some items, the
information given in the action or condition
column consists of the settings of various switches
and controls under which the item is to be checked.
For other items, it represents an action that must
be taken to check the normal indication given in
the normal indications column.
c. Normal Indications. The normal indications listed include the visible and audible signs
that the operator will perceive when the items
are checked. If the indications are not normal,
the repairman should apply the recommended
corrective measures.
d. Correction Measures. The corrective measures listed are those the operator can make without turning in the equipment for repairs. Reference in the table to a paragraph in chapter 6
indicates that the trouble cannot be corrected
during operation and that troubleshooting by
an experienced repairman is required. If the set
is completely inoperative or if the recommended
corrective measures do not yield results, troubleshooting is necessary. If the situation requires
that communication be maintained, and if the
set is not completely inoperative, the operator
must maintain the set in operation as long as it is
possible to do so.
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58. Equipment Performance Checklist
Item
No.

1
2
8
4

5
6
7

8

9
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Item

Action or condition

Normal

indications

Corrective measures

Power ON-OFF switch.. Turn to OFF position.
Set to SET RANGE posiSelector switch
tion.
Disengage; move drum
Drum
to extreme right.
Connections to line
Make connections for
wire or radio circuit as
described in paragraphs
15 and 18.
Connection to power Jones plug connected to
transceiver recptacle.
source.
Communication
Establish communication
with other station.
Arrange method of recordMethod of recording
ing with operator at
other station.
Copy
Place copy on scanning
drum.

Power ON-OFF switch

Turn to ON position

Allow to warm up at least
10 minutes. An 1,800
ops tone is heard in the
motor laminations.
Pilot light and exciter
lamp light.

Check fuse in Rectfier
Power Unit PP-86(*)/
TXC-1.
Check V21
through V23. Check
V1 through V6.

a. Facsimile Transceicer TT-1*/TXC-1 (Transmitting).
—
!tsm

Corrective rne=ures

Item

Action or condition

Normal Indications

10

CONTRAST and GAIN
controls.

Adjust for proper contrast and correct output.

DB METER indicates
correct contrast (pars.
25 and 26).

Check adjustment of exciter lamp. Readjust
CONTRAST control
and reset GAIN.
Check balance (R42).
Check V1O, Vll, V12,
and V13.

11

selector switch ---------

12

Maximum and minimum
signals.

Motor ----------------

14

Phasing pulees ---------

DB METER indicates
correct contrast. Receiving operator checks
contraat and sets GAIN
control.
Motor starts and drives
drum. MOTOR CURRENT meter (M2)
indicates between 70 to
76 milliamperes.
Pointer of DB METER
will flick once for each
revolution of drum.
Stop arm driving dog
trip arm (fig. 14).

Same as item 10. Send
signali until reeeiving
operator is ready.

13

Turn to TRANSMIT
poi4ition.
Send maximum signal for
15 seconds, then send
m~ximum and minimum signals for 5 seconds each.,
Operate START switch- -

18

Phasing check ---------- Receiving operator may
aak for phasing check.
Transmitting copy --.-- Engage drum feed mechanism.

No.
—

16

17

Stopping transceiver----,

Move drum so light shines
on phasing ring.
Transmit about 25
phasing pulses.

Operate selector switch
to STANDBY. Ah30
operate MOTOR ONMOTOR OFF switch
on Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-l to
MOTOR OFF. Disengage drum feed
mechanism.

---------------------Scanning drum moves to
left along lead screw.

Drum stops---.---_----

Check motor fuse. Readjust motor current
potentiometer R93 (fig.
169 and par. 71).
Check V4, V5, and V6.
Check tubes V15. and V 16.
Check tube V25 for
glow. Check RB+
meter M3 for correct
voltage, and adjust RB +
potentiometer for reading of 250 volts.
Send more phasing pulses.
Check if selector switch is
at TRANSMIT. Check
for dirt on letid screw
threads, Check condition of half nuts.
Check position of
ST AN D13Y-MON TALK switch; must also
be at STANDBY,
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b. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1*TXC-1 (Receiving, Direct Recording).
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[tm
No,

MO

AOUO?I or ooadltloo

Normal kIdlouIoM

18

Dimot reoording paper..

FMttM to mmnning drum

Metdlio or Imokeide towerd drum. No wrinkles in pnpero

19

Seletir mdtoh.... . . . . .

m
21

Blower mvitoh . . . . . . . . .
GAIN oontrol ---------

22

Phasing ---------------

Turn to RECORD DIRECT,
Turn to ON----------COntaot transmitting operator to oheok signal
When translevele.
mitting operator sends
maximum eigml, adjuet GAIN oontrol for
proper reading on DB
METER. Cheek contmet on maximum and
mlnhnum eignkb.
Wrt motor and phaee
trhmeiver.

a2

Raoetting copy --------

Turn eeleotor mvitoh to
RECORD DIRECT;
engage drum feed
meolmniem,

B4 Mopping trmuweiver . . . .
—

Same aaetep 17.. -------

Blower motor operatea.
Di!?erenoe in msximum
end minimum should
be *me Ae at transmitting sktion within 2
db.

Drum rotates, 900 ope or
1,800 ope tone heud
from motar laminetione.

Drum moves ta the left
810ng lead aorews,
&ylua reoorde; slight
tinge of emoke emitted
at stylus.
S8meeaotep 17---------

OonwtIve mauum

Releese meording ~per
and refaeten to drum,

Cheek tubes V1O, Vll,
V12, and V14. Cheek
line if poenible. (If r~
dio oirouit is being used,
eheok for proper reoeiver output impedanoe matoh (par. I&).)

Cheek motcw fuee. Cheek
for looked-up oluteh.
cheek tubee in forkoeeiUetOr unit. cheek
tubee V4, V5, snd V6,
looee Jonee plug, and
V26.
Cheek copy, replaoe stylue
if neoeseary (par, 118).
Remove foreign mstter
from lead sorew. Examine lmlf-nuts.
Uune ae step 17.

c. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1*/TXC-1 (Receiving, Photographic Recording).
[Nte

Item

Aotlom or woditlom

25

Dsrkroom and photmgraphio solutions.

Prepare for photographic
processing (par. 29).

26

Selector awitoh.. . . . . . . .

27

Recording -------------

28

Seleotor owitah ---------

29

GAIN oontrol ---------

Turn w STANDBY position.
Move drum to extreme
right. Place paper on
manning drum.
If
film ic used, plaoa sheet
of black paper between
film and drum,
Turn to RECORD PHOTO pmition.
When transmitting operator sendo maximum
signal, adjust i3AIN
oontrol for +2 db reading on DB METER.
Cheek oontraat on
maximum and minimum signala.
Start momr and phase
transceiver.
Turn seleotor switch w
-RD PHOTO pOnitjon. Move drum to
left 00 beam from *
cording lamp chines on
left-hand edge of recording paper or film.
Engage drum feed
meohanimm.
Same acitem 17--------Prooecc reoehwd copy ----

Normal

Indlmtlom

Oorreouve ~

—

30 Phming-..-----------31

Reoejving copy --------

32
33
—

Stopping trancoeiver---Photographic prooeaeing

No light precent. Solutione and pans clean
and proper temperature.

Make up new solutiono if
required,

(31OMIY aide of film or paper is out, bnd no wfinklcs arc pracant,

Plaea film on soannlng
drum oorreotly.

Maximum reading should
be +2 db. Difference
in maximum ● nd minimum signdc ohould be
the came aa trmmmittlng etation within 2
db.

Contaot wmamitting op.
erator to oheek the
dgnal leveh. Chaok llne
if poaclble,

Sftmeaa Nam22--- . . . . . .

Same ae item 22.

Drum movec to the left.
Meter reading varies,

Cheek. reeaiving tranaoeiver.

Same aai@m 17- . . . . . . . .
Good print or negative-..

Same ae item 17.
Refer to paragraph 29,

d. F&mile llwweiver TT-1 */ TXC-l (Shut Down).
It&II

Item

——

II

Aotkm or aondltlon

Normal lodiaMoIu

Uormouw maMnm8

Turn power ON-OFF
switch to OFF position.
Soanning drum --------- Disengage drum feed
Move
mechaninm.
drum to left to protaot
lead aorew threado fr*m
dirt.
Power stitch -----------
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CHAPTER 4
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
Section I. CONVERTER CV-2C/TX
59. Block Diagram
(fig. 27)
Converter CV-2C/TX is an electronic device
which is used between the facsimile transceiver
and the radio circuit in transmission and reception
of facsimile signals by the subcarrier frequency
modulation (SCFM) method. Figure 27 is a
block diagram that shows Converter CV-2C/TX
connected in an am SCFM application. When
transmitting, the converter changes 1,800-cps am
signals from the facsimile transceiver into frequency-modulated voice-frequency signals which
modulate a conventional radiotelephone transmitter. The transmitted signal consists of a rf
carrier on which is superimposed a constant level
af modulation. The frequency of the af modulation is varied in accordance with the facsimile
signals. When receiving, the radio signal is picked
Up by a conventional am communication receiver.
The receiver output, which is fed into the converter, consists of voice-frequency signals. The
converter changes these signals into am signals,
which are fed to the receiving facsimile transceiver.
This type of circuit is less affected by fading and
interference than transmissions using conventional
am. Complete information on Converter CV2C/TX is contained in TM 11-2252A.

60. Application
a. Connections. Locate Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1(*)/TXC-1 and Converter CV-2C/TX so
that the front panel controls of both units can be
operated easily. The tuning eye on the front
panel of the converter must be in view.
(1) Normal operation.
(a) Insert the input cord of Converter
CV-2C/TX into the LINE jack on the
right-hand end of Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1.
(b) Insert the connector plug of the ac
power cord into the socket (PS1) on
the rear panel of the converter.
(c) Insert the plug on the other end of the
ac cord into a 115-volt, 60-cps, ac
source.
(d) Insert one end of Cord CD1019 into
the RADIO XMTR jack on the front
panel of the converter and the other
end to the carbon microphone input of
the radio transmitter.
(e) Strap the GND and adjacent LINE
terminal on the terminal board at the
rear of the converter.
(f) Plug one end of Cord CD-1018 into the
RADIO REC. jack (J5) on the front

Figure 27. Am-SCFM transmission and reception of facsimile signals, block diagram.
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panel of the converter. Plug the other
end of this cord into the high-level
audio output termination on the radio
receiver.
Note. When Converter CV-2C/TX is
used in a radio facsimile circuit, the talk-back
circuit of Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/
TXC-1 is inoperative. However, carbon
Microphone T-17 (or equivalent) and Headset HS-30 (or equivalent) are plugged into
the converter CARBON MIC. and MONITOR jacks, respectively, for voice communication and transmitter control.

(2) Remote operation of radio transmitter.
If the radio transmitter is remotely
located, use shielded two-conductor cable
in place of Cord CD-1019 to connect it
to the radio transmitter.
(a) If the distance is great, connection to
the radio transmitter must be made
from the LINE terminals at the rear of
the converter.
Remove the strap
that connects the GND terminal and
the adjacent LINE terminal, and use
a telephone line or field wire to connect
the output of the converter to the
radio transmitter.
(b) In either case, the line must be limited
to a length which will provide equal
modulation of the radio transmitter at
the 1,500- or 3,000-cps shift limits.
Note. The microphone plugged into the
converter cannot be used when connection
is made from the LINE terminals. A separate line to the transmitter must be used
under these conditions.

b. Transmitting.
Adjust Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 in accordance with the
type transmission to be made. Refer to paragraph 17.
(1) Operate power ON-OFF switch S4 to
the ON position, REC.-SEND switch
S1 to the SEND position, SET MIN.SET MAX. switch S5 to SET MAX.,
SEND-STANDBY switch S6 to STAND-

BY, and 1500 2300-1800 3000 switch
S2 to 1500 2300 position.
(2) With maximum signal being delivered by
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1,
adjust FREQ. ADJ. control R2 for
maximum closure of the tuning eye on
Converter CV-2C/TX (+2 db reading
on the DB METER).
(3) Operate the SET MIN.-SET MAX.
switch to the SET MIN. position.
(4) Set Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/
TXC-1 to deliver minimum signal. The
tuning eye on the converter should be
at maximum closure. If not, adjust the
transceiver CONTRAST control for maximum closure.
(5) Return the SET MIN.-SET MAX.
switch to the SET MAX. position.
The tuning eye should be maximum
closure with a +2 db reading on the
DB METER. If not, readjust the
FREQ. ADJ. control.
(6) Operate the SEND-STANDBY switch
to the SEND position.
(7) Adjust SEND GAIN control R21 on
Converter CV-2C/TX far proper modulation of the transmitter.
(8) The transceiver and converter now are
adjusted properly. Proceed as outlined
in paragraph 23c and d.
c. Receiving.
(1) Operate REC.-SEND switch S1 to the
REC. position.
(2) Tune in the carrier signal (maximum
indication on receiver). Adjust the rf
and audio controls for a clear signal with
minimum background noise.
(3) When the transmission begins (maximum
and minimum signals), adjust Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 for normal
operation as outlined in paragraph 28.
(4) If correct contrast cannot be obtained,
increase the radio receiver audio output
by advancing the audio gain control.

Section Il. EXCITER UNIT O-5B/FR
61. General
Exciter Unit O-5B/FR is an electronic device
which is used in place of the oscillator section of a
cw transmitter to excite the transmitter with
frequency-shift signals according to a varying dc
or audio voltage which is fed into the exciter unit,

The exciter unit is used with Converter CV2C/TX to permit transmission of frequency-shift
facsimile signals over a cw radiotelegraph transmitter when using Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*).
Complete information on Exciter Unit O-5B/FR
is contained in TM 11-2205A.
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Note. Exciter Unit O-5/FR or O-5A/FR can be used
with Converter CV-2/TX or CV-2A/TX after minor
changes have been made in the circuit. Complete information on Exciter Units O-5/FR and O-5A/FR is contained in TM 11-2205.

62. RF Oscillator O-86/FRT
RF Oscillator O-86/FRT is similar to Exciter
Unit O-5/FR or O-5A/FR that already has been
modified for use with Converter CV-2/TX or
CV-2A/TX. It can be used in place of Exciter
Unit O-5/FR or O-5A/FR without modification.
Refer to TM 11-2205 for complete information on
RF Oscillator O-86/FRT.

63. Application
Figure 28 is a block diagram which shows how
Converter CV-2C/TX and Exciter Unit O-5B/FR
are used in frequency-shift transmission and reception of facsimile signals.
a. Transmitting. When transmitting, the 1,800cycle am signals from Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1(*)/TXC-1 are fed into Converter CV-2C/
TX, where they are rectified. The output from
the converter is in the form of a varying dc
signal that represents the envelope of the modulated, 1,800-cycle carrier. This varying dc signal
is applied to the oscillator control tube in Exciter

Figure 28. Frequency-shift transmission and reception of facsimile signals, block diagram.
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Unit O-5B/FR. The output of the exciter unit
is a frequency-shift rf signal which shifts above
and below a center frequency by an amount
proportional to the varying dc signal produced
by rectification of the 1,800-cps signal. This
serves as the rf excitation for the cw transmitter.
The transmitter output is a frequency-shift signal,
shifting a total of 800 cycles between picture white
and picture black; 400 cycles above and 400 cycles
below the assigned carrier frequency (a total of
1,200 cps, ±600 cycles under the old shift limits)
(fig. 29). Frequency-shift transmissions are advantageous because they are affected less by
fading and interference than transmissions using
conventional am and, in addition, the rf channel
width required is less than when using am SCFM.
b. Receiving. When receiving frequency-shift
facsimile signals, a conventional communication
receiver that has a crystal-controlled temperature
compensated hf oscillator and a stabilized beatfrequency oscillator should be used. Radio Receiver R-390/URR or Radio Receivers BC-779,
BC-794, and BC-1004 modified in accordance
with MWO SIG 11-866-4, Modification of Radio
Receivers BC-779-(*), BC-794-(*) and BC-1004(*) to provide for improved stability of the high
frequency oscillator circuit, are suitable in this
application. However, a conventional receiver
may be used to pick up the frequency-shift radio
signal with a stable rf signal applied to its input
from Frequency Meter BC-221. Therefore, the
beat-frequency oscillator will not be required. In
both methods, the incoming signal is heterodyned
with the local oscillator signal to produce an output
in the af range swinging from 1,500 to 2,300 cps
or from 1,800 to 3,000 cps, depending on which
shift limit is used (fig. 29). These fm voicefrequency signals are applied to the input of
Converter CV-2C/TX which converts them into
am af signals which are fed into the input of the
receiving facsimile transceiver.
64. Operation
After the equipments have been connected as
shown in figure 28, apply the following operating
instructions when using an 800-cps shift (1,500 to
2,300 cps). Detailed instructions for connecting
and adjusting Exciter Unit O-5B/FR are given in
TM 11-2205A. Audio Oscillator TS-382A/U and
Electronic Multimeter TS-505/U may be used to
assist in properly setting up the equipment for
operation.

a. Setting Controls. The following procedure
sets the controls of the facsimile transceiver, the
the converter, and the exciter unit to produce the
required carrier shift:
(1) With maximum signal of +2 db from the
facsimile transceiver, adjust the exciter
unit and the FREQ. ADJ. (R2) control
of the converter so that the transmitter
output frequency is 400 cps above the
assigned carrier frequency. Check by
using Audio oscillator TS-382A/U and
tuning for zero beat.
(2) With minimum signal from the facsimile
transceiver, adjust the facsimile transceiver until the transmitter output is 400
cps below the assigned carrier frequency.
This will require adjustment of the
CONTRAST and GAIN controls of the
facsimile transceiver. While adjusting
transceiver controls, check again to be
sure that the maximum transceiver signal
is maintained at +2 db. Do not make
any further frequency control adjustments on the exciter unit or the converter. Use Audio Oscillator TS-382A/U
to see that the change from minimum
facsimile signal to maximum facsimile
signal increases the transmitter output
frequency by 800 cps. To do this, leave
the oscillator tuned as described in (1)
above, and measure the frequency of the
beat note produced by the beating of the
oscillator signal with the transmitter
output signal. Use the beat note method
to measure the frequency of this 800-cycle
note either on a direct reading af meter
or by comparison with an 800-cycle signal
from an audio oscillator.
(3) To check the accuracy of the adjustments
and to assist the receiving operator in
adjusting the station, send a series of
maximum and minimum level signals
(high- and low-frequency signals), followed by a series of phasing pulses. Repeat this sequence two or three times
before actually transmitting the copy.
Note. Allow at least ½-hour warm-up period
before making operating adjustments.

b. Transmitting. Negative transmission of facsimile copy is preferable, although copy may be
transmitted either negative or positive. The
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controls of the facsimile transceiver are used in
their normal manner to select either positive or
negative transmission as required. In either case,
adjust the system so that a minimum amplitude
signal · output from the facsimile transceiver
produces the lowest output frequency from
exciter Unit O-5B/FR and a maximum amplitude
signal output from the facsimile transceiver
produces the highest output frequency from
Exciter Unit O-5B/FR. The frequency and frequency deviation at the output of Exciter Unit
O–5B/FR will be multiplied by the radio transmitter frequency multipliers, but the transmitter
output frequency must be kept to a maximum
frequency swing of 800 cps. This requires that
the transmitter output frequency be 400 cps below
the assigned carrier frequency when a minimum
facsimile signal is sent, and 400 cps above the
assigned carrier frequency when a maximum
facsimile signal is sent. The actual output
frequency of the transmitter will vary between
these two extremes from instant to instant in
accordance with the brightness or darkness of the
transmitted copy being scanned on the facsimile
transceiver drum. The following chart shows the
actual transmitter output frequencies for minmum and maximum facsimile signals (when the
assigned rf carrier is 7,500 kilocycles (kc)), when
either positive or negative facsimile transmissions
are being made:
Assigned carrier
frequency

Amplitude of facsimile signal

Tranmitter

7,500

kc

Minimum

7,499.6 kc.

7,500

kc

Maximum

7,500.4 kc.

output

c. Receiving (fig. 29). The receiving station
must be adjusted so that the highest received frequency is interpreted as a maximum amplitude
signal at the receiving facsimile transceiver, and
the lowest received frequency is interpreted as a
minimum amplitude signal at the receiving facsimile transceiver. To obtain this desired relationship, the output of the receiver hf oscillator
must be on the hf side of the received rf signal.
This will produce an af beat note (2,300 cps) at
the receiver output when the received rf signal is
at its lowest frequency, and a low-frequency beat
note (1,500 cps) at the output of the receiver when
the received rf signal is at its highest frequency.
The received carrier frequencies are the same as
those assumed for the transmitting station, and
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they produce the desired facsimile signals at the
input of the facsimile transceiver. The received
carrier swings over a total of 800 cycles and normal
heterodyning action of the beat-frequency oscillator in the receiver produces a receiver output
which varies from 2,300 to 1,500 cps. The lowpass filter in Converter CV-2C/TX changes the
2,300-cps signal into a minimum amplitude output
signal and the 1,500-cps signal into a maximum
amplitude signal. Received carrier frequencies
between the low extremity (7,499.6 kc) and the
high extremity (7,500.4 kc) produce amplitudes in
between minimum and maximum, which the receiving facsimile transceiver prints as intermediate
shades of gray between black and white. If the
receiver hf oscillator output is set to the low side
of the received carrier, the received picture tones
will be reversed. A positive transmission will be
received as a negative, and vice versa.
Frequency of
receiver
carrier

7,499.6

kc

7,500.4 kc

Frequency of
receiver hf
oscillator

7,501.9
7,501.9

kc
kc

Frequency of
receiver
output

Amplitude of recovered facsmile
signal

2,300 cps

Minimum.

1,500

Maximum.

cps

(1) When using receivers that do not use
crystal-controlled conversion, front-end
insertion of a highly stable heterodyning
signal is a necessity for satisfactory results. The constant frequency output of
Frequency Meter BC-221 is ideal as a
substitute for crystal-controlled hf oscillator injection. The following procedure
sets Frequency Meter BC-221 to the high
side of the received carrier:
(a) Tune in the facsimile signal and zero
beat the frequency meter to this signal.
(b) Reduce the receiver rf gain control for
a reading of approximately 1 on the
receiver S-meter.
(c) Couple the output of Frequency Meter
BC-221 to the receiver at the receiver
antenna terminal.
(d) Without disturbing the receiver rf gain
control, adjust the injection level by
adjusting the coupling to the receiver
for a full-scale reading on the receiver
S-meter (direct coupling, although not
recommended, may be necessary).
Note. The exact level will vary slightly
for different receivers and can be determined
best by the overall performance of the
system.

Figure 29. Receiver rf relationships during reception of frequency-shift facsimile transmissions.

(e) With the transmitting operator sending
a steady minimum signal (7,499.6 kc
in this example), adjust Frequency
Meter BC-221 until the af output signal from the radio receiver is exactly
2,300 cps. Check to see that the frequency meter is tuned 2,300 cps (2.3
kc) above the incoming signal (to
7,501.9 kc in this example). Check
this by varying the frequency meter
dial through zero beat and by turning
it to the highest frequency setting of
the two settings that will produce a
2,300-cps receiver output signal.
Check the accuracy of the 2,300-cps
signal either on a direct reading af
meter or by comparing it with the
signal from an audio oscillator.
With
the transmitting operator sending
(f)
a steady maximum signal (7,500.4 kc
in this example), and without changing
the setting of the frequency meter, the
receiver output signal should be exactly 1,500 cps. This can be checked
with the direct reading af meter or by

comparison with the signal from an
audio oscillator.
Note. The facsimile transceiver produces
an audible oscillation which is highly accurate. This can be used for checking the
1,800-cycle signal from the receiver when the
1,800- to 3000-cps shift limit is used.

(g) Check the accuracy of the adjustments
by listening to the series of maximum
signals, minimum signals, and phasing
pulses which the transmitter operator
will repeat two or three times.
(h) When phasing pulses are being received
on positive transmissions (maximum
signal on black), the radio receiver output will be a steady 1,500-cps tone,
interrupted onoe each second by a
2,300-cps pulse. On negative transmissions, during phasing, the radio receiver output will be a steady 2,300-cps
tone, interrupted once each second by
a 1,500-cps pulse.
(2) Set up Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/
TXC-1 as outlined in paragraph 28.
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CHAPTER 5
THEORY
Section I. GENERAL
65. Fundamentals of Facsimile Equipment
Facsimile equipment is used to transmit images
over an electrical communication system, These
images, called pictures or copy in facsimile terminology, may be maps, photographs, sketches,
typewritten or printed text, or handwriting.
a. Operation Performed. The image that serves
as facsimile copy or picture cannot be transmitted
instantly in its entirety. The three operations
necessary to transmit and record the picture are
as follows:
(1) The breaking up of the picture in an
orderly manner into a large number of
elemental areas of varying shades. This
process is called scanning and is accomplished by the facsimile transmitter.
(2) Transmission of electrical signals, representing these individual elemental areas,
to the facsimile receiver.
Facsimile
signals are transmitted over wire and
radio circuits.
(3) The interpreting of these electrical signals and the rebuilding and recording of
the original picture from them. This
reversal of the transmitter scanning
process is accomplished by the facsimile
receiver. The receiving transceiver must
be accurately synchronized with the
transmitting transceiver to assure satisfactory reproduction.
b. Facsmimile Set AN/TXC-1( *). Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1(*) performs the basic operations
outlined in a above in the following manner:
(1) The picture to be transmitted is mounted
on a cylindrical drum, which revolves at
the rate of 1 revolution per second, in
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1,
TT-1A/TXC-1, TT-1B/TXC-1 and
TT-1C/TXC-1. In Facsimile Sets AN/
TXC-1C and -1D (Facsimile Transceiver TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1,
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or TT-1/XC-1), the drum rotates at
the rate of ½ revolution per second or 1
revolution per second, depending on the
setting of motor speed control switch
(30RPM-60RPM) S4. The drum travels
from right to left along a lead screw at
the rate of 12½ inches in 20 minutes when
revolving at 1 revolution per second, and
at the rate of 12½ inches in 40 minutes
when revolving at ½ revolution per second. Light from an exciter lamp illuminates a small area of the picture being
scanned and is reflected back through an
aperture to a photocell. During the
transmission of a complete picture, this
light traverses every portion of the picture as the drum slowly spirals past the
fixed lighted area.
(2) At any instant, the amount of light reflected back to the photocell is a measure
of the lightness or darkness of the tiny
spot of picture which is being scanned.
A photocell transforms varying amounts
of light into corresponding electrical
signals, which are amplified and transmitted over the facsimile circuit.
(3) Electrical signals received by the facsimile receiver are amplified and serve
to actuate a recording mechanism which
makes a permanent record, spot by spot,
on the recording paper on the synchronized receiver drum until the complete original picture is reproduced.
Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*) reproduces
either photographically, with a controlled
light source shining on photographic
paper film, or directly, with a stylus that
burns a white protective coating from
specially prepared recording paper. Synchronization is obtained by constantly
driving both receiving and transmitting

drums with synchronous motors operating at identical speeds. Phasing is accomplished by transmitting a series of
phasing pulses just prior to each facsimile
transmission. These pulses operate a
clutch mechanism which phases the receiving drum to the transmitting drum.
66. Block Diagrams
Figures 30, 31 and 32 show the various stages of
Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*).
a. Electrical Circuits. The complete electrical
circuit of Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*), including
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 and Rectifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1, may be
broken down by functions into the following eight
principal circuits:
(1) Signal source at 1,800 cycles. The fork
oscillator unit (V1, V2, and V3) generates
a steady 1,800-cycle audio signal for use
in several other circuits (figs. 30 and 34).
(2) Photocell bridge modulator. The photocell bridge modulator circuit (V24), built
around a type 1645 photocell tube (type
5652 in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/
TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/
TXC-1), is used on transmission only.
It amplitude modulates the 1,800-cycle
signal in accordance with variations in
light intensity of the small portion of the
transmitted copy being scanned at any
instant.
(3) Signal amplifier circuit. The signal amplifier circuit (V10, V11, V12, V13, and
V14) amplifies the 1,800-cycle am signal
(figs. 51 through 54). One-half of V13
is used to drive V14 on direct recordings
only. The other half of V13 is connected as a meter amplifier for operation
of the DB METER. On transmission,
the photocell bridge modulator feeds the
signal amplifier circuit, which feeds the
line. On reception, the signal on the line
is fed to the signal amplifier circuit which
drives either the stylus for direct recording or the recorder lamp for photo
recording. Tubes V10, V11, and V12
also are used in the talk-back circuit.
(4) Phasing circuit. The phasing circuit
(V15 and V16) is used only for phasing
the facsimile receiver. A series of phasing pulses from the transmitter actuate
a clutch mechanism and phase the

receiving drum to the transmitting drum
(par. 77).
(5) Motor circuit. The motor circuit (V4,
V5, and V6) amplifies the 1,800-cycle
signal from the fork oscillator unit and
drives the synchronous motor at a constant speed. A multivibrator stage, V26,
has been incorporated into Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/
TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1 to provide
for half-speed operation of the synchronous motor (par. 71).
(6) B+ regulator circuit. The B+ regulator
circuit (V7, V8, V9, and V25) provides a
closely regulated voltage of 260 volts
from the rectifier power supply of 450
volts. Regulated B+ voltage is used on
critical transceiver circuits.
(7) Rectifier power supply. The high-voltage
power supply rectifier (V22 in Rectifier
Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1) provides
unregulated +450 volts. Power transformer T11 supplies 6.3-volt ac for the
transceiver and power unit tube filaments. Starting voltage for the synchronous motor and the blower in modified sets and Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1F/TXC-1, is obtained directly from
the ac line. Rectifier Power Unit PP86E/TXC-1 also supplies 115-volts ac
for the dust filter blower operation.
(8) Exciter lamp supply. The exciter lamp
supply (V17, V18, V19, V20, V21, and
V23) in Rectifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/
TXC-1 amplifies and regulates the 1,800cycle signal voltage from the fork
oscillator unit to provide a steady potential for the transceiver exciter lamp,
which illuminates the transmitted copy
with a constant brilliancy.
b. Mechanical System. The mechanical system
of the facsimile transceiver (figs. 31 and 32) consists of a synchronous motor which drives the
rotating drum through a clutch arrangement.
Operation of the clutch during phasing is described
in paragraph 77.
c. Transmitting. Figure 31 shows the functions
of the various stages of the facsimile set when
transmitting. The picture being transmitted is
attached to the rotating drum, on which the condenser lens system focuses light originating at the
exciter lamp. Varying amounts of light are
reflected back through the objective lens and
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Figure 30.

Figure 31.
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Figure 32.

aperture to the photocell and bridge modulator
where varying light intensities are converted into
varying electrical signals. These signals amplitude modulate the 1,800-cycle carrier signal supplied from the fork oscillator unit. This modulated signal is amplified in the voltage amplifier.
The level is established at this point by the GAIN
control and is indicated on the DB METER.
The signal is boosted further by the power amplifier before going out on the line. The fork oscillator unit, in addition to furnishing the carrier
signal to the photocell bridge modulator, supplies
an 1,800-cycle voltage which is amplified in the
exciter lamp amplifier circuit of Rectifier Power
Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1. The output of this
circuit supplies 6 volts at 1,800 cycles to the
exciter lamp to maintain it at a constant brilliancy.
Another portion of the 1,800-cycle fork oscillator
output is amplified in the motor amplifier circuit
for operation of the synchronous motor which
drives the drum at a constant speed. The voltage
regulator supplies a regulated +250 volts to the
critical transceiver circuits.
d. Receiving. Functions of the various stages
in the receiving transceiver are shown in figure 32.
The signal from the line is set to the proper operating level by the GAIN control, then amplified in
the voltage amplifier and the power amplifier.
The DB METER, driven by the meter amplifier,
indicates the relative level of the signal being used
for recording. The power amplifier drives either
the recorder lamp for photographic recording, or
the recording stylus for direct recording. Another
connection from the power amplifier sends phasing

pulses to the phase amplifier circuit, which operates the phase magnet and clutch during the phasing process just before each picture transmission.
The fork oscillator unit serves a single purpose on
receiving. It generates an 1,800-cycle signal
which is amplified to operate the synchronous
motor at the same speed as the motor in the transmitting transceiver.
e. Multivibrator. Facsimile Transceivers TT1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1
contain a multivibrator circuit which is used only
when operation at half-normal speed (30 drum
rpm) is desired. The multivibrator is switched
into the motor circuit by operation of motor speed
control switch (30RPM-60RPM) S4. For halfspeed operation the 1,800-cycle signal voltage
from the fork oscillator unit locks in the 900-cycle
multivibrator, the output of which is applied to
the synchronous winding of the motor through
the synchronous motor amplifier. Motor current is indicated on the MOTOR CURRENT
meter. Application of an external signal voltage
in the MOTOR JACK permits operation of the
recording drum at any speed between 30 and
100 rpm.
j. Talk-Back Circuit (fig. 33). The talk-back
circuit is included in all models of the transceiver
except Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1, and
is energized when the selector switch is at STANDBY, For normal reception of voice over this
circuit, the STANDBY-MON-TALK switch is
at MON (if the motor is to be in operation) or at
STANDBY (if the motor is not to be in operation).
In either of these positions, the signal from the

Figure 33. Talk-back circuit, block diagram.
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line is amplified by three audio stages, V10, V11,
and V12, before it reaches the loudspeaker. The
GAIN control is in the voice circuit. When the
STANDBY-MON-TALK switch is at TALK, the
loudspeaker becomes a microphone, and the signal
is amplified by V10, V11, and V12 before it is
fed to the line.
67. Stage Names
Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1, -1A, and -1B use
25 electron tubes, 18 of which are located in the
facsimile transceiver and 7 of which are located

in the rectifier power unit. Facsimile Sets AN/
TXC-1C and -1D use 26 tubes, 19 of which are
located in the facsimile transceiver and 7 of which
are located in the rectifier power unit. The following chart shows the stage number, type tube used,
and the functional name of the stage.
a. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1.
(1) Fork oscillator unit (unsealed).
Note. Unsealed fork oscillator units are
used only in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/
TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1, up to serial number 105.
Facsimile transceiver

Ref
symbol

Stage name

TT-1E/TXC-1
TT-1/TXC-1

TT-1A/TXC-1

TT-1/TXC-1 TT-1C/TXC-1 TT-1D/TXC-1
TT-1F/TXC-1

V1
V2
~8

Fork
input
amplif er
---------Fork driver -----------------Motor amplifier bu!fer--.----Modulator buffer ------------- }

7L7
7C5

7L7 -------------------- -------------------7C5 -------------------- --------------------

7N7

7N7 -------------------- -------------------T

T

(2) Fork oscillator unit (sealed).
Fuulrnlb t?UWCdV@?

m!
qmbol

stage name

TT+TXC-1

V1

&3eoond fork amplifier --------Fork input ampli6er ---------{ Fork dfiver ------------------ 1
~a Motor amplifier buiTer-----.-{ Modulatcr buffer ------------- }
V2

TT-1A/Txc-1

TT-lB/TXGl m-1cfrxc-1 lYWD/TXC-1

TT-lE@mXC-l
TT-lF/TX(H

7L7
7N7

7L7
7N7

7L7
7N7

7L7
7N7

7L7
7N7

7L7
7N7

7N7

7N7

7N7

7N7

7N7

7N7

(3) Motor circuit.
Faalmlb

hIUWiVW

-——

m

symbol

V4

TT-1/TXC-l

Motot amplifier driver-------Motor amptifler output -------

V5,
V6
V26

7C5
6AC5GT/G

TT-lAI’TXC-1

7C5
6AC5GT/G

T’GIB/TXCH TT-lCITXC-1 TT-1Dfl’XC-1

7C5
1635

7C5
1635

Multivibratir ---------------- -------------- -------- ---------------- ----------

I

TT-lE/t/JtGl
TT-1F/1’XC-l

7C5
1635

7C5
1635

7N7

7N7

(4) B+ voltage regulator.
Faalmlk tmmoeiver

w

Wrnbel

8* lmrne

v?,
V8
V9
V!25

Voltage regulator output -----.

7C5

7C5

7C5

7C5

7C5

7C5

Control voltage amplifier -----Reference volt~ regulator----

7L7
1 B46

7L7
1B46

7L7
5651

7L7
5651

7L7
5651

7L7
5651
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TT-1/TXC-l

TT-lAITXC-1

TT-1E/Txc-1
TT-1B/TXC-1 ‘r’l-lC/TXGl TT-lD/TXCH
TT-lF%xc-1
—.
—.

(5) Signal circuit.
FadnUe trarmmiver
Ref
Spmbd

Stage

name
TT-1/TXC-l

PhoWcell -------------------First signal amplifier ---------Second signal amplifier -------Third signal amplifier- .------[Record direct amplifier driver-V13 [Mebr amplifier -------------V14 Record output amplifier -------

TT-1A/TXC-1

1645
7C7
7L7
7C5

V!M

Vlo
Vll
V12

TT-1BmXC-1 rT-1c/Txc-1 PT-lD/TXC-I

1645
7C7
7L7
7C5

1645
7C7
7L7
7C5

TT-HCI’CI’XC-1
TT-1F/TXC-1

1645
7C7
7L7
7C5

5652
7C7
7L7
7C5

5652
5879
7L7
7C5

7N7

7N7

7N7

7N7

7N7

7N7

6AC5GT/G

6AC5GT/G

1635

1635

1635

1635

(6) Phasing circuit.
Facsirnlle

9Y%$OI

trnnsmlver

8twe name
TT-1/TXC-l

V15
V16

Pulw amplifier --------------Ttig~rtuk -----------------

TT-1A/TXC-1

TT-1B/TXC-1 TT-lC/TXC- TT-1D/TXC-1

7L7
884

7L7
884

7L7
884

7147
884

71.7
884

TT-1E/?/XC-1
TT-1F/TXC-1

7L7
884

b. Rectifier Power Unit PP-86*/TXC-1.
(1) Exciter lamp supply.
Rcctukw power
Rsf
Sprrrbol

unit

Stage name
PP-s6/Txc-l

PP-SSA/TXC-l

PP-SSB/TXC-l

PP-S6E/TXC-l

V17

7s7

7s7

7s7

7s7

V18

7N7

7N7

7N7

7C5

7N7
7C5

7C5

7C5

7L7
1 B47

7L7
5651

7L7
5651

7L7
5651

First lamp amplifier ------------------------------kmp driver -------------------------------------{ Vol*mgulatir rectifier -------------------------- }
V19, Lamp output amplifier -----------------------------V20
V21 Control voltage amplifier ---------------------------V23 Reference voltage regulator ------------------------(2) High-voltage power supply.
R8f
symbol

V22

Rwtlibr power unit
—

Stage name

Power supply rectifier -----------------------------

68. Partial Schematic Diagrams
The partial schematic diagrams that show components of individual stages of the facsimile
transceiver and rectifier power unit are applicable
to all models of equipment unless otherwise noted.
Slight changes in resistor and capacitor values

PP-SS/TXC-l

PP-Si3A/TXC-l

5Z3

5Z3

PP-SSB/TXC-l PP-s8EITXC-I
——

5Z3

5Z3

were made in later models of equipment to conform
with American War Standards values. These
slight differences in values are not significant,
however, because the changes in most cases are
within the tolerance of the components. For
exact component values, refer to the complete
schematic diagrams (figs. 163 through 169).
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Section Il. FACSIMILE TRANSCEIVER TT-1(*)/TXC-1
69. Block Diagram of Unsealed Fork
Oscillator Unit
(fig. 34)
The fork oscillator unit generates a highly
stable 1,800-cycle audio signal to supply the
photocell bridge modulator circuit, the motor
amplifier circuit, and the exciter lamp circuit.
The unsealed unit, used in Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1/TXC-1 only (serial numbers up to 105 on
order No. 2695-MPD-45), consists of three
stages: a fork input amplifier (V1), a fork driver
(V2), and a dual tube (V3) whose sections serve
as output buffers (figs. 35 through 37). All three
stages are supplied regulated B+ voltage. The
sealed unit is described in paragraph 70.
a. Tuning Fork. The frequency-determining
device is a bimetallic tuning fork with a natural
period of vibration of 1,800 cps. The fork is
kept in vibration by a drive coil which is fed an
1,800-cycle signal of constant amplitude from the
fork driver stage. A second coil, a pick-up coil,
is coupled to the vibrating fork so that the fork
vibrations generate an 1,800-cycle ac in the coil.
This coil feeds the grid of the fork input amplifier

stage through a transformer. The fork thus becomes a feedback unit that controls the frequency
in the oscillator circuit composed of the fork,
V1, and V2.
b. Fork Input Amplifier (fig. 35). This stage,
V1 using a type 7L7 tube, amplifies the small
oscillations from the tuning fork and drives tube
V2, the fork driver, and also the two output buffer
sections of V3. Energy from the fork pick-up
coil is coupled through transformer T4 directly
to the grid of V1 (pin 6). Transformer T4 steps
up the voltage from approximately .4 volt to 1.0
volt. The tube is biased by the flow of plate
current through cathode resistor R18 which is
bypassed by C15. Screen and plate voltage is
applied through screen dropping resistor R19 and
plate load resistor R20 from the regulated +250volt supply. The screen is bypassed to cathode
by C16 to improve the stability of amplification
in this stage. Sine-wave voltage developed across
R20 is coupled from the plate through capacitor
C18 to the grid of V2 (pin 6) and through C17
to the output buffers. C20, a bypass capacitor
across the fork drive coil, suppresses harmonica of
the 1,800-cycle signal.

Figure 34. Unsealed fork oscillator unit, block diagram.
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c. Fork Driver (fig : 36). This stage (V2), using
a type 7C5 tube, amplifies the output of V1 and
supplies feedback energy to the drive coil which
keeps the fork vibrating. One of the requirements
for frequency stability is 8 constant output from
this stage to the fork drive coil. The grid is
driven so hard that variations in amplitude at
the input have practically no effect on the output.
The output from the plate of V1 is coupled to the
grid of V2 (pin 6) through C18, with R23 serving
as the grid return. Cathode resistor R24 and
variable resistor R25 are left unbypaseed to
provide degenerative feedback in this stage,
giving a stabilizing effect on the output. Resistor
R25 is variable to permit minor adjustments in
frequency of the fork oscillator to compensate
for extreme variations in temperature, or changes
in value of circuit components. The plate and
screen are connected together for triode operation.
Plate voltage is applied through plate load resistor
R26 from the regulated +250-volt supply. The
output voltage developed across R26 is coupled
back to the fork drive coil through capacitor C19.
d. Fork Output Buffer (fig. 37). This stage
(V3), using a type 7N7 dual triode, consists of two
buffer amplifiers fed by the fork input amplifier
V1, and supplies an 1,800-cycle signal to the
motor amplifier stage V4, the exciter lamp amplifier circuit in Power Supply PP-86(*)/TXC-1,
and the photocell bridge modulator circuit (fig.

48). The buffer action prevents load variations
from affecting the fork oscillator.
(1) Motor amplifier buffer. Pins 2, 3, and 4
of tube V3 comprise the motor amplifier
buffer. The grid receives 1,800-cycle
energy from the plate of V1 through
coupling capacitor C17 and limiting
resistor R21. Resistor R27 serves as
the grid return and the grid is bypassed
for high frequencies by C21. Cathode
resistor R28 is left unbypassed to provide degeneration. Plate voltage is applied to pin 3 from the regulated +250volt supply through plate load resistor
R23. Output from the plate is coupled
through C23 to the motor amplifier
driver stage (V4) via the MOTOR
JACK. Capacitor C23 also couples
1,800-cycle energy to the exciter lamp
amplifier circuit in Rectifier Power Unit
PP-86(*)/TXC-1 through pin 9 of
plug P1 . A connection from C23 to
section 3 of selector switch S1 shortcircuits the 1,800-cycle supply to the
motor circuit and the exciter lamp
circuit when the switch is in the STANDBY position.
(2) Modulutor buffer. Pins 5, 6, and 7 of
tube V3 comprise the modulator buffer.
The grid also receives 1,800-cycle energy

Figure 35. Fork input amplifier, unsealed fork oscillator unit.
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Figure 36. Fork driver, unsealed fork oscillator unit.

from the plate of V1 through coupling
capacitor C17 and limiting resistor R22.
Resistor R30 is the grid resistor, and the
grid is bypassed for high frequencies
by C22. Plate voltage is applied to
pin 6 from the regulated +250-volt
supply through plate load resistor R31.
Output from the plate is applied to the
circuit
modulator
photocell bridge
through blocking capacitor C24 and
output coupling transformer T5. The
output coupling circuit includes a lowpass filter which eliminates harmonics of
the 1,800-cycle frequency and delivers
a sine-wave output to the modulator.
Components of this low-pass filter include hf shunt capacitors C25 and C26,
an audio choke, a capacitor, and an
output transformer. A connection to
section 2 of selector switch S1 shortcircuits the input of T5, removing 1,800cycle energy from the photocell circuit
when the selector switch is in the
STANDBY, RECORD PHOTO, or
RECORD DIRECT position.

Figure 37. Output buffers, unsealed fork oscillator unit.
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70. Scaled Fork Oscillator Unit
The sealed fork oscillator unit, used in Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1 above serial number 105
on Order No. 2695-MPD-45 and in all Facsimile
Sets AN/TXC-1A, -1B, -1C, and -1D, is similar in
purpose and performance to the unsealed unit
described in paragraph 69. However, the stability of this tuning fork is improved by using
a temperature-compensated, bimetallic fork which
is vacuum sealed to minimize the effects of atmospheric and barometric changes. The frequency
must be maintained with extreme accuracy; a
slight variation will cause a change in motor
speed and a loss of synchronization between
transmitting and receiving machines. A deviation in frequency of 1 cycle in 10 seconds will cause
a skew of more than 1 inch in the received copy.
The sealed fork oscillator unit consists of three
stages: a fork input amplifier and driver, another

fork amplifier, and a dual output buffer. All
stages are supplied from the regulated +250volt source.
a. Block Diagram. Figure 38 shows, in block
diagram form, the signal paths in the sealed fork
oscillator unit. One-half of V2 picks up the weak
signal from the fork and amplifies it enough to
drive V1 so that the output of V1 is constant
despite minor variations in input. The constant
level output of V1 is amplified in the other half of
V2, the output of which feeds the drive coils of the
tuning fork. Part of the output of V1 is impressed
on V3, one section of which feeds the motor amplifier and exciter lamp amplifier circuit, and the
other section of which feeds the photocell bridge
modulator circuit. A complete schematic diagram of the sealed fork oscillator unit is shown in
figure 39.

Figure 38. Sealed fork oscillator unit, block diagram.
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b. Fork Input Amplifier Fork Driver (fig. 39).
Dual triode tube V2 (7N7) serves as the fork input
amplifier and fork driver.
(1) Fork input amplifier. Pins 2, 3, and 4
comprise the fork input amplifier which
is fed 1,800-cycle energy generated in the
pick-up coil by the vibrating fork. Resistor R302 is the unbypassed cathode resistor. Plate voltage is applied to pin 3
from the regulated +250-volt supply
through plate load resistor R301. The
output developed across the resistor is
coupled to the grid (pin 6) of the second
fork amplifier V1 (7L7) through coupling
capacitor C304.
(2) Fork driver. Pins 5, 6, and 7 comprise the
fork driver. Input to the grid (pin 5) is
received from the plate of V1 through
coupling capacitor C303 and series resistor R305. Limiting resistor R305 and
grid resistor R306 serve, as a voltage
divider for the input to this section of
V2, Regulated +250 volts is supplied
through plate load resistor R307. Output from the plate is coupled through
C301 to the drive coil which keeps the
fork oscillating. The cathode circuit
consists of two unbypassed resistors:
fixed resistor R303 and variable resistor
R304. Adjust R304 to compensate for
minor changes in the frequency of the
fork.
c. Second Fork Amplifier (fig. 39). Second fork
amplifier V1 (7L7) is an amplifying link in the
oscillator circuit composed of the fork, the input
amplifier, the second fork amplifier, and the fork
driver. The grid (pin 6) is fed from the plate
(pin 3) of V2 through coupling capacitor C304.
The grid voltage is developed across resistor R313.
Cathode resistor R310 is bypassed by C306.
Screen voltage is supplied through dropping resistor R311 and the screen is bypassed to cathode
by C305. The plate load resistor is R312 and the
1,800-cycle output from the plate (pin 2) is coupled
to the fork driver through C303 and limiting resistor R305, Part of the output of V1 is applied
to the dual buffer output stage V3 through limiting
resistor R314.
d. Fork Ooutput Amplifier (fig. 39). The fork
output stage V3 is a 7N7 dual triode tube. It consists of two buffer amplifiers, fed by second fork
amplifier V1. This tube supplies an 1,800-cycle
signal to motor amplifier stage V4, the exciter
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lamp amplifier circuit, and the photoed bridge
modulator circuit.
(1) Motor amplifier buffer. Triode section 5,
6, and 7 of V3 is the motor amplifier
buffer. Its grid receives 1,800-cycle
energy from the plate circuit of V1
through coupling capacitor C303 and
limiting resistor R314. The grid resistor
is a combination of R315 and R318, with
the grid of the second section of V3 fed
from a tap between these resistors.
Capacitor C310 is an hf bypass for the
grid. Resistor R316 is the unbypassed
cathode resistor. The signal at the plate
developed across load resistor R308 is
coupled through C302 to motor amplifier stage V4 via the MOTOR JACK
and control switch S4, and also to the
exciter lamp amplifier circuit of Rectifier
Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1.
Note. In Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/
TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC1, the motor amplifier buffer output is coupled to motor amplifier stage V4 through
the motor speed control switch S4 permitting
selection of either the 900-cycle output of the
multivibrator (half-speed operation), or the
1,800-cycle fork unit output. The selected
output is applied to the grid of V4 through
MOTOR JACK J6. In Facsimile Tranceiver
TT-1B/TXC-1, a connection to IIIR of selector
switch S1C short-circuits the 1,800-cycle motor
circuit and exciter lamp supply when the selector
switch and the STANDBY-MON-TALK switch
are both at STANDBY. In Facsimile Transceiver TT-1C/TXC-1, a connection to the front
of IIIR of selector switch S1C opens the B+
circuit in the motor lead, and the connection to
the back of contact IIIR of the selector switch
short-circuits the 1,800-cycle exciter lamp circuit
supply when the selector and STANDBY-MONTALK switches are at STANDBY. (Refer to
figure 167.) In Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/
TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC, and TT-1F/TXC-1 the
motor is stopped by short-circuiting to ground
the grid of motor amplifier tube V4 through the
contacts of the STANDBY-MON-TALK switch
and section 6 of the selector switch when both
switches are operated at the STANDBY position.
The exciter lamp supply is short-circuited to
ground through section 2 with the selector switch
at STANDBY.

(2) Modulator buffer. Triode section 2, 3, and
4 of V3 is the modulator buffer. Its grid
(pin 4) receives the 1,800-cycle energy
developed across R318, as explained in
(1) above. Resistor R317 is the unbyThe plate
passed cathode resistor.

Figure 39. Sealed fork oscillator unit, schematic diagram.

circuit energy developed across load
resistor R309 is coupled through C309
to the low-pass filter and output transformer T5. Capacitor C308 across the
input and C307 across the output and T5
form part of a filter network which
reduces the hf components of the signal.
A connection to section IIR of the selector
switch short-circuits the input and output
to T5. This connection removes the
1,800-cycle energy from the photocell
circuit when the selector switch is in the

RECORD PHOTO or the RECORD
DIRECT position in Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1 (also in the STANDBY position in Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1A/TXC-1 through TT-F/TXC-1).
71. Motor Amplifier Driver and Output Stages
(V4, V5, and V6)
(figs. 40-46)
Stages V4, V5, and V6 amplify the 1,800-cycle
signal supplied by the fork oscillator unit, and
furnish ac power to operate the synchronous
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motor. Input to the motor amplifier stage V4
is approximately 25 volts. The voltage across
the motor, however, may be as high as 1,000 volts.
a. Motor Amplifier Driver.
(1) Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and
TT-1A/TXC-1 (fig. 40). The 1,800cycle signal of the fork oscillator unit is
applied to the grid of the motor amplifier
driver stage V4 (7C5). This signal is
applied through terminal 5 of the fork
oscillator terminal board through MOTOR JACK J6 and is applied to a
voltage divider consisting of R34, R35,
and R36. Normally, the junction between resistors R35 and R36 is shorted
to ground so that R36 is out of the circuit. The voltage across R35 is applied
to the tube control grid (pin 6). During
the phasing operation, however, R36
becomes part of the voltage divider, and
the voltage to the grid of tube V4 is
increased. Increasing the input to V4
results in increasing the drive on parallel
motor amplifier tubes V5 and V6, furnishing additional power to the synchronous motor. During the phasing operation, the motor requires additional
power because of the additional load
created by friction in the clutch mecha-

nism. During normal operation, with
the PHASE switch released, cathode
current of V4 flows through the phasing
magnet coil associated with trigger tube
V16 and also through the series resistor
combination, R66 and R67 (stage V13),
which is in parallel with this coil. (Refer
to figures 48 and 49 and the over-all
schematic diagrams of Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC1 (figs. 163 and 164).) The flow of
current through the coil holds the armature against the phasing magnet so that
it does not actuate the clutch mechanism
used in the phasing operation. The flow
of current through R67 adds to the bias of
tube V13, which requires bias beyond the
cut-off value. During the phasing operation, the phasing magnet is disconnected
from the cathode circuit of V4, and the
armature is released. To compensate
for the removal of the phasing magnet
coil from the cathode circuit, resistor R40
is connected in parallel with the series
combination, R66 and R67, during the
phasing operation. Capacitor C27 is the
cathode bypass capacitor for tube V4.
Screen and plate voltage is applied from
the +450-volt supply through screen

Figure 40. Motor amplifier driver, facsimile transceivers, TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1.
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dropping resistor R37 and through dropping resistor R38 and the primary winding of class B driver transformer T1.
The screen is not bypassed to ground.
(2) Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 and
TT-1C/TXC-1
(fig. 41). The motor
amplifier driver circuit of Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1B/TXC-1 or TT-1C/
TXC-1 is similar to that described in
(1) above for earlier models of the equipment, except that the grid and cathode
circuits of tubes V4 have been redesigned.
Potentiometer R93 has been added to the
grid circuit of V4 so that proper adjustment may be made of the input to V4
which, in turn, affects the drive of stages
V5 and V6. Resistor R93, located on
MOTOR CURRENT meter M2, is adjusted for proper motor current reading
on this meter. Cathode current of V4 in
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1B/TXC-1 or
TT-1C/TXC-1 flows through the series
combination of R66, control R97, and
R67 of V13 in parallel with the phasing
magnet coil. Refer to paragraph 75 for
details of V13 cathode circuit.
Note. The value of R66 is changed from 1,500
ohms to 750 ohms in the motor amplifier driver
stage of Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1
and TT-1C/TXC-1 to compensate for the addition of R97 to the cathode circuit of V13.

(3) Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1,
TT-1E/TXC-1 and TT-1F/TXC-1 (fig.
42). The motor amplifier driver circuit
of Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1
(fig. 42) is the same as that of the 1B
and 1C model transceivers, except for the
following changes which allow for a 900cps signal at half-speed operation:
(a) Speed control switch (30RPM60RPM), S4, in series with the 1,800cps fork output to V4, and a multivibrator-t ype oscillator have been
added. In the 60RPM position, the
1,800-cps fork output is coupled directly to the grid of V4 through
MOTOR JACK J6. For half-speed
operation of the scanning drum
(30RPM), the 1,800-cps fork signal
locks in the 900-cps multivibrator
(V26, 7N7), the output of which is
applied to the grid of V4 through
MOTOR JACK J6.
(b) Capacitor C62 has been added to the
plate circuit of V4 as an ac bypass.
(c) Capacitor C61 has been added between
R34 and R93 to ground to improve the
900-cps waveshape. To stop the motor
during standby periods, the grid of V4
(pin 6) is short-circuited to ground

Figure 41. Motor amplifier driver, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 and TT-1C/TXC-1.
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Figure 42.

Figure 43. Multivibrator and motor amplifier driver Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1.

through the contacts of STANDBYMON-TALK switch S5 and selector
switch S1 when both are operated to
the STANDBY positions.
b. Motor Amplifier Output Stage (figs. 44 through
46). In unmodified Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/
TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1 (fig. 44), V5 and V6
are type 6AC5GT/G tubes (type 1635 tubes when
these units are modified in accordance with MWO
SIG 11-2258-2). Refer to a(2) above and figure
38. Tubes V5 and V6 are connected in parallel in
all models of the equipment and serve as singleended, zero-bias, Class B, power amplifier tubes
whose output drives the synchronous motor.
(1) Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and
TT-1A/TXC-1 (fig. 44). Input to the
grids (pin 5) of V5 and V6 is applied from
V4 through transformer T1. The plate
circuit of V5 and V6 consists of two
parts; a dc circuit to supply plate current
to the tubes and a series-resonant circuit
at 1,800 cycles to power the motor. The
dc circuit consists of the synchronous
motor winding and choke T6. The
series-resonant circuit consists of two
series capacitors, C28 and C29, and the
synchronous motor winding, which is
shunted by capacitor C30 to limit transients. The synchronous motor winding

is common to both circuits. The motor
current is a series of dc pulses that reoccur
1,800 times per second, since tubes V5 and
V6 conduct only on the positive halfcycles of the 1,800-cycle input wave.
Choke T6 is not a part of the seriesresonant circuit; its ac impedance is high
and it may be considered a device for
shunt-feeding stages V5 and V6. Voltage across the synchronous motor winding and across T6 is approximately equal
and may rise as high as 1,000 volts.
Capacitor C30, by limiting transients,
prevents high peak voltages that might
break down insulation if the motor
winding.
In Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1A/TXC-1, MOTOR FUSE F1 has
been added in the plate circuit of tubes
V5 and V6. Capacitor C31 prevents
arcing at the START switch contacts.
Normally, the +450-volt circuit to the
plates of V5 and V6 is completed through
the START switch contacts, but when
the START switch is operated to energize the separate start windings, the
synchronous winding of the motor is disconnected and the plates of V5 and V6
are not energized.
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Figure 44. Motor amplifier output stage, facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1.

(2) Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1
and TT-1C/TXC-1 (fig. 45). These
models operate the same as Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/
TXC-1 except for the following changes:
(a) Bypass capacitor C31 in parallel with
resistor R95 is placed across MOTOR
FUSE F1. MOTOR CURRENT
meter M2 indicates necessary adjustments of the motor current.
(b) Series resistor R39 limits the motor current, and bypass capacitor C60 keeps
this part of the circuit at ac ground
potential. A connection from R39 to
START switch S4 stops the motor in
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1C/TXC-1
when selector switch (S1) is operated
to the STANDBY position. This
connection is made through the front
section of S1, disconnecting the +450volt supply from the motor circuit
when the selector switch is operated to
the STANDBY position.
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(3) Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1.
TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1 (fig.
46). In Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/
TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/
TXC-1, MOTOR CURRENT meter M2
is in the cathode circuit instead of the
plate circuit of the motor amplifier output
stage. The plate circuit is modified so
that when the 30RPM-60RPM speed
change switch, S4, is in the 60RPM
position, C28 and C29 in series are across
T6 for 1,800-cycle operation of the synchronous motor. When S4 is in the
30RPM position, C28 and C29 in series
are across the synchronous motor and
T6 is shorted for 900-cps operation of the
motor.
(4) Facsimile Ttransceiver TT-1F/TXC-1 (fig.
46). In this model of the transceiver,
capacitor C69 has been added to prevent
interned arcing in motor amplifier tubes
V5 and V6 by reducing peak voltages in
the 60RPM position.

Figure 45. Motor amplifier output stage, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 and TT-1C/TXC-1.

72. Multivibrator(V26 in Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and
TT-1F/TXC-1 only)
(figs. 42 and 43)
Tube V26 operates as a multivibrator. In this
circuit, a portion of the output of one section of the
7N7 tube is fed into the input circuit of the other
section. While one section conducts, the other section is cut off. The fork unit 1,800-cps output is
fed to the plates of the 7N7 through C65 and R99.
The values of C66, C67, R103, and R104, together
with the internal capacitances of the tube, determine the frequency and rate at which each section
conducts. The output is taken from the plate
(pin 3) through C64. The multivibrator natural
output (output without synchronization signal) is
slightly less than 900 cps; the 1,800-cps signal
locks it at exactly 900 cps. Switch S4 selects
either the multivibrator output or the fork unit
output directly and applies it through MOTOR

JACK J6 to the grid of motor amplifier driver
tube V4.
73. Synchronous Motor
a. General. The synchronous motor in Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 is held at a constant
speed of 60 rpm by the 1,800-cycle power supplied
by the plate circuit of motor amplifier output
tubes V5 and V6. A worm gear on the motor
shaft is meshed with a gear which drives the lead
screw at 60 rpm through the clutch mechanism.
The motors originally used in Facsimile TransTT-1A/TXC-1
and
ceivers TT-1/TXC-1
operated on 9-volt, 60-cps, ac, which was supplied
by Rectifier Power Unit PP-86/TXC-1. These
motors have been replaced with 115-volt ac
operated motors, and the circuitry of the transceiver and rectifier unit has been modified according to MWO SIG 11-2258-2. Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 through TT-1F/TXC-1
contain motors that operate on 115-volt, 60-cps.
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Figure 46. Motor amplifier outstage, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1.

ac. Operation of the motors is similar in all
models of the equipment.
The motor contains a
b. Stating Circuit.
separate starting coil in Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1/TXC-1 through TT-1C/TXC-1 and a
synchronous coil. The start section of the motor
is a capacitor-start induction type which operates
on 115-volt, 60-cps, ac. Pressing the START
button (START-PHASE switch S3 on Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1,
and TT-1F/TXC-1) disconnects the synchronous
motor winding and applies 115-volt ac to the
start winding. This voltage is brought up from
the primary terminals of power transformer T11
in the power unit through terminals 2 and 4 of
the Jones plug and the contacts of the, starting
switch. The switch is held in the START position
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until the drum speed rises above 60 rpm (3 to 5
revolutions of the drum should be sufficient);
then the switch is released. Note that the capacitor winding of the start motor is in the circuit
at all times. This winding also furnishes part of
the power for the motor while it is running at
synchronous speed, but the major part of the
power is developed by the synchronous motor,
which also controls the speed.
Because this
capacitor winding is in the circuit at all times,
it is possible for this motor to run at a nonsynchronous speed. The operator must guard against
operating the transceiver with the motor running
at a nonsynchronous speed. An 1,800- or 900cycle tone from the motor laminations is the best
assurance that the motor is running at synchronous
speed.

74. Photocell Circuit
(figs. 47,48, and 49)
Photocell tube V24 is the heart of the photocell
bridge modulator circuit, which is used only on
transmitting. Tube 1645 is used as the photocell
in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 through
TT-1C/TXC-1. Tube 5652 is used as the photocell in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1,
TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1. The photocell and its associated circuit (fig. 47,48, and 49)
cause amplitude modulation of the 1,800-cycle signal
supplied from the fork oscillator unit. Amplitude
modulation follows the lights and shadows on
that portion of the transmitted copy being
scanned. After modulation of the 1,800-cycle
signal is accomplished in the photocell bridge
modulator circuit, the modulated signal is fed to
the grid (pin 6) of V10, the first signal amplifier.
Tube V10 and the following signal amplifiers not
only amplify the modulated signal, but use a
series of differentiating circuits (small coupling
capacitors and large grid resistors) to remove
undesirable low-frequency signal components
generated in the modulator circuit. Photocell
tube 5652 in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/
TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1 permits the use of larger values of coupling capacitors
than photocell tube 1645, which was used in
previous models. The circuit that uses tube 5652
is inherently balanced for the modulating frequency, and therefore requires no discrimination
against low frequencies in its amplifier strip as
required in previous models.
a. Simplified Bridge Modulator Circuit. A
simplified equivalent of the photocell bridge

Figure 47. Simplified bridge modulator circuit.

modulator circuit is shown in figure 47. In the
simplified circuit, the 1,800-cycle carrier signal
from the fork oscillator unit is fed to points A and
C of the resistance-capacitance bridge. Output
from the bridge is the voltage developed across
R50, between points D and B. This voltage is
the grid to cathode or input voltage of V10. A
small capacitance (Ct) exists between the cathode
and active anode of V24, and this is effectively
balanced out by the neutralizing, capacitance
(C n), which is the capacitance existing between
the cathode and the second or neutralizing anode
within the photocell. When the bridge is perfectly balanced, there is no output of 1,800-cycle
signal to be applied to V10; but when increased
light shines on the photocell, it causes increased
electron emission from the cathode, producing a
resistive unbalance of the bridge and a greater
1,800-cycle signal.
b. Optical System. The light that reaches the
photocell can be determined at any instant by the
shade (from white to black) of the small area of
transmitting copy being scanned. Light from the
constant source of illumination (the exciter lamp
shown in the transmitting block diagram (fig. 31))
is concentrated onto a small portion of the copy
by the condenser lens system. The illuminated
area is approximately the size of the filament in
the exciter lamp. The objective lens focuses an
image of the illuminated area of copy onto a
screen having a small hole or aperture that permits
only the light from an area approximately one
ninety-sixth of an inch square to pass onto the
photocell in back of the aperture. As the drum
and copy move during transmission of a picture,
each scanned element of the picture reflects a
different amount of light back to the photocell.
The photocell and bridge modulator circuit change
each level of light into its equivalent electrical
signal.
c. Schematic Diagram:
(1) Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1
through TT-1C/TXC-1 (fig. 48). The
output of the bridge (the voltage across,
R60) is a varying dc signal that consists
of the keying or modulating frequency
which is superimposed on the 1,800-cycle
carrier frequency. This varying dc signal is always of such polarity that the
grid end of R50 is positive with respect to
the other end. This is caused by the increased emission from the photocell when
increased light strikes it. The conven85

Figure 48. Photocell bridge modulator circuit of Facsimile Transcievers TT-1/TXC-1 through TT-1C/TXC-1.

tional modulation envelope, consisting
of the 1,800-cycle signal varied in amplitude both above and below the zero
axis, first appears in a distorted form at
the grid of stage V10.
(a) Resistor networks. Between points A
and C, figure 48, where the unmodulated 1,800-cycle carrier signal is
applied, are two resistor networks; one
consists of R41, R42, and R43 in series
and the other consists of R44, R45,
and R46 in series. Resistors R47 and
R48 are in series across R45. The
first of these networks includes variable
resistor R42, which serves as a neutralizing control and is used in balancing
out the capacitive effect of the photocell. Its effect on the circuit is the same
as making Cn (fig. 47) variable. Resistor
R42 is an alignment control and is located beneath the chassis of Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 through
TT-1B/TXC-1 (figs. 128 and 129).
In Facsimile Transceiver TT-1C/
TXC-1, R42 is located on the floating
panel behind the DB METER. This
control is used to set the proper value
to balance out the capacitive effect of
the photocell when the photocell is
changed; it is not used as an operating
control. Capacitor C58 provides ca86

pacitive reactance to ground for the
slide arm of R42, thereby permitting
close adjustment of the null point.
Variable resistor R45 (in the second
network across the input of the bridge)
is the CONTRAST control, a front
panel operating control used in setting
the original contrast range at the
facsimile transmitter. This control
may be adjusted to balance the bridge
on either maximum light (positive
transmission; minimum signal on
white, maximum on black) or on
minimum light (negative transmission; minimum signal on black, maximum on white).
(b) Other components. Resistors R47 and
R48 are used in place of the proper tap
on CONTRAST control R45; they
serve merely to keep point D electrically at a predetermined relationship
with respect to R45. Resistor R49,
which may be shunted by R49A, R49B,
or R49C, or combinations thereof, is a
portion of a voltage divider between
the regulated B+ voltage and ground.
This divider keeps both anodes of the
photocell at a slight positive potential
(.3 to .6 volt) with respect to the photocell cathode. This bias extends the
linear portion of the photocell curve

Figure 49. Photocell bridge modulator, Facsimile TranseiversTT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1.

and makes possible the use of an increased 1,800-cycle input into the
bridge.
(2) Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1,
TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1 (fig.
49). A type 5652 tube is used as the
photocell in these units. Resistor R49
is not used and the regulated +250 volts
is not needed since this tube operates
linearly without the injection of fixed
bias. Capacitor C58 is not used since
the null point can be closely adjusted
in these models (because of the operating
characteristic of photocell tube 5652)
with the slide arm of R42 connected
directly to ground. Resistor R50 (fig.
52) is the grid resistor of V10, the high
side connecting both to the cathode of
the photocell and to the grid of V10.
Its low potential side is returned to
ground through R47, R48, and R45,
when selector switch S1 (section 3) is in the
TRANSMIT or SET RANGE position.
On other settings of the selector switch,
the bridge circuit continuity is interrupted.

75. Signal Amplifiers (V10 through V14)
(figs. 50 through 54)
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 has five
stages of signal amplification. Various stages are
used for various functions, as determined by the
setting of the selector switch and as illustrated
in figure 76. Tubes V10, V11, and V12 are Class
A signal amplifiers. The first half of V13 is
operated as a Class C threshold limiter and serves
as a driver for V14, a Class B output amplifier.
Tubes V10 and V11 are used for all functions,
V12 on TRANSMIT and RECORD PHOTO,
V13 on RECORD DIRECT, and V14 on RECORD DIRECT and RECORD PHOTO positions. The use of V10, V11, and V12 in the talkback circuit is explained in paragraph 78.
a. First Signal Amplifier (V10) (figs. 51 and 52).
This stage is a high-gain pentode voltage amplifier, tube 7C7 (tube 5879 in Facsimile Transceiver TT-1E/TXC-1 and TT-1F/TXC-1), biased for Class A operation and used for both transmitting and receiving.
(1) Transmitting. With the selector switch
at TRANSMIT or SET RANGE, the
grid of V10 is fed by the photocell bridge
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Figure 50. Signal amplifiers used in various positions of selector switch, block diagram.

modulator circuit as explained in paragraph 74. Resistor R50 serves as the
grid resistor, across which the modulated
1,800-cycle signal is developed and applied to the grid. Cathode bias is
developed across R51 and filtered by
C32. The screen is fed through R52
and bypassed directly to the cathode by
C33. Resistor R53 is the plate load
resistor. An amplified modulated 1,800cycle signal is developed across this
resistor and applied to the grid of tube
V11 through output coupling capacitor
C35. Resistor R54 and capacitor C34
form a resistance-capacitance decoupling
network between the stage and the source
of regulated B+ plate and screen voltages.
(2) Receiving. With the selector switch in the
recording positions, the bridge modulator
is inactive. The control grid of V10 is
connected through R50 as a series resistor
and S1 is connected to the arm on control
R60, that half of the dual GAIN control
which serves as an input gain control
across the secondary of input transformer T7 (figs. 163 through 169). Input to the transceiver is either through
this line-matching transformer (T7) from
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the LINE binding posts through section
1 of the selector switch, or to the high
end of R60 from the LINE JACK
through section 3 of the switch, depending on the input connections in use (par.
15d). The rest of the circuit of V10 is
the same for receiving as for transmitting.
b. Second Signal Amplifier (V11) (fig. 53). The
second signal amplifier is a pentode voltage amplifier tube 7L7, biased for Class A operation
and used without circuit changes for both
transmitting and receiving. The input is from
stage V10 and its output feeds V12 through the
transmitting portion of the dual GAIN control
(R59) and also both triode sections of the signal
meter amplifier (V13). The input signal (the
modulated 1,800 cycles from V10) is applied
through C35 and across grid resistor R55 to the
control grid of V11. Capacitor C35 is a low value
capacitor used to attenuate unwanted low-frequency signals from the previous stage. In Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 through TT1C/TXC-1, C35 is 100 micromicrofarad (µµf).
Cathode bias for Class A operation is developed
by current flow through cathode resistor R56,
which is bypassed at audio frequencies by C36.
In Facsimile Transceiver TT-1D/TXC-1, coupling capacitor C35 is increased to 5,100 µµf (the
same as C38) and grid resistor R55 to 470,000

Figure 51. First ssignal amplifier, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 through TT-1D/TXC-1, schematic diagram.

Figure 52. First signal amplifier, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1E/TXC-1 and TT-1F/TXC-1, schematic diagram.
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Figure 53. Second signal amplifier.

ohms, since the use of tube 5652 as a photocell in
these models precludes the passage of undesired
low frequencies through the amplifier strip. In
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1E/TXC-1 and TT1F/TXC-1, capacitor C35 is 240 µµf. The cathode
of V11 is not bypassed; sufficient signal is impressed on the grid of this tube because of the
increased values of coupling capacitor C35 and
grid resistor R55 to make it unnecessary to have
additional gain by means of cathode bypassing.
Screen current is supplied through screen resistor
R57, and the screen is bypassed to ground by
C37. Regulated plate voltage is applied through
R58, the plate load resistor. The amplified
1,800-cycle signal developed across R58 is applied
through C39 to output GAIN control R59, and
through C38 to the grid circuit of the signal amplifier half of dual triode tube V13.
c. Third Signal Amplifier (V12) (fig. 54). The
third signal amplifier is a triode-connected, Class
A signal amplifier, using a 7C5 tube, which serves
as the transceiver output amplifier on transmitting
and as a driver stage for V14 (Class B stage) on
photo recording. Tube V12 is in the facsimile
signal circuit only when the selector switch is in
the TRANSMIT, SET RANGE, or RECORD
PHOTO position. The stage amplifies modulated
1,800-cycle signals in both transmitting and receiving functions. The stage is also used in the
talk-back circuit of Facsimile Transceivers TT1A/TXC-1 through TT-1F/TXC-1.
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(1) Transmitting. With the selector switch
set in the TRANSMIT or SET RANGE
position, the control grid of V12 receives
the signal coupled from the plate of tube
V11 through C39 and developed across
R59, the transmitting half of the dual
GAIN control. The slider on R59
selects the portion of voltage across the
resistor which is to be applied to the
grid of V12. Resistors R61 and R62 in
series constitute a voltage divider across
the input circuit of V12. Half of the
V12 grid voltage is applied from the
junction of R61 and R62 through capacitor C41 to the grid of the meter amplifier
half of V13 (figs. 55 and 56). Tube V12
is biased by cathode current flowing
through cathode resistor R63, which is
bypassed at audio frequencies by C40.
Transformer T2 is the output transformer for stage V12. Plate current
flows through the primary from the regulated +250-volt supply. Signal variations at the plate of V12 cause signal
voltages to be induced in the two
secondaries of T2. In the TRANSMIT
position of the selector switch only,
secondary No. 1 is connected to the
LINE JACK, one side of which is
grounded through section IVL of the selector switch, and secondary No. 2 is

Figure 54. Third signal amplifier.

connected to the LINE binding posts
through sections IR and IL and attenuator resistors R84 and R85. In the set
RANGE position of the selector switch,
the LINE binding posts and the LINE
JACK are disconnected, and secondary
No. 1 is short-circuited and grounded.
(2) Receiving. When the selector switch is
at any other position than TRANSMIT
or SET RANGE, the low side of R59
(the output GAIN control) is ungrounded, removing its effectiveness as a
gain control but still permitting V12 to
be fed by V11. Tube V12 serves as a
received signal amplifier only for photographic recording. With the selector
switch in RECORD PHOTO position,
the plate circuit of V12 is established
through the primary of transformer
T2 and through section IVR of the selector
switch. Secondary No. 2 of T2 is opencircuited, but secondary No. 1 of T2 is
in the grid circuit of V14, the output
amplifier for recording. With the selector switch in the RECORD DIRECT
position, the plate circuit of the record

direct amplifier (V13, section 5-6-7) is
completed through the primary of transformer T2 and section IVR of the selector
switch, with secondary No. 1 of T2 connected to the grid circuit of V14.
d. Signal Meter Amplifier (V13) (figs. 55 and
56). This stage uses dual-triode tube 7N7. Section 5-6-7 serves as the Class C RECORD
DIRECT amplifier-driver stage which drives
stage V14. Pins 2, 3, and 4 serve as the meter
amplifier, providing a vacuum-tube voltmeter circuit for measuring input and output signal levels
in decibels.
(1) Record direct amplifier driver. Although
the grid (pin 5) of the first section of tube
V13 is fed a modulated 1,800-cycle signal
at all times, the stage is operative only
when the selector switch is in the RECORD DIRECT position. The stage is
operated as a threshold limiter; that is,
it is biased considerably beyond cutoff
and prevents an output signal until the
input signal reaches a predetermined
level. This is advantageous in controlling the signal used on direct recording.
The grid (pin 5) is fed from the plate of
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Figure 55. Record direct amplifier driver and meter amplifier, Facsmimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1.

Figure 56. Record direct amplifier driver and meter amplifier, Facsimile TransceiversT T - 1 B / T X C - 1
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through

TT-1F/TXC-1.

V11 through coupling capacitor C38 and
limiting resistor R65. Resistor R65 is
in the circuit to prevent the grid from
drawing current when the plate circuit is
not energized; that is, when the selector
switch is in some position other than in
the RECORD DIRECT position. During operation of the stage, the grid is not
fed sufficient signal to drive it positive
and cause grid current to flow through
grid resistor R64. Bias for the stage
(approx. 18 volts) is developed by the
flow of cathode current in stage V13 and
motor amplifier stage V4. In Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/
TXC-1, V4 cathode current flows
through resistors R66 and R67. The
bias on V13 is the voltage developed
across R67. In Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1B/TXC-1 through TT-1F/TXC-1,
V4 cathode current flows through resistors R66, R67, and R97 (fig. 56). The
bias on V13 is the voltage developed
across R67 and that portion of potentiometer R97 which is in the V13 cathode
circuit. Control R97 can be adjusted
for best operation of the stage. The
cathode resistor is bypassed by capacitor
C42. Only when the selector switch is
in the RECORD DIRECT position is
plate current supplied to this section of
V13 through section S1D of the selector
switch and the primary of transformer
T2, which now becomes the Class B
driver transformer for stage V14.
(2) Meter amplifier. The grid (pin 4) of the
meter amplifier tube, triode section 2, 3,
and 4 of V13, is fed at all times by the
voltage across R62 in the grid circuit of
stage V12. Capacitor C41 is the input
coupling capacitor and R68 is the grid
resistor for this section of V13. The
DB METER, an ac meter with a selfcontained copper-oxide rectifier, receives
its signal from the shunt-fed plate circuit
of the stage. The plate is supplied from
the regulated +250-volt supply through
plate load resistor R69. Capacitor C43
couples the modulated 1,800-cycle signal
from the plate to the meter through R70
for the TRANSMIT and SET RANGE
positions of the selector switch and through
R71 for the RECORD PHOTO and

RECORD DIRECT settings of the selector switch. This meter is disconnected
in the STANDBY position of the selector
switch.
e. Record Output Amplifier (V14) (fig. 57).
The record output amplifier, V14 (type 1635), a
Class B power stage, drives the recorder lamp on
the RECORD PHOTO setting of the selector
switch, and drives the stylus on the RECORD
DIRECT setting of the selector switch. These
two outputs are plate circuit outputs A separate,
cathode circuit output is taken during the phasing
operation (when the PHASE switch is operated)
and is applied to cathode-driven pulse amplifier
stage V15 (par. 74 and fig. 59). Stage V14 is
driven through secondary No. 1 of transformer
T2 by stage V12 when the selector switch is in the
RECORD PHOTO position and by stage V13 in
the RECORD DIRECT position. A type
6AC5GT/G tube was originally used in Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1,
but was replaced in these equipments with a type
1635 tube (MWO SIG 11-2258-2) because of frequent failure.
(1) Record photo (fig. 57). Input to V14 from
secondary No. 1 of T2 is applied to grids
No. 4 and 5 in parallel. Plate voltage
is applied from the regulated +250-volt
supply through the recorder lamp (E2)
and resistor R94 in parallel (modified
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and
TT-1A/TXC-1 have resistor R94). The
stage is biased Class B, so that with no
signal input, the recorder lamp produces
only a slight glow. The recorder optical
system uses recorder lamp E2, tube
R1130B, which is a neon-filled lamp,
capable of converting varying signal intensities into varying amounts of light.
The lamp is mounted in a housing (A,
fig. 121) which opens into an aperture
plate and field lens at one end of a lens
barrel. On the other end of the barrel
is an objective lens which focuses the
light passing through the aperture to a
small spot on the film or photographic
paper. The recording beam produces exposures in accordance with its intensity.
(2) Record direct (fig. 57). Input to V14 in
this position is applied from record direct
amplifier driver V13 through the selector
switch. Plate voltage is supplied from
the unregulated +450-volt supply
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Figure 57. Record output amplifier, Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1.

through the primary of the stylus transformer T3 and the selector switch. In
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1E/TXC-1,
resistor R106, and capacitor C68 are
added in series across the selector switch.
One aide of the secondary is grounded
and the stylus is connected to the high
side through an rf suppressor composed
of R73, R91, and C44. This suppressor
reduces electrical interference from the
spark. The audio output voltage causes
a spark between the stylus and the
grounded metal drum of the transceiver,
burning the white covering from the
black recording paper.
(3) Cathode circuit. In normal operation of
stage V14, the cathode is connected directly to ground through contacts of the
phasing switch. This permits normal
zero-bias operation of the Class B stage.
During phasing operations, however, resistor R72 is connected into the cathode
circuit of V14 and becomes a coupling
resistor between stages V14 and V15.
Phasing pulses from the transmitter are
transferred from the output of V14 to the
input of V15.
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76. Automatic Stop Circuit (End-of-Copy
Limit Switch)
(fig. 58)
An automatic stop circuit is incorporated in
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1 to switch
the amplified facsimile signal to ground and to
stop the synchronous motor when the drum reaches
the end of its travel. The circuit operates in all
positions of the selector switch and has a locking
feature when in the TRANSMIT, RECORD
DIRECT, or RECORD PHOTO position. The
stop is intended to prevent unnecessary wear of the
half nut threads if the machine is left unattended
at the end of a transmission. It prevents marring
of the recorded copy by the stylus should the
operator move the drum to the right at the completion of a transmission while the selector switch
is in the RECORD DIRECT position and the
incoming signal is still on. The circuit consists of
limit switch S8 which is operated by the drum
when it reaches the end of its travel. It also consists of relay K1 which is energized by 115 volts
dc obtained by passing regulated dc voltage
(RB+) through dropping resistors R109 and
R110.
a. When the transceiver ia operated in the
TRANSMIT position and the drum reaches the

Figure 58. Automatic stop circuit, Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1.

end of its travel, limit switch S8 closes. This
energizes relay K1. Contacts 5 and 6 open and
break the tuning fork signal to the grid of the
motor amplifier tube (V4). Contacts 3 and 4
close and short the output signal to ground.
Contacts 1 and 2 close to keep the relay energized
if the drum is moved away from the limit switch.
b. To de-energize relay K1 before the next
transmission, the selector switch must be turned
to SET RANGE or STANDBY and the drum
moved to the right away from limit switch S8.
The relay coil is de-energized in these positions
since the path to ground from pin 2 of the relay is
opened.
c. When the transceiver is operated in the
RECORD PHOTO or RECORD DIRECT position, the automatic stop circuit functions in the
same manner. The synchronous drive motor is
stopped and the signal to record output amplifier
V14 is shorted to ground. To de-energize the
relay for the next recording, the selector switch
is turned to STANDBY and the drum is moved
to the right to disengage it from limit switch S8.

77. Phasing Circuit (V15 and V16)
The phasing operation is performed jointly by
the transmitting and receiving operator. The
transmitting operator turns the selector switch
of the transmitting transceiver to TRANSMIT
and causes the scanning system to scan the
phasing ring on the scanning drum. A pulse,
in the form of an abrupt increase or an abrupt
decrease in the amplitude of the 1,800-cycle
carrier signal, is generated by the transmitter
each time it scans the white spot on the dark
phasing ring (once each second). The transmitting operator does not operate the phasing switch
on his machine. The receiving operator phases
his machine to the transmitting machine by
turning the selector switch to RECORD PHOTO
and by pressing the PHASE button. (In Facsimile
Transceivers
TT-1D/TXC-1,
TT-1E/
TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1, the operator phases
his machine to the transmitting machine by pressing the START PHASE switch toward PHASE.)
a. PHASE Switch. The receiver phasing circuit
(fig. 59) is operative only when the PHASE
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Figure 59. Pulse amplifier.

switch is pressed. Pressing this switch makes
the following circuit changes:
(1) Removes the phasing magnet from the
cathode circuit of V4, stopping the flow
of holding current through the magnet.
The magnet armature then engages the
stop arm on the clutch, causing the
receiving drum to rotate slower than
the transmitting drum.
(2) Substitutes R40 in the cathode circuit of
V4 to compensate for the removal of the
phasing magnet (par. 71).
(3) Disconnects the short circuit across R36
in the grid circuit of V4, providing
increased drive to V4 (par. 71).
(4) Disconnects the short circuit across R72,
coupling stage V14 into stage V15.
b. Electrical Circuit. The phasing pulse received over the facsimile circuit is amplified by
stages V10, V11, V12, and V14 of the receiving
transceiver, and is rectified by the combination
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of tube V14 and the recorder lamp. The 1,800cycle component is removed by a filter (C45, C46,
C47, and R74) in the input circuit of V15. This
tube amplifies the pulse, which is applied to the
input of thyratron trigger tube V16. Each pulse
causes V16 to arc, pulling the armature to the
phasing magnet and releasing the primary clutch
stop arm. The transmitter sends the phasing
pulse just as the stop arm on the transmitting
machine is passing the phasing magnet. Since
the receiving stop arm is released by the phasing
pulse at this same instant, the transmitting and
receiving transceivers are phased.
c. Pulse Amplifier (V16) (fig. 59). Stage V15
uses a type 7L7 tube as a pulse voltage amplifier
in an inverted circuit. When the PHASE switch
is operated, the pulse voltage developed across
R72 (cathode resistor of V14) is applied between
the cathode and the grid of V15. The cathode
of V15 is at signal input potential, and the grid
is at ground potential for signal input. The

phasing pulse (a sudden decrease or increase in
the 1,800-cycle signal) is smoothed into a dc
pulse by the filter action of 50-microfarad capacitor C45 across R72, C46 between cathode and grid,
and C47 between plate and ground. Resistor
R74 serves as the grid resistor. Screen current is
fed through screen dropping resistor R75, which
is bypassed by C48. The dc pulse developed
across plate load resistor R76 is coupled to the
grid of trigger tube V16 through coupling capacitor C49. Both plate and screen are supplied
from the regulated +250-volt supply. Refer to
figures 74 and 75 for waveforms.
d. Trigger Tube (V16) (fig. 60). The trigger
tube is a gas-filled thyratron, type 884 connected
so that each phasing pulse applied to ita grid
causes the tube to arc and energize the phasing
magnet. When the PHASE switch on the
transceiver is operated, the normal holding current from the cathode circuit of tube V14 is
removed, permitting the magnet armature to engage the stop arm on the primary clutch. Tube
V16 has a positive potential of 250 volts applied
directly to ita plate from the regulated +250-volt
supply. In the absence of a phasing pulse, the
cathode is approximately 57 volts positive with
respect to ground, being tapped onto the voltage
divider composed of R17 and R78 across the
regulated +250-volt supply. Since the tube grid
is at ground potential, there being no voltage
drop across grid resistor R77, the grid is effectively
negative with respect to the positive cathode, and
the tube is nonconductive. Capacitor C50 is
charged 57 volts positive because, in series with
the phasing magnet coil, it is across cathode resistor R78. When a phasing pulse on the grid of
V16 causes the tube to arc, the voltage drop
across the tube and across R17 is suddenly
reduced to 16 volts, the characteristic voltage
drop across this tube when it arcs; then the
cathode potential suddenly becomes 234 volts,
increasing approximately 177 volts in a positive
direction. This sudden change in potential across
C50 causes sufficient electron flow through the
phasing magnet to attract the armature and release
the stop arm on the clutch; but as soon as the
charge on capacitor C50 is equalized by the current flow through the phasing magnet, the impedance of the cathode circuit again becomes
very high (with R78 serving as a current-limiting
resistor) and the tube arc is extinguished. The
negative grid of the tube then resumes control,
keeping the tube nonconductive and the phasing

magnet de-energized until the next phasing pulse
arrives. Capacitor C49 and resistor R77 constitute a differentiating circuit, serving to sharpen
the peak of the useful positive pulse.
(1) Phasing error. The phasing pulses are
transmitted at slightly different times
when transmitting for negative and positive reception. When transmitting for
positive reception (maximum signal on
black), a positive voltage large enough
to make V16 arc is developed immediately after scanning of the phasing spot.
This is at the instant when the scanning
changes from the white of the phasing
spot (minimum signal) to the black of
the phasing ring (maximum signal).
However, when transmitting for negative
reception (maximum signal on white),
the necessary positive voltage pulse is
developed at the very beginning of the
scanning of the phasing spot. This is
at the instant when the scanning changes
from the black of the phasing ring (minimum signal) to the white of the phasing
spot (maximum signal). Therefore, the
exact phasing point of positive recording is displaced from the exact phasing
point for negative recording by the
length of the phasing pulse (length of
the phasing spot on the phasing ring).
(2) Correction of error. To divide this error
evenly, the dog trip arm is so positioned
that it splits the two pulses (positive
and negative) evenly on each side of the
center. The error is then so small on
both positive and negative transmissions
that no appreciable portion of the picture
is obscured by the image of the clamp
bar.
e. Clutch Operation (figs. 18, 19, and 20). When
the PHASE switch is operated, and before a phasing pulse arrives, the holding current normally
applied to the phasing magnet from the cathode
circuit of V4 is removed. The phasing magnet
armature is released and stops the travel of the
stop arm (fig. 18), which is friction driven by the
motor through the primary clutch. The stop arm,
on which the phasing operation actually is performed, normally drives the dog trip arm which
causes the drum to rotate. However, once the
PHASE switch is operated and the stop arm is
held stationary by the phasing magnet armature,
the drum is driven at a slower rate by action of the
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Figure 60.

secondary clutch, which permits intermittent
slippage. During a part of each revolution, the
drum is driven by the secondary clutch, the drive
being active only when the dog latch is engaged
in the secondary clutch ring. During the rest
of each revolution, a cam operating on the dog
latch disengages the dog latch from the secondary
clutch ring, permitting the slippage (fig. 19).
When a phasing pulse from the transmitting station energizes the phasing magnet, the phasing
magnet armature is drawn to the magnet, the
travel of the stop arm is no longer impeded, and
the primary clutch resumes rotation. The first
phasing pulse may serve to phase the stop arm
to the transmitting drum correctly, although
several are allowed. Once the correct phasing is
established, additional phasing pulses pull the
phasing magnet armature out of the way just as
the stop arm approaches it on each revolution.
The PHASE switch then can be released. However, the entire phasing operation is not complete
until the stop arm actually engages the dog trip
arm (fig. 20). Only then is the receiving drum,
as well as the stop arm, phased to the transmitting
drum. For this reason, the operator must allow
a few extra revolutions for the stop arm to catch
up with the dog trip arm and transfer the drum
drive from the secondary clutch to the primary
clutch before assuming that phasing is complete.
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Trigger tube.

78. Talk-Back Circuit
(figs. 61 and 62)
The talk-back circuit, only on Facsimile Transceivers TT-1A/TXC-1 through TT-1F/TXC-1, is
controlled by the STANDBY-MON-TALK switch
S5) on the front panel. The circuit is operative
only when the selector switch (S1) is in the
When the STANDBYSTANDBY position.
MON-TALK switch is in the TALK position, the
loudspeaker plugged into SPEAKER JACK J7
becomes a magnetic microphone and transforms
speech sound waves into electrical currents, which
are transferred to the line through the speaker
transformer, amplifier stages V10, V11, and V12,
and output transformer T2 (figs. 51, 53, and 54).
For reception of voice signals with the switch in
either the STANDBY or MON position, the signal from the line is fed through input transformer
T7, the GAIN control, amplifier stages V10, V11,
and V12, and through the speaker transformer to
the speaker. The STANDBY-MON-TALK
switch makes the following circuit connections:
a. Standby.
(1) The LINE binding posts are connected
to the primary of input transformer T7
through S1, section 1, and S5.
(2) The LINE JACK is connected to the
secondary of input transformer T7
through S1, section 3, and S5.

Figure 61.

Talk-back circuit, STANDBY-MON-TALK switch S5 in TALK position, schematic diagram.

Figure 62. Talk-back circuit, STANDBY-MON-TALK switch S5 in STANDBY position, schematic diagram.
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(3) The slider on receiving GAIN control R60
connects through S1, section 2, S5, and
R50 to the grid of first signal amplifier
V10.
(4) Tubes V10, V11, and V12 amplify the signal and apply it through switch S1, section 4, to the primary of T2. Secondary
No. 1 of T2 is connected through switch
S1, section 4, and switch S5 to SPEAKER
JACK J7.
(5) The 1,800-cycle signal from the fork oscillator unit to the motor amplifier circuit
is grounded through the exciter lamp
and filament transformers, and the synchronous motor does not operate.
(6) Subparagraph (5) above does not apply
to Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/
TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/
TXC-1. In these models, the grid of V4
is grounded through S1, section 6, and
the synchronous motor does not operate.
(7) The PHONES and RADIO RCVR jacks
(J1 and J2), permanently connected in
parallel across the primary of T7, provide for voice reception when a radio circuit is used.
b. MON (Monitor position). In this position of
the STANDBY-MON-TALK switch, the same
connections are completed as in the STANDBY
position, except that the 1,800-cycle supply to the
motor amplifier circuit is not grounded, and the
motor can operate.
c. TALK.
(1) The LINE binding posts are disconnected
from input transformer T7 and connected
to output transformer T2 (secondary
No. 2), through S1, section 1, S5, and
300-ohm dropping resistors R84 and R85,
(2) The LINE jack is disconnected from input
transformer T7 and is connected to output transformer T2 (secondary No. 1)
through S1, sections 3 and 4, and S5.
(3) The receiving GAIN control R60 is disconnected from the first signal amplifier
V10. No GAIN control is used in the
talking end of the talk-back circuit.
(4) The loudspeaker serves as a microphone
and is connected through SPEAKER
JACK J7, switch S5, switch S1, section
2, and resistor R50 to the grid of the first
signal amplifier V10.
(5) Tubes V10, V11, and V12 amplify the
signal and apply it to the primary of
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transformer T2 through switch S1, section 4. Secondary No. 1 is connected
through S1 section 4, S5, and S1 section 3
to LINE JACK J5. Secondary No. 2 is
connected through S5 and S1 section 1
to the LINE binding posts.
(6) The 1,800-cycle signal from the fork unit
is supplied to the motor amplifier circuit,
and the motor can operate.
(7) The push-to-talk relay control circuit on
the CARBON MIKE jack is closed to
put the transmitter on the air when a
radio circuit is used.
(8) Resistor R98 (in Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1B/TXC-1 through TT-1F/TXC-1
only) is disconnected as a shunt across
R92 and is shunted across the LINE
JACK terminals.
79. B+ Voltage Regulators (V7, V8,
V9, and V25)
(figs, 63, 64, and 65).
The B+ voltage regulator, located in Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1 (figs. 63-65), drops
the 450-volt dc input from the rectifier power unit
to regulated +250 volts for critical transceiver
circuits.
a. Two triode-connectad voltage regulator output tubes (V7 and V8, type 7C5) (fig. 63) are
connected in parallel with their plates at +450volt potential and their cathodes at +250-volt
potential. In this way, their plate cathode impedance forms a variable series dropping resistor
to drop the +450 volts to +250 volts. The value
of this dropping resistor is automatically varied
by varying grid bias of the tubes to provide a
constant output voltage. Tube V9, type 7L7, a
pentode, control voltage amplifier tube amplifies
voltage changes in the +250-volt supply and controls the grids of regulator tubes V7 and V8. The
gaseous voltage regulator tube (V25) in the cathode circuit of V9 provides a constant voltage drop
(approx. 70 volts), serving as a reference level for
stabilizing the +250-volt output. This tube is
type R1160A or R1160B in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1 and
type 5651 in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC1 through TT-1F/TXC-1. The output voltage
may be stabilized anywhere between +240 and
+255 volts, but once established, it will not vary
more than 2 volts under normal operating conditions.

Figure 63. Voltage regulator output stage, RB+ circuit

b. To understand the functioning of the circuit
in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT1A/TXC-1, assume that the +250-volt output of
the regulator suddenly changes to some higher
voltage because of line or load changes. The grid
bias on tube V9 (fig. 64) is the difference in potential between the cathode and the grid of the tube.
In thie circuit, that potential difference consists
of the difference between the voltage drop across
V25 and the voltage drop across the parallel combination, R90 and R90A. This combination is
part of the voltage divider circuit which also includes R89, and is across the regulated +250-volt
output. However, the voltage drop across R90
and R90A is opposite in polarity to that across V25
when the cathode grid circuit is considered. The
voltage drop across R90 and R90A changes
approximately one-third as much as the voltage
of the +250-volt supply. The drop across V25 is
constant. Normally, the bias on V9 is about -3
volts. When the output voltage rises slightly
above 250 volts, the bias on tube V9 increases in a
positive direction. More positive grid voltage

Figure 64.

causes V9 to conduct more current, producing a
greater voltage drop across plate load resistor
R87. The voltage change at the plate of V9 is in
a negative direction, and is greater in magnitude
than the voltage change in a positive direction on
the grid. This increased negative voltage at the
plate of V9 is directly applied to the grids of V7
and V8, causing their plate cathode impedance
to increase. This increase in impedance drops
the regulated output voltage back to a normal
250 volts.
c. Resistor R86 is the V9 screen resistor and is
bypassed to ground by C56 to prevent oscillation. Resistor R90A is in parallel with R90, and
its value may be changed to adjust the value of
the regulated output voltage. Capacitor C57
bypasses R89 as a smoothing filter capacitor.
Capacitor C55 serves as a smoothing filter capacitor across the 450-volt input to the voltage regulator. Resistor R88 serves as a current limiting
resistor in series with V25 to keep it operating in
its normal range.

Control voltage amplifier, RB+ circuit, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1.
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d. The B+ voltage regulator circuit in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 through TT-1F/
TXC-1 (fig. 65) operates in the same manner as
that described above. However, potentiometer
R96 has been inserted into the grid circuit of
stage V9 to permit easy control of the output
voltage and to eliminate the necessity of shunting
R90 with R90A to obtain the correct voltage.

Potentiometer R96 is located on the regulated B+
voltmeter M3 (fig. 65), which is also a component
only of Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1,
through TT-1F/TXC-1. The value of R88 has
been modified so that it still provides minimum
stabilization current for the reference voltage
regulator tube V25.

Figure 65. Control voltage amplifier, RB+ circuit, Facsimile Traneceivers TT-1B/TXC-1, TT-1C/TXC-1, TT-1D/TXC-1.

TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1.

Section Ill. RECTIFIER POWER UNIT PP-86(*)/TXC-1
80. Block Diagram
(fig. 66)
The rectifier power unit serves four purposes:
a. Provides unregulated B+ at 450 volts dc
and filament voltage at 6.5 v ac for operation of
the transceiver for a normal source of 115-volt
60-cycle ac.
b. Provides 115-volt 60-cycle ac for starting
the synchronous motor in Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1(*)/TXC-1.
c. Provides closely regulated voltage for the
exciter lamp (6 volts at 1,800 cycles) from a 1,800cycle signal supplied by the fork oscillator unit.
d. Rectifier Power Unit PP-86E/TXC-1 also
provides 115 volts at 60 cps for the dust removal
blower motor.
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81. Power Supply Rectifier (V22)
(fig. 67)
The high-voltage power supply rectifier (V22),
located within Rectifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/
TXC-1, furnishes +450-volt unregulated dc for
transceiver plate and screen circuits. The +450volt, unregulated dc also is the source of voltage
for the voltage regulator (V7, V8, V9, and V25)
located on the transceiver chassis (par. 80), which
furnishes regulated +250 volts for critical transceiver circuits. Rectifier V22, type 5Z2, is connected in a conventional full-wave rectifier circuit. Transformer T11 changes the 115-volt ac
input on the primary side to high voltage for the
plates of V22, 5 volts for the filament of V22, 6.5
volts for filaments of other tubes in the power

Figure 66. Rectifier power unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1, block diagram.

Figure 67. Rectifier power power supply, part of Rectifier power unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1.
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supply, and 6.5 volts for the transceiver filaments.
The primary of T11 is fused by F2, and the circuit
is completed through ON-OFF switch S2 on the
transceiver operating panel. In Rectifier Power
Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1, the starting voltage for
the transceiver motor is supplied from the line
through terminals 2 and 4 of the Jones plug when
the START switch is operated. Two capacitors,
C10 and C11, form a high-frequency suppressor
at the transformer input. The rectified ac delivered by V22 is filtered by swinging input choke
T12, choke T13, and filter capacitors C12, C13,
and C14. In Rectifier Power Unit PP-86/TXC-1,
filter capacitor C13 is in parallel with output filter
capacitor C14 (fig. 66). In Rectifier Power Units
PP-86A/TXC-1, PP-86B/TXC-1, and PP-86E/
TXC-1, C13 is in parallel with first filter capacitor C12.
82. Exciter Lamp Supply (V17, V18,
V19, V20, V21, V23)
(figs. 68-72)
The exciter lamp supply, located in Rectifier
Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1, receives a constant-frequency input signal of 1,800 cycles from
the fork oscillator unit, amplifies and regulates it,
and supplies the exciter lamp with an 1,800-cycle
signal which remains steady at 6-volt amplitude.
The voltage must be well regulated because the

exciter lamp must maintain constant brilliancy,
since it serves as the source of light which is reflected from the facsimile copy to the photocell
during transmission of a picture. The exciter
lamp is illuminated only when selector switch S1
is in the TRANSMIT or SET RANGE position.
Input voltage is applied to V17, which amplifies
the signal and applies it to one section of V18.
This section of V18 serves as the driver for pushpull class AB1 tubes V19 and V20. The output of
these tubes is applied to the lamp through one
secondary on T15, and to control voltage amplifier circuit V21 and V23, through the other secondary. Tube V21 varies the amplification of tube
V17 in an automatic voltage-control circuit.
a. First Lamp Amplifier (V17) (fig. 68). The
1,800-cycle signal from the motor amplifier buffer
(V3, sections 2, 3, and 4) in the fork oscillator unit
is applied to the injection grid (pin 4) of V17,
type 7S7. This signal is applied through pin 9
of the power supply plug, coupling capacitor C2,
and the voltage-divider circuit composed of resistors R1 and R2. The grid is bypassed to
ground by C1 to suppress high frequencies. Resistor R6 is the unbypassed cathode resistor. The
control voltage to regulate the amplification of
V17 is coupled from control voltage amplifier V21
directly to the control grid of tube V17 (pin 6).
Capacitor C7 is a smoothing capacitor for the

Figure 68. First lamp amplifier, exciter lamp supply.
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control voltage. Unregulated B+ voltage is supplied to the screen (pin 5) of V17 through resistor
R3, which is bypassed to ground by C3, and to
the plate through plate load resistor R4. The
amplified 1,800-cycle voltage developed across
R4 is applied through coupling capacitor C4 to
the grid (pin 4) of the lamp driver triode section
(pins 2, 3, and 4) of V18.
b. Lamp Driver (V18) (fig. 69). The grid (pin
4) of the lamp driver section (pins 2, 3, and 4) of
V18, type 7N7, is driven by the voltage from V17,
which is applied across grid resistor R5. Capacitor C5 serves as a high-frequency suppressor.
This section of V18 is biased by the flow of plate
current through cathode resistor R7, which is bypassed by C6. The primary of transformer T14
is the plate load.
c. Voltage Regulator Rectifier (V18) (fig. 69).
Secondary No. 1 of transformer T15 and pins 5,
6, and 7 of V18, form a dc rectifier for control
voltage amplifier V21. Plate and grid of this
section of V18 are tied together and form a diode
used as a half-wave rectifier on the 1,800-cycle
signal. The grounded cathode is the positive
terminal of this power supply. Capacitor C9 is
across secondary No. 1 of T15 (fig. 70) to suppress
high peak voltages.
d. Lamp Output Amplifiers (V19 and V20) (fig.
70). The voltage developed across the secondary
of driver transformer T14 drives the grids of pushpull class AB1 tubes V19 and V20, which are C57
tubes. This is a power output stage biased by

cathode resistor R16. Screen voltage is applied
directly from the regulated +250-volt supply
through pin 10 of the power plug when the selector
is in the TRANSMIT or the SET, RANGE
position. On other settings of the selector switch
the screens are not energized, and there is
no output. Output transformer T15 has two
secondaries: one feeding the exciter lamp, and the
other driving control voltage amplifier stage V21.
e. Exciter Lamp. The exciter lamp is a 6-volt
lamp, which draws approximately 2.75 amperes of
current. It has an incandescent filament which
emits steady light because of its well-regulated
supply voltage. While 1,800-cycle voltage is applied, thermal inertia of the heavy filament is high
and a 3,600-cycle light ripple is present but does
not affect operation in any way.
f. Control Voltage Amplifier (V21 and V23)
(figs. 71 and 72). Negative voltage for the operation of V21, 7L7 (the control voltage amplifier)
is applied to the cathode through filter dropping
resistor R8 and gaseous voltage regulator tube
V23 (type R1160A or 1B47 in unlettered models,
type 5651 in later models). The plate of V21
is positive with respect to the cathode because it
is connected to ground, the positive side of the
voltage source, through plate resistor R11. Resistor R12 is the screen resistor. A voltagedividing network in the grid circuit is composed of
resistors R9, R15, and R14. Resistor R15 is
variable to provide adjustment of the regulated
output voltage. Any variations in the voltage are

Figure 69. Lamp driver and voltage regulator rectifier, exciter lamp supply.
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Figure 70. Lamp output amplifiers, exciter Lamp supply.

Figure 71. Control voltage amplifier, exciter lamp power supply, rectifier power unit PP-86/TXC-1.
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amplified by tube V21, and applied through
resistor R10 directly to the grid of first lamp
amplifier V17. If the lamp output voltage
becomes higher than normal, the output at
secondary No. 1 of T15 will increase, and the
rectified supply voltage for stage V21 will increase. The bias on V21 is the voltage developed
between cathode and grid, across V23, resistor
R9, and that portion of R15 between R9 and the
slider on R15. However, the voltage across
V23 (about 70 volts) is opposite to that across
the resistors. Consequently, the true bias on
V21 is the difference between the voltage developed across V23 and that developed across R9
and a portion of R15. When the supply voltage
increases, approximately 70 percent of the in-

Figure 72.

crease is developed across R9 and the portion of
R15 and is applied as positive bias to the grid of
V21. The reference voltage across V23 remains
constant. Tube V21 becomes more conductive,
the drop across plate load resistor R11 increases,
and the bias applied to the control grid of V17
becomes more negative. This reduces amplification of stage V17 and brings the output voltage
down to normal. In Rectifier Power Unit PP86/TXC-1, tube V23, type R1160 or 1B47, now
is obsolete and is replaced by type 5651 (fig. 72).
In Rectifier Power Units PP-86A/TXC-1, PP86B/TXC-1, and PP-86E/TXC-1 tube V23 is
type 5651, which requires a different value of R13
to provide minimum stabilization current for the
tube and a different value of R9 (fig. 72).

Control voltage amplifier, exciter lamp power supply, rectifier power units PP-86A/TXC-1, PP-86B/TXC-1,
and PP-86E/TXC-1.
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CHAPTER 6
FIELD MAINTENANCE
Note. This chapter contains information for field maintenance. The amount of repair that can be performed by units
having field maintenance responsibility is limited only by the tools and test equipment available and by the skill of the
repairman.

Section I. TROUBLESHOOTING AT FIELD MAINTENANCE LEVEL
Warning: When servicing Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*), use extreme care because of the high
voltages exposed. Potentials as high as 1,000 volts at 1,800 cycles ac may be developed in the wd.o.’
amplifier circuit. Potentials as high as 1,250 volts at 60 cycles ac and 450 volts dc are developed in
Rectifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1. When measuring high voltages with a probe, try to keep one
hand in the pocket. Before touching any part after the voltage has been turned off, short-circuit the
part to ground.
83. Troubleshooting Procedures
a. General. The first step in servicing a defective facsimile transceiver is to sectionalize the fault.
Sectionalization means tracing the fault to a major
component or circuit responsible for abnormal
operation. The second step is to localize the fault.
Localization means tracing the fault to the defective part responsible for the abnormal condition.
Some faults, such as burned-out resistors, arcing,
and shorted transformers, often can be located by
sight, smell, and hearing. The majority of faults,
however, must be localized by checking voltages
and resistances.
b. Component Sectionalization and Localization.
Listed below is a group of tests arranged to simplify
and reduce unnecessary work, and aid in tracing a
trouble to a specific component. The simple tests
are used first. Those that follow are more complicated. Follow the procedure in the sequence
given. A serviceman must be careful not to cause
further damage to the transceiver while it is being
serviced. In general, the trouble is traced to a
section of the transceiver, and the faulty component in that section is located; then the trouble
is remedied. The service procedure is summarized
as follows:
(1) Visual inspection. The purpose of visual
inspection (par. 54) is to locate any visible
trouble. Through inspection alone, the
repairman frequently may discover the
trouble or determine the circuit in which
the trouble exists. This inspection is
valuable in avoiding additional damage
which might occur through needless and
improper serficing methods and in forestalling future failures. Figures 129
through 151 will aid in identification of
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

parts in the facsimile transceivers. Figures 152 through 156 refer to the rectifier power units.
Resistance measurements. These measurements (par. 88) prevent further damage
to the transceiver from possible short circuits. Resistor and capacitor color codes
(figs. 194 and 195) help in determining
values of components.
Operational test. The operational test is
important as it may indicate the location
of trouble. In many instances, the information gained may determine the exact nature of the fault. To utilize this
information fully, all symptoms must be
interpreted in relation to one another.
Troubleshooting chart. The trouble symptoms listed in this chart (par. 89) will aid
greatly in localizing trouble.
Signal tracing. Signal tracing (par. 100)
is helpful in troubleshooting as it will
isolate the specific circuit at fault.
Wiring diagrams (figs. 178 through 193).
These diagrams are included as an aid in
locating faulty parts.
Schematic diagrams (figs. 163 through
171). These schematic diagrams will aid
in tracing troubles to individual components or circuits.
Intermittents. In all these tests, the possibility of intermittent conditions should
not be overlooked. If present, this type
of trouble often may be made to appear
by tapping or jarring the equipment. It
is possible that some external source may
cause the trouble. Test wiring for loose
connections and move wires and compo-

nents with an insulated tool, such as a
fiber rod or a pencil. This may show
where a faulty connection or component
is located.
84. Troubleshooting Data
?@ Na
128
129
120

lal
laa
m
184
1s5
188
187
laa
189
140
141
142
14s
144
14s
146
147
148
149
160
151

Tltto

Facsimile lkmwaivera TT-1/TXC-l and TTlA/TXGl, bottom view, parta identiflaation.
Faeaimile Transceiver TT-lB/TXGl, bottom
view.
Faeaimile Traneoeivar TT-lC/TXGl, bottom
view, partIJ identifhation,
Faedmile Trmmeivar TT-lD/TXC-1, bottom
view, partd identification.
Faeabnile Trmeoeiver TT-lE/TXGl, bottom
view, parta identification.
Facsimile Tranaeeiver TT-lF/TXC-1, bottom
view, parta identi!lcation.
Faeahnile TranaoeJver TT-1/TXGl, rear view,
parta identification.
Faeaimile Transceiver TT-lB/TXGl, rear view,
parts identilloation.
Famimile Trarisoeiver TT-lC/TXGl, rear view,
parte identi!laation.
Facsimile Tranaoeivern TT-lD/TXGl and TTlE/TXC-1, rear view, parte identification.
Faoaimile Traneoaiver TT-lF/TXC-1, rear view,
parte identiiioation.
Faodmila Tmnscaivam TT-1/TXC-l and TTlA/TXGl, regulator panel, bottom view, parta
identitloation.
Faodmile Tranaceivem TT-lD/TXC-1,
TTlE/TXC-1, and TT-lF/TXC-1, regulator
panel, bottom view, parts identification.
Fambnlle Tmnaoeivar TT-1/TXC-1, rear of front
panel, parta identilleation.
Faoaimile Tranaeeiver TT-lA/TXGl, rear of
front panel, parta i~entiflcation.
Faoaimile Tranmaivam TT-lB/TXGl and TTlC/TXGl, rear of front panel, p- identification.
Facaimile Traneceivem TT-lD/TXGl, TT-lE/
TXG1, and TT:lF/TXGl, rear of front
panel, parta identlllaation.
Unaaaled fork oacdllator unit, parta identification
Se&d fork oaoiUator unit, Faoaimile sets AN/
TXGI, ANjTXC-lA, and AN/TXC-lB,
parte identiilcation.
sealed fork oscillator unit, Faoaimile Sets ANI
TXC-lC and AN/TXC-lD, parta identi5cation.
Facsimile Tranacaivar TT-lB/TXGl, top view,
parta identi50ation.
Faedmile Tranaoeiver TT-lC/TXGl, top view,
parta identification.
Facaimile Tranaoeivem TT-lD/TXGl and TTlE/TXGl, top view, partn ident~oation.
Facaimile Transceiver TT-lF/TXGl, top view,
partIJ identidcation.

Title

TIK. No

1s2
1s3
154
16s

Rectiller Power Unit PP-86/TXGl, bottom
view, parta identiiloation.
Rectifier Power Units PP-86/TXC-l and PP86E/TXGl M furnished on Order No. 21751P-50, top view, parta identi5cation.
Reoti5ar Power Unit PP-86A/TXC-l M furnished on Order No. 21761-P-50, bottom view,
partJJ identifloation.
Reotitler Power Unit PP-86B/TXGl, bottom
view, parta Identilloation.

85. Tools and Test Equipment Required
for Troubleshooting
Note. Final test must be made with photographic transmissions and receptions. This necessitates the use of a
darkroom.

a. The test equipment required for troubleshooting Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*) is listed below. The manuals associated with the test equipment also are listed.
Tat

I

equljment

Teohnkalm.uat

Teat Sat T8-140/PCM, Signal Generator TM 11-2026
EK3-lLVPCM and Decibel Meter ME-

22/PciL
Multimeter T&352/U ----------------ticiumoop oa8A/u ----------------Eleotronio Multimeter ME-6A/U- .-----’
Tuti T=tir TV-2/U -----------------Headset HS-30( )-------------------Radio Reoeiver R-388/URR ----- ------Photographic quipment ---------------

TM
TM
TM
TM

11-5S27
11-1214
11-5549
11-2661

TM 11-854

b. The tools and equipment required for alignment and adjustment are listed below.
nom

DaJorIptlal
I

Spring Soale -------------- Meaeure up to 82 ouneaa.
sorewdrivIW TL-259/U---- 6 inohea long, %-inoh blade.
Tuba puller -------------- For tube raplaoement (fig.
78) .
PWIVJTL1OS-----------Diagonal pliem, 6 incheo
long.
P~emTG126------------ Long-mead pliem, 6 inchka
long.
H-ma ----------------- 10 ouncm.
Punch aet---------------E-------------------- Rubber.
Cloth -------------------- Lint-free.
Glyptaloeme nt----------Magnifying glaea ---------- 4 to lo-power.
Solvent, Dry Cleaning Federal SpeoiOcation P-S661-a, QM imue.
(SD).
I
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(d) A carelessly soldered connection may
create a new fault. It is very important
to make well-soldered joints; a poorly
soldered joint is one of the most
difficult faults to find.
(e) When a part is replaced, it must be
placed exactly as the original. Give
particular attention to proper grounding when replacing a part. Use the
same grounds in the original wiring.
Failure to observe these precautions
may result in decreased gain or oscillation of the circuit.
86. Checking Filament and B+ Circuits
for Shorts

Figure 73. Use of tube puller.

c. Whenever the equipment is serviced, observe
the following precautions very carefully:
(1) Be careful when the transceiver cover is
removed; dangerous voltages are exposed.
(2) Careless replacement of parts often makes
new faults inevitable. Note the following
points:
(a) Before a part is unsoldered, note the
position of the leads. If the part, such
as a transformer, has a number of
connections, tag each of the leads to it.
(b) Be careful not to damage or disturb
other leads by pulling or pushing them
out of the way.
(c) Do not allow drops of solder to fail
into the set; they may cause short
circuits.

a. Filament and B+ voltages are supplied
to the transceiver by Rectifier Power Unit
PP-86(*)/TXC-1 through a 12-connector Jones
plug. If there is no B+ or filament voltage in
the transceiver, it is likely that the trouble lies
in the rectifier power unit. This may be due to a
faulty rectifier tube, an open filter choke, or a
shorted filter capacitor. Operating selector switch
S1 will aid in determining the circuit at fault.
The schematics, the parts identification figures,
and the wiring diagrams of Rectifier Power Unit
PP-86(*)/TXC-1 and the transceiver will help
to trace the trouble.
b. A trouble in any circuit will be noticed when
following the operating procedures. These troubles
will be indicated in the equipment performance
check list (par. 58). Normally, use of this procedure will narrow down the trouble to a section
of the transceiver or power supply. Most of the
checking can be accomplished from the bottom
of the chassis. Paragraphs 101 and 121 describe
the power supply.

Section Il. TROUBLE ANALYSIS
87. Use of Signal-Tracing Charts
To determine whether a circuit is performing
in accordance with the requirements, it is necessary
to measure the signal voltages and, in some cases,
to observe the waveforms at various points, using
an oscilloscope and a vacuum-tube voltmeter.
Use of signal-tracing charts (figs. 74 through 81)
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is described where applicable. General conditions
for signal tracing, unless otherwise directed, are:
a. Set turned on.
b. Motor running.
c. Input signal sufficient to cause a +2-db
reading on DB METER.
d. Selector switch on one of the recording
positions.

Figure 74. Signal-tracing chart, unsealed fork oscillator unit.

Figure 75. Signal-tracing chart, sealed fork oscillator unit.
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Figure 76.

Figure 77.
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Figure 78.

Figure 79. Signal-tracing chart, multivibrator stage,
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1
and TT-1/TXC-1.

Figure 80. Signal-tracing chart, first signal amplifier,
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1E/TXC-1 and TT-1F/
TXC-1.

Figure 81. Signal-tracing chart, Recfifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1.
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88. Voltage and Resistance Measurements
Follow the voltage and resistance charts (figs.
82 through 101) when localizing trouble. Make
readings with the meter connected between the
chassis and the indicated socket lug or the component lug. Make all voltage tests with the tubes
in place, the power switch at the ON position and,
unless otherwise noted on the chart, with an input
signal sufficient to cause a reading of +2 on the
DB METER. For dc voltage measurements, use
a voltmeter with a sensitivity of 1,000 ohms per
volt, and for ac signal measurements, use a vacuum-tube voltmeter, unless otherwise specified.
Line voltage should be 115 volts ac; if it is higher
or lower, make allowances in measuring voltages
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affected by line voltage. For resistance tests,
disconnect the power cord from the ac line and
remove the tubes, Make all tests from the bottom
of the chassis.
a. The following circuits are affected by higher
or lower line voltages within normal limits: filaments; unregulated B+; V14 stage when selector
switch S1 is at RECORD DIRECT: regulator
stages V7, V8, V9, and V21; start motor; start
coil; and motor amplifier stages V4, V5, and V6.
b. The motor amplifier is self-regulating, so
that the motor current varies very little over a
wide range of line voltages. The effect of the line
voltage on this circuit is complex; in some cases,
the motor current or voltage increases as the line
voltage decreases.

Figure 82. Voltage measurement chart, stagesV10 through V16, Facsimile Transcievers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1.
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Figure 83. Voltage measurement chart, stages V10 through V16, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1, TT-1C/TXC-1,
TT-1D/TXC-1, and TT-1E/TXC-1.
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Figure 84. Voltage measurement chart, V10 through V16, Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1.
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Figure 85. Voltage measurement chart, first signal amplifier
(V10), Facsimile Transceiver TT-1E/TXC-1.

Figure 86. Resistance measurement chart, stages V10 through V16, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1.
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Figure 27.

Resistance measurement chart, stages V10 through V16, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1, TT-1C/TXC-1,
TT-1D/TXC-1, and TT-1E/TXC-1.
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Figure 88. Resistance measurement chart V10 through V16, Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1.
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Figure 89. Resistance measurement chart, first signal
amplifier (V10), Facsimile Transceiver TT-1E/TXC-1.
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Figure 90.
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Voltage measurement chart, stages V1 through V9, Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1 with unsealed for oscillator unit; data for stages V4 through V9 also applicable to Facsimile Transceiver TT-1A/TXC-1.

Figure 91.
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Figure 92.
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Voltage and resistance measurement chart, stages V1 throughV3, sea!ed fork oscillator unit, Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1F/TXC-1.

Figure 93. Voltage and resistance measurement chart, stages V4 through V9 and V25, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1,
TT-1C/TXC-1, TT-1D/TXC-1, and TT-1E/TXC-1.
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Figure 94.
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Voltage resistance chart, V4 through V9 and V25, Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1.

Figure 95.

Voltage and resistance measurement chart, multivibrator stage (V26), Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1 and
TT-1E/TXC-1.
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Figure 96. Voltage and resistance measurement chart, multivibrator stage (V26), Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1.
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Figure 97.

Resistance measurement chart, stages V1 to V9, Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1 with unsealed fork oscillator
unit; data for stages V4 to V9 also applicable too Facsimile Transceiver TT-1A/TXC-1.
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Figure 98. Voltage measurement chart, Rectifier Power Unit PP-86/TXC-1.
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Figure 99.

Resistance measurement chart, Rectifier Power Unit PP-86/TXC-1.
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Figure 100.

Figure 101.

Voltage and resistance measurement chart, Rectifier Power Unit PP-86E/TXC-1.
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89. Troubleshooting Chart
The following chart is supplied as an aid in
locating trouble in the transceiver and power
supply. This chart lists the symptoms which the
repairman observes , either visually or audibly,
while making a few simple tests. This chart also
indicates how to localize trouble to the motor
circuit, voltage regulator circuit, signal circuits,
and optical or mechanical abnormalities. The
signal-tracing charts then can be used to suppleSymptom

1. Drum does not accelerate pact syn.
rihronous speed on 8TART.

ment this procedure and to determine the defective
stage. Once the trouble hae been localized to a
stage or circuit, a tube check and voltage and
resistance measurement of this stage or circuit
should be enough to isolate the defective part.
Normal voltage and resistance measurements are
given in figures 82 through 101. Repair and
adjustment of the optical and mechanical components of the transceiver are discussed in
paragraphs 103 through 123.

Probable tmobb

Cormtlon

Lack of proper input voltage to starl
motor,
Defective start motor -----------

Check switch and input voltage cirouit.

2. 8ynchronou8 motor does not hole
synchronism when phaaing.

Lack of motir power --------------

3. Phase magnet armature does not re.
leaee the stop arm of the clutch
when a phaeing pulse is received
on PHA8E.

Defective phaae magnet -----------

4. With the START-PHASE switch
released, phase magnet armature
doee not lock to allow the stop
arm to paes it freely.
5. Armature dose not releaee to engage
stop arm on PHASE.
6. Pattern or jagged linee in received
pictures (fig. 102).
7. Line feed pattern (fig. 104) .,-----8. Irregular skew in received copy
(fig. 103).
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Check motor for mechanical binding.
Check for open winding.
Check clutch adjustment. Check lubrication of worm gear and motor
bearinge. Motor current may be
too low (par. 91).
Check motor and drum for msehanicaf
binding. Cheek aotion of synchronous rotor (par. 104c).
Check adjustment of armature baoketop
eorew and armature spring. Check
electrical contacts.

Not enough electrical power ap
plied to phaee magnet.
Improper clutch adjustment. ---Lack of voltage aoroee cathode reeiatore of tubes V4 and V13.
Open coil in phaee magnet.

Check pheeing circuit. See paragraph
96.
See paragraph 106.
Check tube circuits of V4 and %’13.

Defective phaee magnet---------.-

Check for a weak armature return spring,
improper adjustment of PHASE
portion of switch contaota, or a bind
in the armature pivotc.
Check motor thrust bearing for signs of
wear (par. 104).
See paragraph 90.
See paragraph 90.
Examine photographic recording with a
magnifying glare. If the individual
recorded element@ areaE are in
approximate alignment, the defeot is
in the transmitter system. If the
individual recorded elemental areas
follow the contour of the skew, the
trouble is in the reoorder system.
When receiving on direct wording
paper, observe direotion of skew before
removing paper from drum. If right’
hand side of copy is skewed to the rear
of the maohine, the olutch is slipping
in transmitter. Cheek olutoh tension
(par. 106). If temion fa oorreet, the
drum or lead screw may be binding.
See paragraphs 00 and 107.

Improper aotion of motor thrust
bearing.
Defect in lead screw or drum
Irregular longitudinal travel of drum.
Clutch of transmitter or receiver may
be slipping.

Check winding.

Symptom

Probable trouble

9. Drum wobble which throws optical
system out of focus during a
portion of the revolution.

Bent lead screw or worn bearing in
drum.

10. Drum fails to feed or remains in
one spot for more than 1 revolution.

Damaged half nuts- . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11. Excewively high motor current, as
read on MOTOR CURRENT
meter M2, or blown fuse F1.
12. Low motor current. See 11 (above)
for method of indication.

Motor may be short-circuited -----Defective component in motor amplifier circuit.
If exciter lamp does not light to
its normal brilliancy, a low fork
amplifier output is indicated.

13. Received copy shows straight uni- Frequency of either transmitter or
receiver fork is off standard.
form skew or drift.
14. No output from signal amplifier- . . No input from photocell circuit in
TRANSMIT position. No input from line in RECORD position. Tubes defective. Transmitter optical system grounded
to case, short-circuiting R51.
Gain control defective.
No plate voltage.
15. Low signal amplifier output in Output load excessive.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
TRANSMIT position.
16. Not enough contrast in TRANSExciter lamp improperly alined.
MIT position.
Dirty lens in optical system.
Low voltage across exciter lamp,
Defective photocell, Resistor R42
improperly adjusted.

CorrsctlOn

Place a white sheet of paper on drum,
adjust for a negative transmission
having a 15-db contrast range, and
scan the white sheet. Note variation
in output level as measured by the
DB METER. The level should not
vary more than )$ db in a complete
revolution. Corrective measures are
given in paragraph 99. Partial compensation for drum wobble can be
made by centering the exciter lamp
(par. 109).
Check for binding between drum and
lead screw. Examine lead screw with
a magnifying glass before replacing
half nuts.
Check motor for a short circuit. See
paragraph 91.
See paragraph 91. If trouble persists,
refer to tbe signal tracing charts.
Do not change \ubes in the fork amplifier unit unless absolutely neces.
sary. If a tube is removed and found
to be good, replace it in its original
position. New tubes in the unsealed
fork oscillator unit require about 30
hours of aging to stabilize; new tubes
in tbe sealed unit require about 3
hours. Readjustment of R25 (unsealed unit) or R304 (sealed unit)
may be necessary when tubes are
replaced.
Measure voltage between terminal 5
of the fork terminal board and ground.
This should be between 30 and 40
volts. If it is not, test for continuity
of fork coils. If voltage is correct,
trace signal, using figure 74 or 75.
If mechanical trouble exists in the
fork or its mount, replace the entire
fork oscillator unit with a new sealed
unit.
See paragraph 92.
See paragraph 93.

See paragraph 9S.
See paragraph 97.
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17.

Prohshle trouble

Symptom
.—.

Low signed amplifier output in
RECORD position.

18. Exciter lamp does not light, or
light is insufficient or flickering.
19. Elemental area rectangles (fig. 123)
overlapping one another.
20, Background and fuzziness on direct
recordings; poor contrast.
21. Final photographic copy too light..
22. Mottled or intermittent reception
on direct recording.

Low input.

Tubes deft, ctive.. _. . . .

Defective lamp. Socket corroded.
Not enough input Voltage.
Transformer T 15 defcctii’e.
No input signal to V 17.
Objective lens of recording optical
system is misalined.
Bias toolowon V13 . . . . . . . . . . .
Recorder lamp defective . . . .
Stylus needle prrssure too low . . . . .

90. Lead Screw and Drum
a. Line Feed Pattern. Line feed pattern (fig.
104) may develop as a result of irregular longitudinal travel of the drum. If the drum does not
advance uniformly at the rate of 1/96 inch per
revolution, some of the photographically recorded
scanning lines will overlay and others will underlap, thereby creating a blank space between the
two lines. If the effect is great enough to cause
noticeable deterioration in the received copy, corrective measures must be taken. The most
common cause of trouble is the drum and leadscrew system. First check the arm of the drumfeed engaging mechanism to be sure it is riding on
the guide rail. Install new half nuts as a corrective measure. Be sure that the snubber (N, fig.
122) is set firmly against the lens barrel. If this
does not correct the trouble, make a test recording
by substituting the drum of another machine.
Be sure that the test recording is of the same type
and is made by the same method as the one on
which the line feed pattern proved troublesome.
A final test should be made by using both the
drum and the lead screw of another machine.
If the line feed trouble remains, the trouble is
probably in the motor or the optical system.
b. Jag or Jitters. These are the terms used to
describe irregular or saw-tooth recording of lines
that should be straight (fig. 102). The trouble is
generally in the motor or the clutch. It can,
however, originate in the drum or the lead screw.
To determine whether it is in the drum or the
lead screw, first replace the motor with one from
another machine which is operating satisfactorily,
and make a test run. Use a transmission test
copy having straight lines running parallel to the
axis of the drum. The recording of the straight
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Correction

See paragraph 93,
See paragraph 109.

Align in accordance with instructions in
paragraph 110.
Increase size of cathode resistance R!~7
in 500-ohm steps.
Replace recorder lamp.
Adjust or replace as required.

line should not deviate from its correct position
by more than the width of one recording dot or
elemental area. This is approximately one onehundredth inch. A bind in the drum and the
lead-screw system causes jitters which will be
aggravated considerably if the synthetic rubber
plate is too soft.

Figure 102. Enlarged examples of jitters.

c. Irregular Skew. If the receivced copy shows
an irregular skew (fig. 103), it is probable that
the clutch of the transmitter or receiver motor is
slipping. This slippage often can be traced to a
bind in the drum system. To determine whether
the defect is in the transmitter or receiver,
examine the recorded copy with a magnifying
glass. If the individually recorded elemental
areas are in approximate straight alinement, the
defect is in the transmitter system. If they follow
the contour of the skew, the trouble is in the
recorded system. When receiving on direct recording paper, observe the direction of the skew
before removing the paper from the drum. If
the right-hand side of the copy is skewed toward
the rear of the machine, the clutch is slipping in the

Figure 103. Example of irregular skew.
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(2) If the motor current is between 40 and
70 ma for 60-rpm operation, any one or
all of tubes V4, V5, and V6 may be,
weak.
(3) If the current is less than 40 ma, the
trouble is probably a defective component.
(4) If motor current is excessively high, the
motor may be short-circuited.
(5) If the troubles are not located by the
above checks, follow the signal-tracing
charts.
92. Fork Oscillator Unit

Figure 104. Enlarged example of line feed overlay and
underlap.

transmitter. Check the clutch tension as outlined
in paragraph 106. If the tension is correct, take
the necessary measures to eliminate the bind in
the defective drum or lead screw (pars. 107
and 108).
91. Motor Amplifier (figs. 40-46)
a. General. The output circuit of the motor
amplifier includes choke T6, capacitors C28, C29,
and C30, as well as the synchronous motor winding.
Caution: The high voltage at the terminals of
the synchronous motor, choke T6, and capacitors
C28, C29, and C30 may be dangerous to life.
Shut off the power when connecting a meter or an
oscilloscope to these components. Do not touch
the meter or the oscilloscope when the power is on.
In Facsimile Transceiver TT-1A/TXC-1, do not
replace the motor fuse without discharging capacitor C31, or the fuse may blow. In Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 through TT-1F/
TXC-1, wait (a few seconds) for capacitor C31
to discharge through resistor R95 before attempting to replace the motor fuse.
b. Low Output.
In Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1B/TXC-1 through TT-1E/TXC-1, motor
current is read directly on MOTOR CURRENT
meter M2. In Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/
TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1, M2
should indicate 40 to 60 ma for 30-rpm operation,
and 55 to 80 ma for 60-rpm operation.
(1) If the input to the motor amplifier is low,
the exciter lamp will not light to full
brilliancy.
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a. Off Frequency. If the received copy shows a
straight uniform skew or a drift, the frequency
of either the transmitter or the receiver fork is
off standard.
(1) The set under question can be tested by
using it to record radio signals from station WWV, Washington, D. C. The
signals include 1 pulse each second.
If the fork is adjusted properly, a
straight-line pattern parallel to the drum
clamp will he recorded.
(2) If a signal is available from a facsimile
transceiver having a fork known to be
in perfect adjustment, a comparison can
be made with the set under test, and
adjustments can be made. Feed the
accurate signal into the transceiver under
test through the 6-volt connection of
the UC feed coil. Set the selector
switch at RECORD PHOTO. Adjust
the GAIN control for a meter reading
of –2 db. Move the feed coil close to
the synchronous motor. The indention
on the DB METER will rise and fall.
The amount to rise and fall will depend
on the position of the feed coil with respect to the motor. The rate of rise and
fall will indicate the off-frequency condition of the fork. Adjust control R25
in unsealed units, or R304 in sealed units
until the rate of rise and fall drops to less
than one full swing in 2 minutes.
b. Caues of Frequency Drift.
(1) Condensation of moisture on the unsealed
tuning fork will cause a frequency drift
until the moisture evaporates.
(2) Rusting of the unsealed tuning fork will
affect the frequency.

(3) Slight changes in component values will
affect the frequency.
(4) Deviations from the values shown in the
signal-tracing chart may point to the
cause of off-frequency operation.
(5) Low or high RB+ voltage may affect the
frequency.
93. Signal Amplifier (RECORD PHOTO)
(figs. 50 through 54)
a. Signal Tracing. Apply an input signal of
.0015 volt at 1,800 cps to LINE JACK connector
J5. Connect a voltmeter between the grid and
ground of V14 with the selector switch at RECORD PHOTO and the GAIN control set at 100.
Set Signal Generator SG-15/PCM to produce an
output of 1 volt. Place a 100,000-ohm resistor
in series with a 200-ohm resistor across this output.
The output across the 200-ohm resistor will be
approximately .002 volt. This is enough to insure
an input voltage that will give a test of the
amplifier gain. The voltage on the grid of
V14 should be approximately 16 volts. In
some sets, it may be necessary to raise the input
voltage to obtain the proper reading on the grid
of V14. An oscilloscope (placed in the grid
circuit of V14) should show the proper waveforms
(figs. 76, 77, and 78). If the voltage and waveforms are not correct, trace the signal in accordance with the signal-tracing chart to localize the
trouble. The performance of stage V14 can be
checked by measuring the current in the recorder
lamp circuit. The current should be approximately 35 ma with proper input voltage on the
grid of V14. This current will vary somewhat
with different recording lamps and different tubes.
b. Level Changes. Occasionally, recordings will
show undesirable changes in density. To localize
the trouble, apply a steady tone, free from level
changes, to the input of the facsimile transceiver,
If necessary, connect the test meter across the input and watch it for several minutes; be sure that
there is no change in level more than .2 db;
watch the DB METER in the facsimile transceiver for 6 to 10 minutes. Bounce or jar the set
in an effort to aggravate the troubles caused by
poor contacts. If the indication on the meter
remains steady, it is possible that the level changes
are the result of a defective recorder lamp. Replace the lamp with a new one. Line it up and
adjust it in accordance with the instructions in
paragraph 110. Take a photographic test on a

steady input signal. As a final check, a test
should be taken at several levels; for example, -4
db, -1 db, +4 db, and +2 db. Plus 4 db is not
an operating level, but it is possible that defects
will show up quicker when this overload signal is
used.
94. DB METER Circuit
a. General. The DB METER circuit is of the
vacuum-tube voltmeter type which measures the
output of the second signal amplifier, V11 (7L7).
The circuit of the meter includes resistor R70 or
R71, depending on whether the selector switch is
in the sending or receiving position.
b. Correct Meter Reading. Resistors R70 and
R71 have tolerance values within ±10 percent.
If the meter does not indicate correctly, select
resistore within this tolerance range to obtain a
reasonably exact reading. To determine whether
the reading is correct with the selector switch in
the TRANSMIT position, measure the output
signal across the LINE binding posts after connecting a 600-ohm resistor to these terminals. A
reading of 0 dbm across the LINE binding posts
should cause the DB METER in the transceiver
to indicate ±2 db. If the reading is correct in
the TRANSMIT position, it will also be correct
in the RECEIVE position unless the value of R71
has changed. This may be checked by making a
simple resistance measurement.
95. Signal Amplifier (RECORD DIRECT)
a. General. When the selector switch is set to
RECORD DIRECT, the signal amplifier circuit
is changed in the following manner:
(1) Tube V12 (7C5) is cut off by opening the
plate supply circuit. One section (5, 6,
and 7) of V13 (7N7) is switched in and
takes the place of V12. This is done for
the purpose of increasing the contrast on
the RECORD DIRECT position. The
cut-off bias of V13 is supplied in part by
bias from the cathode circuit of motor
amplifier driver tube V4 (7C5).
(2) The output of V14 (1635) is switched to
transformer T3. The output of T3
delivers the power to the recording stylus.
The switching connections include two
sets of contacts to reduce the danger of a
high-voltage flashover. When operating
through transformer T3, the plate voltage
of tube V14 is +450 volts.
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b. Low Output. Recordings which are not up
to full density may be traced to:
(1) Excessive bias on the cathode, pin 7, of
V13.
(2) Defective transformer T2.
(3) Low cathode emission in V14.
(4) Flat-faced stylus or accumulation of
carbon on the stylus. Clean the stylus
and rotate it 90°.
c. Blurred Recording. When the tungsten wire
point which is set in the brass body of the stylus
becomes so worn that a reproduction is blurred
during the RECORD DIRECT process, change
the stylus needle. Loosen the spring latch (or
screw) that holds the needle; remove the old
needle, and replace it with a new one. Locate the
needle so that the point is in contact with the surface of the direct recording paper mounted on the
drum when the selector switch is in the RECORD
DIRECT position.
d. Poor Contrast. If the recorded copy lacks
contrast, and if the transmitted signal has a range
of 15 db, the trouble may be traced to low bias
voltage on cathode pin 7 of stage V13. This
voltage may be increased by raising the value of
R67 in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and
TT-1A/TXC-1, or by readjusting control R97 in
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 through
TT-1F/TXC-1. A defective V4 tube also may
be the cause of low bias voltage. When tubes are
changed, the bias on the cathode of V13 should be
checked.
96. Phasing Amplifier
a. No Output. To determine whether V16
(884) delivers power to the phase magnet, watch
the tube when receiving phasing pulses. There
should be a flash within the tube at each pulse
while phasing, providing a good phasing signal is
being received. On Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/
TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1, a quick test with no
received signal can be made by depressing the
PHASE button and giving the START button
a short, quick push. A flash within the thyratron
should occur each time the START button is
depressed.
b. Signal Tracing. Connect the transceiver
under test to a second transceiver for the purpose
of obtaining a phasing signal. Set the CONTRAST control of the sending transceiver to produce a 6- to 8-db phasing pulse with the CONTRAST control in the range for negative transmissions.
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(1) Connect the oscilloscope between ground
and the cathode of V15 (pin 7). With
the PHASE switch operated, the signal
should appear as indicated on the signaltracing chart. If it does not, trace
trouble in stage V14.
(2) Check the signal at the other points
indicated in the signal-tracing chart.
c. Phase Magnet. The phase magnet is part of
the cathode circuit of stage V4 when the PHASE
button is not depressed. Failure of the phase
magnet to lock when the PHASE button is not
depressed may be traced to stage V4. Resistor
R40 is in the cathode circuit of V4 only when the
button is depressed.
97. Photocell Circuit
a. Signal Tracing. Because of the sensitiveness
of the output of the photocell circuit, it is not
practical to make direct measurements with a
meter or an oscilloscope. It is convenient to use
the signal amplifier to feed the oscilloscope, which
can be connected across the LINE terminals.
The signal amplifier and meter circuit first must
be checked for satisfactory operation. If the
required measurements on the DB METER and
oscilloscope are not obtained, the circuit should be
traced on a stage-to-stage basis as indicated in the
signal-tracing chart. If the photocell has been
subjected to high humidity, it may require replacement. Its dc resistance, measured on an ohmmeter when no light is shining on the cell, should
exceed 10 megohms. Be sure to readjust R42
after replacing the photocell with a new one.
b. Output Requirement. Set the GAIN control
at 100 and adjust the CONTRAST control for a
minimum meter reading when the scanning beam
is on the phasing spot. This is the condition for
positive transmission. The DB METER should
indicate +2 or +3 db when the scanning beam is
on the raised portion of the phasing ring. The
equipment will operate satisfactorily even though
the reading is not above 0 db. It is desirable,
but not necessary, to have the 2- or 3-db margin.
If the output level is not proper, check the alignment of the optical system; check amplifier stages
V10, V11, and V12; then check the voltage across
resistors R41, R42, and R43. This should be
between .4 and .6 volt.
c. Low Contrast. Insufficient contrast when balanced on black or white generally can be corrected
by the adjustment of resistor R42. Excessive
voltage from the fork unit reduces the contrast

range. The voltage can be reduced by shunting
the output of the fork unit with a 2,000-ohm
resistor. Sometimes, the correction can be made
by increasing the value of R49 (except in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1,
and TT-1F/TXC-1). The exact amount of this
increase can be determined by experiment. Low
contrast also may be caused by lack of light from
the exciter lamp (par. 102).
98. Signal Amplifier (TRANSMIT)
a. Low Output. The signal amplifier circuit,
with the selector switch in the TRANSMIT position, is a modification of the signal amplifier circuit
with the selector switch in the RECORD PHOTO
position. In practice, it is generally found that
if the signal amplifier operates correctly in the
RECORD PHOTO position, it performs properly
with the switch in the TRANSMIT position. A
quick check to determine whether the input circuit
has been properly switched to the photocell circuit
is to place a screw driver under the extension of
the photocell shield pan. Do not let the blade
touch the grid connection or the pan. If the
amplifier is performing properly, it breaks into
oscillation. In most cases, if the input circuit is
open, oscillations will be present and will be indicated by continuous flickering of the DB METER.
b. Signal Compression. Connect the oscilloscope and DB METER across the LINE terminals. The waveform should be sinusoidal between the balance point and +2 db. If the waveform tends to compress before reaching +2 db,
trace through the circuit to localize the trouble.
The flattening or compression of the signal maybe
caused by low plate voltage, low cathode bias
voltage, low screen voltage, or defective tubes.
99. Signal Amplifier (STANDBY)
With the selector switch of Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1 in the STANDBY position,
the fork oscillator signal to the motor amplifier is
effectively short-circuited to ground through pin
9 of the Jones plug and the exciter lamp and its
circuit. (In all other facsimile transceivers, the
STANDBY-MON-TALK switch (S5) also must
be at STANDBY.) In Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1C/TXC-1, the B+ circuit to the motor is
opened when selector switch S1 and STANDBYMON-TALK switch S5 are both at STANDBY.
By short-circuiting the 1,800-cycle signal to the
motor amplifier, the power to the synchronous
motor is practically cut off. There is only a small

residual dc flowing in the synchronous motor
coils. Failure of the signal amplifier circuit to
operate properly may be caused by a burned-out
exciter lamp or a poor switch contact. The disappearance of the characteristic 1,800-cycle tone
in the synchronous motor indicates proper operation of the grounding circuit.
100. B+ Voltage Regulator
a. Requirements. The B+ voltage regulator
must deliver voltage that does not vary more than
2 volts when operating conditions change. The
voltage may be anywhere between 240 and 255
volts dc. The measurements may be made at the
bottom end of resistor R88 or R89 on the regulator
panel terminal strip, or on pins 3 and 6 of stage
V16 in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and
TT-1A/TXC-1. This voltage is measured by
RB+ meter M3 in Facsimile Transceivers TT1B/TXC-1 through TT-1F/TXC-1.
b. Effects of Poor Operation. If the regulated
voltage is too high, the fork frequency deviates
from 1,800 cycles and causes a noticeable drift in
the recorded copy. A low voltage also will result
in a drift and permit the amplifiers to overload on
a high signal level. The overloading shows up as
flattened high lights when transmitting for negative reception, or flattened shadows when transmitting for positive reception. A flickering voltage regulator may produce level changes and may
oscillate when the line voltage is low. The
oscillations will show up in the recorded copy.
c. Tracing trouble. When trouble is suspected
in the regulator unit, check the output voltage
with the line voltage varying between 100 and 130
volts. The ac input frequency may be between 50
and 65 cycles. Watch the test voltmeter for
several minutes when level change trouble is being
traced. If the voltage takes a jump when the line
voltage is within a few volts of 110, there is
danger of the regulator breaking into oscillation
at low line voltages. If it is important to operate
at an exact line voltage, it will be necessary to use
an accurately calibrated voltmeter to measure the
line voltage. Most rectifier-type voltmeters can
be depended on for an accuracy of 5 percent at
temperatures between 65° and 100° F. Above
and below these temperatures, the accurary is
generally poor. If it is found that the regulated
B+ voltage is not within the correct range, check
the voltage across regulator lamp V25 (5651).
This can be done by measuring the voltage
between cathode pin 7 of tube V9 (7L7) and
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ground. Use the 250-volt scale of a voltmeter
having a resistance of 1,000 ohms per volt or
higher. The voltage across the regulator lamp
should be between 82 and 92 volts. If the voltage
is found to be correct, test V9 or try a new tube.
Weak tubes in stages V7 and V8 maybe responsible
for a low RB+ voltage. There is a possibility
that an excessive load is responsible for the low
output voltage. If there is reason to suspect this,
disconnect the load from the regulator panel and
measure the open-circuit voltage. If it is necessary to trace further, test the components for
the correct value. Capacitors, especially C57,
must be tested for leakage.
101. Rectifier Power Supply
a. General. The term rectifier power unit is
used to describe the complete unit, which includes
the conventional rectifier power supply and the
exciter lamp power supply system. In this paragraph, the term rectifier power supply does not
include the exciter lamp supply system.
b. Tube replacement. Rectifier tube V22 (5Z3)
may require replacement after a few hundred
hours of operation, especially if the equipment is
to operate on low line voltages; that is, 100 to 110
volts. A tube selected for hugh emission permits
operation on voltages between 90 and 100. If

the unregulated B+ voltage falls below 400
when the line voltage is 100, the tube emission
is too low for satisfactory operation. Tube V22
should be replaced after each 500 transmissions.
102. Exciter Lamp Supply
a. Signal Tracing. For a quick check of satisfactory operation, measure the voltage across the
exciter lamp. It should be between 6.1 and 6.3
volts at any line voltage between 100 and 130.
The measurement is made at the terminal strip
in the power supply. The voltage drop to the
lamp socket is approximately .2 volt. If the
voltage is not correct, measure the voltage on grid
4 of stage V17 (7S7). This should be about 4
volts ac, as measured with a vacuum-tube voltmeter. If further signal tracing is necessary,
follow the steps shown in the signal-tracing chart.
The exciter lamp should be replaced after each 500
transmissions.
b. 0utput Transformer T15. When the exciter
lamp burns out, the load on transformer T15
becomes practically zero, resulting in a very high
voltage across secondary No. 1. There have been
transformer failures as a result of the high voltage.
In tracing trouble, consideration must be given to
the probability of failure of this transformer.

Section Ill. REPAIRS AND ADJUSTMENTS
103. General
Except in cases of simple trouble, do not attempt
to repair mechanical parts such as the motor, the
lead screw, the drum, and the tuning fork unless
new parts are not available. Put replacements
and lead wires in the same physical location as the
original. When replacing components in the
amplifier system, take into account protection
necessary because of high voltages.
104. Synchronous Motor Unit
(figs. 105, 106, and 107)
Caution: Work on the synchronous motor
should be done in a clean, dry place. Disassemble
and assemble motor parts with care, avoiding
risks of scratching and damaging any of the
machined surfaces. Be careful not to lose the
lower thrust bearing ball (R, fig. 105) when disassembling the motor.
a. Top Bearing (B, fig. 105). It is not practical
to replace this bearing in the field. Use solvent
(SD) to remove gummed-up oil and grease. After
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the bearing has been thoroughly cleaned, dry out
all traces of the solvent before re-oiling.
b. Lower Bearing (fig. 105). In motors with
serial numbers below 1157, do not attempt to
replace the side-wall bearing in the field. Clean
and re-oil. In motors with serial numbers above
1157, side-wall bearings (C, fig. 105) are of the
ball-bearing type. These bearings may be replaced when defective. If tests indicate that
synthetic rubber pad P is too soft, replace it.
If the pad is too hard, a portion of the center can
be cut away. If bearing ball R is replaced,
select one that will not bind on the side wall of
the bearing.
c. Synchronous Rotor Bearing (D, fig. 105).
This bearing cannot be replaced in the field.
If the rotor turns too freely on the shaft and does
not fall into synchronism as it should, the free
oscillating action must be reduced by adding some
end thrust. Insert a thin washer (U) between
the felt washer (V) and collar (S) Remove the
collar after driving out the taper pin (T) with a

Figure 105. Synchronous motor, early models.

pin punch having a tip approximately .05 inch
in diameter.
d. Commutator (E, fig. 195). Clean the commutator with a rubber eraser, preferably one
containing grit, such as an ink eraser. Do not
use emery or sandpaper.
e. Synchronous Motor Field Coils (F, fig. 105).
In emergencies, a defective coil can be disconnected and the motor operated on three of its four
coils. The power will be reduced, making it
difficult to phase. Motors with serial numbers
above 1000 have six poles; those below this serial
number have four poles. The removal of one
coil does not materially reduce the motor power.
When ordering replacement parts, be sure to select
the proper replacement coil. For replacement of
synchronous motor coils and bushings on synchronous motors KBA-1 and KBA-2, use the
appropriate Signal Corps Motor Coil Replacement
Kit.
f. Lead-In Bushings. Defective lead-in bushings are the most common causes of motor coils
burning out. Keep them clean at all times and,
when possible, replace then with nylon bushings.
Nylon bushings are supplied on KBA-1 motors.
Ceramic bushings are supplied on motor KBA-2.
Refer to e above for information on replacement
bushings.
g. Brushes (C, fig. 109). To replace the brushes
in motors supplied with Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1, remove the
armature extension (A) of the start magnet and
disconnect the brush leads from the terminal
(H). If the bakelite sleeve (B) is in good condition, replace only the carbon brush (C) and its
flexible lead. The brush can be pulled loose
from the bakelite sleeve. In some cases, it may

be necessary to warm the brush with a soldering
iron or soak the brush and tip of the bakelite
sleeve in glyptal solvent.
h. Synchronous Motor, Parts Description (fig. 105).
Ref

symbol

A
B

c

Name of psrt snd description

MOTOR, ac: 1,800-cycle,
synchronous.
WICK, felt -----------BEARING, composition:
$&”.
BEARING, composition:
%6”.

c

BEARING, ball: }f” od
by ~e” id by ~z” w.

D

BEARING, composition:
%,”.
COMMUTATOR -----COIL, field: 125 ohms---

E
F

M

BRUSH ASSEMBLY,
electrical contact.
GEAR: 30 teeth, 40
pitch.
SHAFT, synchronous
motor: start motor,
worm.
ARMATURE, series type.
COIL, series field: 2
ohms.
SPRING, synchronous
rotor coupling.
SHAFT, drive ----------

N

BEARING, ball -..... -.

G
H
I

J
K
L

o
P

PLATE,

bottom---- . . . .

RUBBER, synthetic . . . . .

Functlnn
Driver for drum.
Oil reservoir.
Top bearing.
Lower bearing on motors below serial
No. 1157.
Lower bearing on motors above serial
No. 1157.
rotor
Synchronous
bearing.
Reverses current.
motor
Synchronous
field coils.
Supports motor
brushes.
Reduction gear.
Motor shaft
worm.

and

Start armature.
Start motor field coil.
Couple rotor to shaft.
Drives clutch assembly.
Drive shaft bearings.
Thrust bearing retainer.
En f-thrust decoupling.
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*f I

Name d part and

symbol
..—. .—, - ..———

Q

R

R39

s
T

u
v

drsmil,l km

.— —-- -— . . . .- .

I

Vuwl

_..

i,,ll
.-

PLATE, thrust ----- . . . . . Thrust, Ixdl retniner.
BEARING, hnll : steel ; Thrust Iw:wing.
)4” dia.
RESISTOR, fixccl : ww ; Volt:igc clroppi[lg rc.sistor,
7,500 ohms, * I 070; 20
w.
COLLAR, thrust: IIISO I Thrust collur :md
spring :tuchor.
spring anchor.
Sccurv spring ullclwr
PIN, taper: 7/0. to Sluift .
WASHER, bnkelite: Thrust Ixwrillg for
s.vnchromus mtur.
thrust.
WASIIER, felt: thrust. . . Thrust Ixwrings for
syttchrol]olls rotor.

w

x

.

ROTOR, Synchronou s... Synchro]wus rotor.
BEARING, hall; steel; Thrust, bcuriuK for
shnf t twswnhly.
~’ dia.

i. Gear (H) (fig. 105). The gear on the drive
shaft can be replaced if suitable shop facilities are
available. Pin the new gear to the shaft with a
taper pin. Sometimes, a damaged gear can be
moved along the shaft and pinned in a new place
so that 23 good portion of the gear will mesh with
the worm.
j. Phase Magnet (fig. 108). The armature
return spring (H) must produce a strong spring
action. Replace the spring if the tension is too
weak. Pivots (F) and (G) must not cause binds
or side play. To adjust the armature backstop
(B), set up the transceiver for a receiving test
on a phasing signal. Proceed as follows: With
the PHASE button depressed, back off the adjusting screw until the armature fails to operate.
Screw in the armature back screw until the armature fails to catch the top arm. Return the screw

Figure 106. Synchronous motor, KBA-2.
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Figure 107. Synchronous motor KBA-2, showing use of spanner wrench.

to a position halfway betweem the two points.
The head of the screw is hexagonal so that fractions
of turns can be counted. The armature should
operate satisfactorily over a range of approximately 1 turn. If the range is less than 1 turn,
the armature return spring may be too tight or
the armature may be binding at the pivots. If
the range is greater than 1 turn, the spring may be
too loose.
k. Start Magnet (fig. 109). Poor operation of
the start magnet in motors with serial numbers
below 1193 may be caused by the magnet armature rubbing against the motor casting. This
can be cleared by loosening the magnet mounting
screws and shifting the frame slightly. Check

the action of the armature and brushes for freedom from finds. A lug which straddles the
armature spring serves as a backstop to limit the
upward movement of the armature. Adjust this
backstop by bending the lug so that brushes lift
approximately one-sixteenth of an inch off the
armature. Test by pushing the armature downward with a pencil and noting the free armature
travel before the brush springs begin to compress.
Motors with serial numbers above 1193 are
provided with a different type backstop which
eliminates this trouble. Motors in Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 through TT-1F/
TXC-1 have no start magnet.
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l. Phase Magnet, Parts Description (fig. 108).

J!&

Num of P8R and detorlptton

A

PHASE MAGNET AS
SEMBLY.
ARMATURE . . . . . . . . . .

B

SCREW, backstop... - . .

c

COIL, solenoid: 3,000
ohms.
SCREW, sore looating:
No, 6-32.
SCREW, nets: No. 3-32

D

Function
Phase drum,
Atmature ● nd stop
lstoh.
Armature baokutop
adjwtment.
Eleotromsgnet.

Core position adjustment.
E
Sat sorews for looking
oore in plain,
F
PIVOT ---------------- Fixed armature fulcrum pivot,
(3
PIVOT ---------------Adjustable armature
fulorum pivot.
H
SPRING ------------Armature return
spring.
.—-. —— -.—. ——
Note. The core locating sorew (D) is not used in the
phaee magnet assembly of Faosimile Transceiver TT-lC/
TXC-1.
m. Start Magnet, Parts Description (fig. 109).
net
symbol

A

B

c
D
E
:
H
1
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Name of ~ and deacrlptkm
.. —-—___

Funotton

START MAGNET ASSEMBLY.

Movm brushes in wmtact with commutator.
Brwh actuator,

ARMATURE EXTENSION.
BRUSH A8SEMbLY
electrical oontact: motor; includes bruoheu,
sleeves, springs, brush
arme, and nub,
BRUSH, eleetrioel contaot.
SPRING, brush . . . . . . . . .

Brush and brush holdefn,

Commutator brush,

Brush preanure eon.
trol.
SPRING, ● nature. . . . . . Armature return
nprlng.
BACKSTOP, ● rmature. . Arrrmture baokstu)p.
SCREW, armature ex- Remove brush amtansiono
bly for replacement.
SCREW, binding head... Brush pigtdl oonneotor.
NUT: No. 246. -------- Hold brush aasembly
in plaoe.

Figure 108. Phase magnet.

Figure 109. Start magnet.

105. Replacing Worm and Gear in
Synchronous Motor KBA-2
(figs. 110 through 113)
Normally, the gear should be replaced when the
worm is replaced. Although the gear may not
display excessive wear, it becomes, in time, charged
with abrasive particles which may cause undue
wear on a new worm. Refer to figures 110 through
113 before starting replacement. The motor may
be left mounted on the facsimile set during replacement.
a. Remove the spanner wrench and the top
cover plate (four screws) from the gearbox. Remove the No. 6 Allen setscrew wrench (mounted
on clip on gearbox).
b. Insert the No. 6 Allen setscrew wrench in
the taper screw of the worm, and grip the slot with
the spanner wrench (figs. 110 and 113).
c. Loosen the taper screw, remove the Allen
wrench and the spanner wrench, and pull the
worm gear up out of the motor shaft.
d. Remove the bearing cover plate (four screws).
e. Loosen the gear-collar set screw (fig. 113).

f. Remove the bearing, gear collar, and gear
from the countershaft with finger pressure applied
as shown in figure 112.
g. Remove the gear collar from the gear and
place this collar on the new gear.
h. Slide the assembly (gear collar and new gear)
onto the countershaft.
i. Inspect the bearing. Note that on one side
of the bearing the inner race is flush with the outside race. The inner race is recessed on the other
side of the bearing. Insert the bearing onto the
countershaft with the recessed inner race side
toward the outside of the gearbox (the side upon
which the bearing cover plate is mounted). Since
the inner race rotates with the countershaft, assembly in this manner will insure against the inner
race rubbing on the bearing plate when the plate
is replaced.
j. Replace the bearing cover plate.
k. Center the gear (and the gear collar) on the
countershaft so that the gear is at the hole in the
motor shaft that receives the worm.
l. Place the new worm into the motor shaft hole
and tighten it with the Allen setscrew wrench and
the spanner wrench. The worm now should be
in mesh with the gear.
m. Move the gear (and the gear collar) along
the countershaft in either direction until it is
stopped by the worm. Now move the gear in the
other direction along the countershaft until it is
stopped by the worm. The distance of lateral
movement of the gear along the shaft allowed by
the worm will be approximately one-sixteenth of
an inch. Moving the gear one-half of this distance from either extreme will center the gear on
the worm.
n. Tighten the gear-collar set screw.
o. The new worm must be mounted with particular orientation to the motor shaft where worm
and gear run smoothest. Turn the power on and
start the motor.
Note. There is danger of high-voltage shock when working near the motor with the power on. Use extreme caution when making adjustments described in the rest of
this paragraph.

p. With the motor running at synchronous
speed, place two fingers of the left hand on the
top of the motor gearbox, one finger above each
countershaft bearing. The trembling sensation
that will be felt must be minimized to insure
smooth worm and gear operation. (To ascertain
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Figure 110. Top plate removed from motor.

how much this trembling can be minimized, let
the motor run with no worm in the motor shaft
while feeling with the fingers on top of the motor
gearbox.)
q. Stop the motor. Place the transceiver in the
SET RANGE position. In this position, the field
coils of the motor will offer enough resistance to
rotation of the motor shaft to permit the worm,
when the taper screw is sufficiently loosened, to
be rotated without, rotating the motor shaft.
Loosen the taper screw, using the Allen and spanner wrenches.
r. Slightly rotate tile worm in the motor shaft
and retighten the taper screw.
s. Start the motor and, once again, feel the
gearbox above the countershaft bearings to see
whether the trembling has increased or decreased.
t. Repeat the procedures in r and s above; always rotate the worm slightly in the same direction until little or no trembling is felt.
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u. Check the tightness of both the worm taper
screw and the gear-collar setscrew. Lubricate with
a thin film of Grease, Aircraft and Instruments
(GL) on the worm and gear.
v. Replace the spanner wrench and the gearbox
cover and replace the Allen setscrew wrench in its
clip.
106. Clutch
(figs. 114, 115, and 116)
a. Primary Clutch. The primary clutch tension
should be 12 to 14 ounces. Make a dynamic
measurement with the motor running and the
drum held stationary by means of a string wrapped
around the drum and attached to the scale (fig.
114). To adjust primary clutch tension, stop the
motor and loosen the clamp screw (G, figs. 115
and 116). The spring retainer (F) can be pushed
forward or backward in Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1/TXC-l, serial numbers 1 through 90; in

Figure 111.

No. 6 setscrew wrench inserted into worm.

all later models, tension is adjusted by turning the
retainer on its screw thread.
Warning: Never run the motor with the clamp
screw (G) loose, or the gears may be stripped.
b. Secondary Clutch.
The secondary clutch
tension should be approximately one-half that
of the primary clutch (6 to 7 ounces). In Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1,
and TT–1F/TXC-1, the secondary clutch tension
should be between 3 and 6 ounces. If the secondary clutch is too loose, the stop arm and dog trip
will come together too rapidly and possibly throw
the motor out of synchronism or slip the primary
Clutch. Slipping of the primary clutch during
the phasing operation will result in out-of-phase
recording. If the secondary clutch tension is too
heavy, the secondary clutch load added to the

primary clutch load may cause the motor to stall
during the phasing operation.
Make a static
measurement of the secondary clutch tension.
With the motor stopped, and the string wrapped
around the drum, pull the string to rotate the
drum while reading the scale. Be sure that the
measurement is taken when the dog latch is
engaged with the secondary clutch ring to obtain
a correct measurement. The secondary clutch
tension is adjusted by means of screws (P, figs. 115
and 116). If screws work loose, lock the heads in
place with glyptal after making correct adjustments. Before using glyptal, remove all grease
with solvent (SD). If the screws are of the slotted
type, spread the sides slightly by inserting a small
screw driver or knife into the slot.
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TM 2258-C1-16

Figure 112.

TM 2258-C1-17

Figure 113.
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c. Clutch Assembly, Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1,
-1A, and -1B, Parts Description (fig. 115).
Ref
symbol

Name of put and description

A
B

CLUTCH ASSEMBLY:
Part of countershaft
drive assembly.
ARM, stop.
CLUTCH, ring.

C

E

RING: composition,
clutch plates.
PLUG: composition,
clutch,
SPRING --------------

F

RETAINER, spring----

G

SCREW, clamp: No. 6-32

H

RETAINER: clutch assembly.

I

BEARING, clutch ------

J

PIN, taper: 7/0---------

K
L

SCREW: No. 4-40 ftathead.
PLATE, pressure-- - - - -

M

SHAFT, drive ---------

N

CLUTCH: secondary,
bearing.
SPRING, secondary
clutch.
SCREWS: No. 4-40 . _.

D

0
P

Figure 114. Method of measuring primary clutch tension,

Function

Holds back drum while
phasing.
Stop arm and driver.
Retainer for friction
driver plugs.
Driving part of clutch.
Driven part of clutch,
Clutch pressure
springs.
Clutch pressure
spring,
Clamps spring retainer to shaft.
Clutch assembly retainer and clutch
plate driver.
Hub for clutch assembly.
Secures clutch bearing to drive shaft.
Holds clutch retainer to clutch bearing.
Transfers spring pressure to clutch.
Drives clutch assembly.
Secondary clutch
bearing.
Secondary clutch*
pressure.
Adjust pressure on
secondary clutch.
Secondary clutch
ring.

Note. In the clutch assembly ueed on Facsimile Transceiver TT-1C/TXC-1, serial numbers 1-165, Espey part
No. A21.771 replaces parts with reference symbols C and
H, shown above.
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Figure 115. Clutch assembly, Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1, -1A, and -1B.

d. Clutch Assembly, Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1C,
and AN/TXC–1D, Parts Description (fig. 116).

.
Ref
symbol

Name of part and description

Function

1

BEARING, clutch ------

J

PIN, taper -.----------

K
L

SCREW: No. 4-40; flathead.
PLATE, preasure -------

M

SHAFT, drive ------.--

N

P

BEARING, secondary
clutch.
SPRING, secondary
clutch.
SCREW ---------------

Q

RING, secondary clutch-

R

BEARING, needle- - ---

Hub for clutch assembly.
Secures clutch bearing to drive shaft.
Holds clutch retainer
to clutch bearing.
Transfers spring pressure to clutch.
Drives clutch assembly.
Secondary clutch
bearing.
Secondary clutch
pressure.
Adjusta pressure on
secondary clutch.
Secondary clutch
rings.
Bearing for clutch assembly.

— . —

Ref.
symbol

Name of part and description

Function

Holds back drum
while phasing.

A
B

CLUTCH ASSEMBLY;
p/o countershaft drive
assembly.
ARM: stop ------------CLUTCH RING --------

C
D
E
F
G
H
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Stop arm and driver.
Retainer for friction
driver plugs.
Driving part of clutch.

RING: composition,
clutch plates.
PLUG: composition, Driven part of clutch.
clutch.
SPRING --------------- Clutch pressure
spring.
RETAINER, spring ----- Clutch pressure
spring.
SCREW, clamp: No. 6- Clamps spring retainer to shaft.
32; fillister head.
RETAINER PLATE: Clutch assembly reclutch assembly.
tainer and clutch
plate driver.

0

TM 2258-C2-9

Figure 116. Clutch assembly, Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1C and AN/TXC-1D.
e. Lubrication. Erratic clutch tension usually
indicates the need for lubrication. Refer to paargraph 136.
f. Alinement of Shaft. For proper operation of
the clutch and drive assembly, the shaft (M) must
be in alinement with the lead screw. The up-anddown alinement can be controlled in Facsimile
Transceiver TT–1/TXC–l by the mounting screws
of the motor, provided the motor has rubber
grommets in the mounting holes. Motors without grommets are machined in a jig and should
give no trouble in this respect.
g. Dog Latch Cam Plate. Excessive wear and
damage are caused to the dog latch cam plate by
setting it improperly. The cam plate should be
adjusted so that it first begins to trip the dog
latch after the dog latch haa traveled approximately one-fourth of an inch past the end of the
plate. The plate must engage the dog latch near
the tip to insure enough leverage. Adjustment
can be made by sliding the entire dog trip arm
assembly along the lead screw or by changing
shims under the cam plate. The dog latch and
trip arm must operate freely under a light tension
from the springs.
107. Drum
(figs. 117 and 118)
a. General. The drum of Facsimile Transceiver TT–1(*)/TXC–1 is constructed as illustrated in figures 117 and 118.
b. Half Nuts. If the half nuts (split nuts) become damaged, replacement may be made from
the spares provided with the equipment. In
older equipments, each half nut holder is numbered. Later equipments will accept stock half
nub, and their retainers are lettered A and B.
The half nuts must be matched with the correspending markings on the retainer.

c. Binding. If the drum tads to bind on the
lead screw when it is turned or moved along the
lead screw by hand, it is possible that the lead
screw is bent or nicked. A nick in the guide rail
may cause binding. Do not blame the drum unless other repairs fail to solve the trouble. Binds
sometimes can be cleared by flushing the drum
bearings with solvent (SD) and relubricating with
oil (PL Special).
d. Jitters (fig. 102). If the key (B, figs. 117
and 118) is too loose and is free to move sidewise,
jitters may occur in the recorded copy. If replacement parts are not available, a temporary repair
may be made by squeezing the walls of the key
retainer.
e. Tension Adjustment. If phasing troubles
occur in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1
through TT-1F/TXC-1, tighten the drum-tension
adjusting screw one-half turn. This is the upper
screw on the left-hand lead-screw bearing block
(fig. 1 19).
f. Removal of Paper Clamp in Facsimile Transceiver TT–1C/TXC-1.
(1) To remove the paper clamp from the
drum, proceed as follows:
(a) Place a blunt instrument, preferably a
piece of hard wood, against the lefthand edge of the paper clamp (C,
fig. 117) and give it a sharp rap with
a hammer.
(b) Slide the paper clamp to the right about
one-half inch, then lift the clamp out
of the drum.
(2) To remove the interred lever assembly,
proceed as follows:
(a) Remove the knob on the right-hand
side of the drum.
(b) Remove the mounting plate and slide
the assembly out of the drum.
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TM 2258-33

Figure 117. Drum assembly, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1, TT-1A/TXC-1, and TT-1B/TXC-1.
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TM 2258-C1-2
Figure 118. Drum assembly, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1C/TXC-1, TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1.
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g. Drum Assembly, Parts Description (figs. 117
and 118).
Ref
symbol

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J

Name of part and description

Function

DRUM, facsimile trans- Holds, rotates, and
spirals copy.
ceiver.
DRUM SLEEVE.. . . . . . Outside of drum.
KEY------------------ Drives drum through
contact with keyway in lead screw.
CLAMP, paper and film- Secures copy to drum.
CONTROL LEVEL, Opens and closes
paper and film
paper and film clamp.
clamp.
LEVER, cam plate ----- Operates cam controlling half nuts.
RING, phasing ---------- Reflects light during
phasing.
HALF NUTS ----------- Feed drum along lead
screw.
RETAINER, half nut--- Mounting for half
nuts and left-hand
end drum support.
STOP, drum ------------ Bumper between
drum and bearing
block.

108. Lead Screw
(fig. 119)
a. Cleaning. Clean the lead screw thoroughly
with solvent (SD). Be careful not to scratch
the threaded portion. After cleaning, inspect for
scratches and nicks, using a magnifying glass.
If nicks appear in the threaded portion, the threads
sometimes may be chased by a skilled machinist
working with a hand tool. Any nicks or dents
in the other portion of the lead screw should be
emoothed out with a fine oil stone. Examination
of the lead screw should include an inspection
of the bearing (K, fig. 119). Replace the bearings
that cause the lead screw to bind.
b. Keyway. Nicks in the keyway will cause
jitters in the recorded copy. A nick sometimes
can be smoothed out with a very fine three-cornered
file; the file mark may be smoothed out with a
fine stone.
c. Lubrication. After a lead screw has been
cleaned, inspected, and repaired, lubricate it as
directed in paragraph 46.
d. Lead Screw, Dog, and Bearing Parts Description (fig. 119).
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Ref
symbol

Name of part and description

Function

A

Rotates and feeds
drum assembly.
End thrust bearing.

D

LEAD SCREW ASSEMBLY: lead screw.
LEAD-SCREW PRESSURE PLATE.
DRIVE DOG ASSEMBLY.
CAM, dog latoh ---------

E

BLOCK, bearing: rh----

F

BLOCK, bearing: 1h. ----

G

SPRING ---------------

H

ARM, dog trip -----------

I

LATCH, dog ------------

J

PLATE, drum stop ----B-

K

EARING, ball -------

B
C

coupled lead screw to
motor clutch.
Causes dog latch to
to disengage from
clutch.
Supports right-hand
end of lead screw.
Supports left-hand
end of lead screw.
Preloads thrust bearing.
Drives lead screw
primary
from
clutch.
Drives lead screw
from secondary
clutch.
Dust shield for bearing and drum stop.
Lead-screw bearings.

109. Transmitter Optical System
a. General. Dirt on the lenses or poor adjustment of the optical system will cause insufficient
light on the photocell.. Before tracing trouble,
clean and adjust the system in accordance with e
and f below. Aline the exciter lamp after each
100 transmissions, Refer to figure 120 for transmitter optical system used in Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1 through TT-1C/TXC-1.
Refer to figure 121 for transmitter optical system
used in Facsimile Transceiver TT-1D/TXC-1,
TT-1E/TXG-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1.
b. Inspection. The following points in the
transmitter optical system muet be examined for
defects before starting any repair work:
(1) Exciter lamp. The exciter lamp may have
a poor internal contact which causes it to
flicker. Try a second lamp known to be
good to determine whether the first lamp
is at fault. Be sure the lamp is in ita
right position and not rotated 180° in the
socket. Check the position each time
the lamp is removed.
(2) Socket. Examine the socket for good contact. Be sure there is no corrosion.

TM 2258-27
Figure 119.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

This can be done by forcing the lamp up
and down and sideways with the current
on. If the lamp flickers, repair or replace the socket. Side play may cause
the lamp to go out of focus. Examine
the connections to the socket, especially
the connection to the shell of the socket.
Test the spring in the socket to be sure
that it operatea freely to give a strong
contact pressure to the lamp.
Socket mounting plate. Examine the
screws that hold the socket mount in
place to be sure that they are set up
tightly on the bakelite holder, There is
a possibility that the bakelite may have
shrunk away from the screws, causing
them to become loose.
Lamp holder bracket assembly. T h e
bracket assembly must not move when a
pressure of approximately 10 pounds is
applied by hand. If it does move, spring
tension (L) under the cam screws (G)
and (F) (fig. 120) is too light. The tension may be increased by taking 1 full
turn on the screw. It is possible that
the spring leaves may be broken. If so,
replace them.
Condenser lens. Examine the condenser
lens for dirt and improper fitting in the
mount.
Objective lens barrel. Inspect the objective lens for dirt and fitting in the mount.
The barrel must not be loose in the block.
Inspect the lens for defects. It may be
necessary to remove the lens barrel. If

the cement between the elements of the
lens appears to be fern-like when examined under a magnifying glass, replace
the lens. If any other defects appear
under examination with a magnifying
glass, replace the lens unless the defects
occur only at the outer rim of the lens.
(7) Photocell socket. Remove the pan under
the photocell and examine the socket
connections.
c. Exciter Lamp Socket. Do not replace the
exciter lamp socket with any ordinary type automobile socket. The socket must be constructed
with strong springs behind the contact, and insulated with bakelite, not hard rubber.
d. Lamp Bracket. If it is necessary to tighten
the lamp bracket, keep in mind that the eccentric
action of the top screw moves the bracket sideways, and the eccentric action of the bottom screw
raises and lowers the bracket. The center operating position of the screw heads is marked with a
red dot. Do not attempt to obtain alinement
with the red dot one-fourth or one-half turn off
center. The dot should not move more than 45°
either side of center. If it is necessary to take up
a turn on either the lower or upper cam screw, it
may be necessary to make a partial turn of the
second cam to obtain a complete revolution of the
first one. This holds true if one cam is removed
to replace a spring. Under emergency conditions,
a spring may be replaced with a heavy piece of
rubber that has a thin washer on each side.
e. Condenser Lens. In most cases, the condenser lens may be cleaned sufficiently for operation by dusting off the top surface and wiping it
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with a soft cloth. It is this top surface that collects most of the dirt. If the lens is fogged on the
inside surface, it must be removed for cleaning.
The nut is cemented in place with glyptal, which
first must be loosened with a solvent such as
glyptal thinner or paint remover. Use a form
tool as shown in figure 124 to unscrew the nut.
Take care not to damage the paper washers.
j. Objective Lens. The objective lens must not
be removed unless it is necessary to make a replacement because of a cracked element or because of
bad cementing. Cleaning of the front surfaces of
the lens may be done without removing the barrel.
To remove the objective lens, first remove the
entire barrel. In removing the barrel, first loosen
the locking screws of the clamp (R, figs. 120 and
121). From sheet metal, form a screwdriver or
spanner wrench tool (fig. 124). Do not use a
single pointed screwdriver, as it may slip and
scratch the lens. Try to loosen the nut without
using solvent (SD), as the solvent will damage the
cement between the lens elements. If it is necessary to use the solvent, use it very sparingly and
keep the lens barrel in a vertical position with the
lens down.
g. Photocell. Do not remove the photocell
unless there is good reason to suspect that replacement is necessary. If subjected to high humidity,
the base of the cell may absorb moisture, making
replacement of the photocell necessary. To
remove the photocell, take off the cover (D, figs.
120 and 121) and eject the cell by lifting the
ejector rod (E, fig. 120). In replacing the cell,
have the single-wire anode in the cell pointing to
the back. After replacing the photocell, be sure
to readjust resistor R42, To remove photocell
V24 in Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1,
take off the cover (D, fig. 121) and the exciter
lamp socket assembly (N). Remove the shield
(HH, fig. 121) from the bottom and push the tube
out with a screwdriver. Insert a new photocell
and replace (D), (N), and (HH). Adjust the
exciter as instructed in h below. Adjust variable
resistor R42 in the photocell circuit (par. 114 c ).
h. Exciter Lamp and Condenser Optical System.
(1) Center the cam screws so the red dot is up.
Set the photocell lens barrel with the dot.
or line marker in the top position (U,
fig. 120). If the lens barrel has been
removed, and the focal point is not
known, set the barrel back so that the
face of the lens is about one-half inch
from the surface of the drum. Tighten
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

the screw in the clamp (R). Wrnp a
piece of white paper around the drum,
turn on the power, set the selector switch
for TRANSMIT, set the CONTRAST
control about five points higher than the
balance point for negative transmission,
and set the GAIN control at 100.
Loosen the clamps on the socket and
adjust the alinement of the filament;
move the socket up and down in the
clamp until the maximum meter reading
is obtained. If there is no meter reading,
adjust the top adjusting cam until there
is a meter reading.
If the alinement of the condenser lens
system is uncertain, loosen the mounting
screws and move the system laterally for
maximum reading. Return the top adjusting cam screw to center position
and readjust the system for maximum
reading.
Loosen the clamp screws that hold the
bakelite block to the mounting plate.
Swing the block to and from the condenser lens and lock it in position at the
point of maximum reading. If the adjustment is not critical, clamp the block
in the center position. With the drum
rotating, readjust the eccentric screws
for the steadiest signal. If, at any time
during the procedure, the meter indicates
above +2, adjust the GAIN control to
bring the indication into the range
between – 4 and +2.
In Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-l,
use the following procedure. Remove
the white paper from the drum and
wrap an 18' -inch long piece of white
paper bearing printed or typed matter
around the drum, and position the drum
to scan copy with the half nuts disengaged. Connect a jumper between
R41 and R44 and the junction of R43
and R46. (This shorts the signal to the
photocell.) Turn the power on and set
the selector switch on TRANSMIT.
Set the GAIN control on 50 and start
the motor. Connect a pair of headphones to plug J1. Loosen the screw
(JJ, fig. 121) and move it in its slot until
minimum signal is heard. Lock the
screw (JJ) and remove the jumpers from

Figure 120. Transmitter optical system, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1, TT-1A/TXC-1, TT-1B/TXC-1, and
TT-1C/TXC-1.

the resistors. There should be a loud
modulated signal in the phonea.
(6) The focus of the exciter lamp is adjusted
by loosening the locking screws (O, fig.
121) and moving the socket holder (N)
until the sharpness of the light spot on
white paper on the drum is a maximum.
The horizontal and vertical position of
the light spot relative to the lens barrel
(Q) is controlled by the knobs (AA) and
(II) which can be turned after the locknuts (E) and (EE) have been loosened.
The desired vertical position of the spot
will be indicated by a dip of the DB
METER as a thin horizontal line drawn
on the white paper reaches a point about
one-third of the way down from the top
of the spot. This is done with the
transceiver set for maximum contrast
(minimum signal on black).
i. Photocell Lens Barrel. Remove the white
paper from the drum and replace it with a sheet of

65-line half-tone or very fine print. The 65-line
half-tone copy may be obtained from large newspaper photographs having light gray or white
background. Connect a headset across the line
terminals. If the tone is not loud enough, use
the LINE JACK. Listen to the signal as the
drum rotates; move the lens barrel in and out
until the sharpest and loudest modulation tones
are heard. To make the modulation tones distinct, the 1,800-cycle carrier can be cut off by
shorting terminals 1 and 2 of T5. Keep the line
or indicator (U, figs. 120 and 121) in the top position. At the point of loudest or sharpest tone,
lock the lens barrel in position. Again. set the
adjustments of the exciter lamp position with the
cam screws. Replace the white sheet on the drum
for a final check. An alternate method of alining
the photocell lens barrel is to connect an oscilloscope across the line terminals and move the drum
by hand, alternately scanning black and white
copy. Adjust the lens barrel for maximum contrast between black and white, as indicated on the
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oscilloscope. By using a synchronized horizontal
sweep on the oscilloscope and letting the motor
turn the drum, the wave envelope can be studied.
j. Transmitter Optical System, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1, TT–1A/TXC-1, TT–1B/
TXC–1, and TT–1C/TXC-1, Parts Description
(fig. 120).
. — —— . ..— —
Ref
symbol

——

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
J
K
L
M
N

O
P
R
S
T

U
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Ref
symbol

Name of part and description

v

SHIELD, photocell and
grid connection.
SOCKET PLATE ASSEMBLY: TTE No.
90-01-01-2 including
socket TTE No.
90-01-01-23.
BLOCK, raising --------LENS BARREL ASSEMBLY.

.

w

Function

Name of part and description

—

—

—

—

TRANSMITTER OPTI- Scans subject matter
for transmission.
CAL SYSTEM.
LENS, objective.. ------ Focuses image of
scanned spot on
aperture.
LENS ASSEMBLY-- --. Focuses light from
exciter lamp onto
spot to be scanned.
LAMP,
incandescent: Illuminates spot to
Mazda 6-volt, 21 cp
be scanned; exciter
auto lamp.
lamp.
COVER, block --------- Cover for photocell
chamber.
CELL EJECTOR ------- Removes photocell.
SCREW, adjusting: ec- Adjusts vertical posicentric.
tion of exciter lamp.
SCREW, adjusting: ec- Adjusta
horizontal
centric.
position of exciter
lamp.
PLATE, adjusting: for Mounts exciter lamp
exciter lamp.
; ) cell block.
BLOCK, cell ------..---- Mounts optical system and supports
photocell.
SPRING, leaf compres- Presses exciter lamp
sion.
adjusting plate
against cell block.
WASHER, adjusting Washer between leaf
plate.
I compression springs
and cell block.
HOLDER, socket ------ Mounts exciter lamp
socket to permit
vertical adjustment
of socket and adjustment of distance between
exciter lamp and
condensing lens.
SCREW, locking- ------- Locks socket holder
in correct focusing
position.
SOCKET, lamp --------- Lamp socket.
CLAMP -:-..-;--------- Clamps lens barrel.
SCREW, set: lens barrel Adjusts focus.
focus adjust.
CLAMP ---------------- Transmits
motion
from
adjustment
I
screw S to lens
barrel.
INDICATOR SPOT- --- Indicates UP position
of lens barrel.

Function

——

x
z

—

I
I

Shield.
Photocell socket and
mouting plate.

Rakes optical system.
Scans area of predetermined size (elemental area) passing light through
aperture to photocell.

Note. In the optical system of Facsimile Transceiver
TT-1C/TXC-1, the socket with reference symbol P is a
Millen .No. 33991 (less mounting bracket).
k. Transmitter Optical System, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC–1, and TT–
1F/TXC-1, Parts Description (fig. 121).
Ref
symbol

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

H

I
J

Name of part and description

Function

TRANSMITTER OPTI- Scans subject matter (
for transmieeion.
CAL SYSTEM.
LENS, objective. ------- Focuses image of
scanned spot on
aperture.
LENS Focuses light from
CONDENSER
exciter lamp onto
ASSEMMOUNT
spot to be seanned.
BLY.
LAMP, incandescent: 6 Illuminates spot to
be scanned; exciter
v, 21 cp, auto lamp,
lamp.
GE Mazda #1129.
COVER, block ---------- Cover for phototube
chamber.
LOCKNUT ------------- Locks the adjusting
plate (J).
PLATE, stop ----------- Limits travel of eccentric (H).
SPRING --------------- Maintains eccentric
(H) in engagement
with adjusting plate
(J) when locknut
(E) is backed off.
GEAR, eccentric ------------ Converts rotary motion of adjusting
knob (AA) to lateraf motion of adjusting plate (J).
CLAMP, cable--.------- Clamp wires to exciter lamp.
PLATE, adjueting: for Mounts exciter lamp
to cell block.
exciter lamp.

TM 2258-C2-10
Figure 121. Transmitter optical system, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1.
Ref
symbol

Name of part and description

Function

Ref
symbol

Name of part and description

Function

K

BLOCK, cell -----------

R
S

CLAM P-- . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SCREW, set . . . . . . . . . . .

L

BRACKET, socket
swivel.
WASHER, adjusting
plate.

Mounts optical system and supports
phototube.
Locks rotary position
of phototube.
Washer between exciter lamp adjusting plate (J) and
eccentric gear (H).
Mounts exciter lamp
socket to permit
vertical adjustment
of distance between
exciter lamp and
condenser lens.
Locks socket holder
in correct focusing
position.
Exciter lamp socket.
Scans area or predetermined size (elemental area), passing light through
aperture to phototube.

T

CLAMP . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

U
V

ADAPTER ASSEMBLY
BEARING . . . . . . . . . . . .

W

PLATE, adjusting . .._.

X

WORM ---------------

Z

SPACER --------------

AA

KNOB, adjusting . . . . . . .

BB

STUD, adapter. . . . . . . .

cc

SOCKET

Clamps lens barrel.
Adjusts lens barrel
focus.
Transmits motion
from adjusting
screw (S) to lens
barrel.
Raises optical system.
Bearing support for
adjusting knob
(AA).
Support plate for
bearing (V).
Drives eccentric gear
(H).
Washer between worm
(X) and bearing (V).
Knob for adjusting
lateral and vertical
position of adjusting plate (J).
Raises optical system
to proper level.
Socket for phototube
(GG).
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M

N

HOLDER, socket- -----

O

SCREW, locking -------

P
Q

SOCKET, lamp. .-- . . . .
LENS BARREL ASSEMBLY.

-------------

Ref

symbol
.- ..- .—

—.

.

..—

..-

.—

DD

CLAMP, socket . . . . . . . .

EE

STUD, threaded.. . . . . .

FF

CUSHION . . . . . . . . . . . .

GG

PHOTOTUBE: type 5652.

HH

(5) Place the rubber ring (F) on the bulb of
the new recorder tube and reassemble
the system; leave the four pressure-plate
screws loose.
(6) Connect the recorder-tube leads to the
prongs, the red lead (+) going to the
No. 7 prong which is nearest the alining
projection. (Most sets have a socket,
not individual connectors.)
(7) Connect the UC coupling coil to the
transceiver and place the coil near the
motor.
(8) Turn the selector switch to RECORD
PHOTO.
(9) Adjust the GAIN control and the position of the UC coupling coil until the
meter indicates about +2 db.
(10) Move the drum to the extreme right
and shade the transceiver from direct
light; slip a piece of tissue paper or a
piece of undeveloped film in front of the
recorder optical system, close to the
objective lens. A ring of light should be
visible on the tissue or film. This ring
must be within the field of the lens,
preferably in the center. If the light is
off to one edge so that some of the light
is being shut off by the lens barrel or the
light is not visible at all, orient the
recorder tube by pressing on the retainer
cup in different directions to center the
ring of light well within the confines of
the objective lens. Once the ring of light
is centered, tighten the plate screws
progressively and recheck the ring of
light. If there is a clamp under one of

Function

Name of part and description

II

SHIELD, phototube and
grid connection.
KNOB ----------------

JJ

SCREW, locking -------

Calmp for phototube
socket (CC).
Pivot and locking
studs for eccentric
gear (H).
Tube clamp and vibration dampener.
Converts fluctuations
in light intensity
entering phototube
into fluctuations in

electrical resistance
to amplitude-modulate a carrier.
Electrostatic shield
for phototube leads.
Knob for adjusting
lateral and horizontal position of adjusting plate (J).
Locks socket holder
in correct focusing
position.

. — —

—

110. Recorder Optical System
(fig. 122)
a. General. Failure to obtain recordings of
sufficient density, in most cases, can be traced to
a weak recorder lamp. Check the current that
goes through the recorder lamp and make a test
with a replacement lamp before suspecting faults
in the optical system.
b. Cleaning Lenses. The lens surfaces, with the
exception of the front face of the objective lens
(E, fig. 122) are protected. Dust usually can be
removed with a camel’s-hair brush without tampering with the adjustments of the optical system.
c. Recorder Lamp Replacement. The recorder
lamp can be replaced without removing the
recorder lamp optical system from its bracket in
the following manner:
(1) Remove connectors or sockets from the
recorder lamp (A).
(2) Remove the four screws (B) at the rear
of recorder optical system.
(3) Remove the pressure plate (C) and
sleeve (D).
(4) Pull the lamp (A) carefully out of the
optical system. If the lamp comes out
without the rubber ring (F) around the,
bulb, remove the rubber ring from the
inside of the optical system.
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NOTE:

LENS

J

IS

TT-1C/TXC-1,

OMITTED

IN

FACSILIE

TT-10/TXC-1,

AND

TRANSCEIVERS
TT-1E/TXC-1
TM

2258-36

Figure 122. Recorder optical system.

the pressure-plate screws, the recordertube wires should be placed under the
clamp so that they are captive, but free
enough to slip and prevent cutting of the
insulation.
Caution: There are 250 volts dc on
the recorder-tube terminals.
d. Testing Alinement of Recorder Optical System.
Set up for photographic reception and make a test
run on photographic paper or film. Recording
for 1 minute is required at the following levels:
-4, –2, 0, and +2 db, Develop the exposed
paper, examine it under a magnifying glass, and
note how the rectangular images stack up on one
another in sharpness and size (fig. 123). When in
proper adjustment, the rectangles just touch one
another on all four sides. If the rectangular
images are not obvious to the naked eye at 8- to 10inch distance, the images can be considered satisfactory. If the rectangles are obviously undersized or oversized, readjust the lens barrel.
e. Alinement of Recorder Optical System. Loosen
the locking ring (I, fig. 122), and turn the adjusting
ring (G) and lens barrel (H) 2 turns in the proper

direction. If the rectangles are too small, turn
the lens barrel into the housing. If they are too
large, turn the lens barrel out of the housing and
tighten the locking ring. Move the drum to the
extreme left and place a thin negative on the
drum so that the negative is perfectly tight and
extends one-fourth inch over the right-hand edge
of the drum: keep the emulsion side out. Adjust
the transceiver so that the meter indicates +2.
The image of the rectangle should be visible on
the film beyond the edge of the drum. If it is not
visible, remove the motor and clutch cover and
push the drum farther to the left. If the readjustment has caused the image to go out of focus,
loosen the screw in the clamp (L) which supports
the optical system. Carefully slide the optical
system back and forth until the image is sharp.
A magnifying glass is necessary to see the image
clearly. It may be necessary to repeat this image
size adjustment several times to get satisfactory
results, Tighten screws and locking rings securely
after each adjustment. The square image should
have two sides parallel to the axis of the drum.
When focus adjustment is made, the optical system

Figure 123. Enlarged section of photo recording.
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~~ ‘ds to turn since it is being moved in and out of
the clamp The direction of the image, therefore,
must be restored to its original position.
f. Recorder Optical System, Parts Description
(fig. 122).
—
Ref
symbol

Name of part and description
— — .

A
B
C

RECORDER L A M P
ASSEMBLY.
LAMP, recorder --------S C R E W : 3/8 N o . 6 - 3 2 .
PLATE, pressure --------

D

SLEEVE, lamp base --------

E

LENS, objective: double
convex; Hasting Triplet 10x.
RING, rubber ---------

F
G
H
I
J

K
L
M
N

RING, knurled ---------BARREL SUBASSEMBLY: lens.
LOCKNUT -----------LENS, condensing: piano
convex: 18-mm focal
length.
PLATE, aperture: for
AN/TXC-1.
CLAMP, lamp recorder:
zinc diecast.
BLOCK, raising ---- ---SNUBBER ------------

Function
—
Recorder optical system.
Converte signal light.
Fastens pressure plate.
Clamps lamp base
sleeve.
Clamps recorder lamp
in place.
Focuses light passing
through aperture
onto drum.
Protects recorder
lamp.
Adjusts lens barrel.
Mounts and shields
objective lens.
Locknut.
Field lens (eee note).

Light aperture.
SupPorte lamp housing.
Raises optical support.
Prevents vibration of
lens barrel.

Note. In Facsimile Transceiver TT-1C/TXC-1, TT1D/TXC-1,
TT-1E/TXC-1,
and
TT-1F/TXC-1,
this
lens is omitted, since it is not necessary for proper operation.

111. Motor Amplifier
a. Motor Amplifier Driver V4. Facsimile Transceivers TT-1C/TXC-1 and TT–1A/TXC-1 differ
from Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1
through TT-1F/TXC-1 in the grid and cathode
circuits of V4. MWO SIG 11-2258-2 modifies
the 1 and 1A models to make these circuits the
same as in the later models.
(1) Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and
TT-1A/TXC-1. In these two transceivers, the cathode bias for V4 is developed across resistors R66 and R67 and
the phase magnet coil. The resistors are
associated with V13. The value a: Rf7
may be altered to improve the direct recording. If this is done, it may be neces166

sary to increase or decrease the value of
R34 to obtain the normal operating current of 75 to 85 ma in the synchronous
motor. Before changing any resistor,
see that the tubes involved are not defective and that the resistance of other
resistora in the circuit is correct. Transformer T1 is a class B driver transformer
and may be replaced with any similar
transformer that will fit. When making
a replacement, try reversing the direction
of current through the primary winding
to obtain the maximum current in the
motor circuit.
(2) Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1
through TT-1F/TXC-1. These models
have control R93, in the input circuit of
V4, which is used to, adjust the motor
current to 90 ma as indicated on meter
M2. Another control, R97, is located
in the cathode circuit of V13 so that bias
may be adjusted for best direct recording results without changing the value
of R67.
b. Output Stage, V5 and V6. Flashovers may
occur in the sockets of V5 and V6. Do not scrape
away the carbonized portion of the sockets. Replace them with new ones. If the plate circuit
becomes shorted to ground either through the
socket, wiring, or tubes, the motor of Facsimile
Transceiver TT–1/TXC-1 will burn out if the
power is left on for more than a few seconds.
Motors of Facsimile Transceivers TT-1A/TXC-1
through TT-1F/TXC-1 are protected by fuses.
In Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1, capacitor C69 has been added as a plate bypass capacitor
to reduce the high peak voltages on motor amplifier tubes V5 and V6 in the 1,800-cycle (60RPM)
position of the speed switch. This reduces arcing
in the tubes and flashovers in the sockets.
Caution: Under normal operating conditions}
the ac voltage across choke T6 is approximately
800 volts. Be careful when testing the circuit
with the power on.
c. Filter. A high-voltage leak in choke T6 or
in capacitor C28 or C29 may not interfere with
the operation of the synchronous motor, but will
cause disturbances in nearby radio-reoeiving equipment. In such cases, replace the choke or capacitor. A short to ground in this circuit will cause
the synchronous motor or fuse to burn out.
d. MOTOR JACK.. The input circuit includes
MOTOR JACK J6 which may develop contact

trouble. Examine the contacts for dirt, corrosion,
or pits. The contact pressure is increased by
bending the springs with long-nosed pliers.
e. Alignment. With proper voltage on grid 6
of tube V4, the direct current in the synchronous
motor should be between 75 and 85 ma in Facsimile
Sets AN/TXC-1A; and approximately 90 ma in
Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1B. In Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1C, motor current should be 40 to 60
ma on 30-rpm operation and 55 to 80 ma on 60rpm operation. If the input voltage is not correct, adjust it by changing R34 in Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1 to
a higher or lower value, or adjusting R93 in
Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 through
TT-1F/TXC-1. If the voltage is not correct as
indicated by the signal-tracing chart, try changing
the tubes. Make current measurements with the
motor running.
112. Fork Oscillator Unit
The fork oscillator unit is designed to supply an
1,800-cycle signal of extreme accuracy. The regulated B+ voltage must not vary more than ±5
volts. The oscillator unit is calibrated at the
factory; however, small adjustments in frequency
may be made in the field by varying cathode resistor R25 of the unsealed unit or R304 of the
sealed unit. Enough adjustment is available to
compensate for minor changes caused by aging
of tubes, new tubes, and small differences in the
RB+ voltage. Since the frequency of the fork
oscillator unit is upset easily, it is not practical,
in most cases, to make repairs at the installation.
113. Phasing Circuit
a. General. The phasing circuit is inoperative
except during the phasing operations. During
phasing operations, the input signal is picked up
across cathode resistor R72 of V14. The signal
is rectified by the recorder lamp in the plate
circuit.
b. Pulse Filter. The phasing pulse, which is
represented by a dip or an increase in the steady
1,800-cycle signal, is smoothed out into a dc pulse
by the action of 50-microfarad smoothing capacitor C45.
c. Stage V15. The pulse-amplifier stage, V15,
is similar to a normal voltage amplifier. The
signal is applied to the cathode and the grid is
at ground potential. This must be taken into
account in tracing trouble, since it is frequently a
cause of confusion. Capacitor C47, connected

from plate to ground, helps to eliminate the
1,800-cycle ripple in the amplifier pulse.
d. Stage V16. As the strength of the pulse
increases, a positive potential is applied to the
grid of thyratron tube V16 (884), causing current
to flow in the plate circuit. The positive voltage
develops at the beginning of the phasing pulse
when transmitting for negative reception. At
this time, the signal level increases, scanning from
black to white. A positive pulse is generated immediately after scanning the phasing pulse when
transmitting for positive reception. At this point,
the signal increases when scanning from white to
black. The exact phasing point for negative recording is displaced from the exact phasing point
for a positive recording by the length of the phasing pulse. The dog trip arm (fig. 19) must be positioned so that it will split the two pulses (positive
and negative) evenly on each side of center. The
plate of V16 is connected directly to RB+. Plate
current flow must paas through the cathode circuit. The low impedance path to the cathode is
through the phase magnet and capacitor C50.
Before phasing, one side of C50 is at cathode potential and the other side at ground potential.
After the capacitor is charged, the impedance of
the cathode circuit is very high, and the plate current ceases to flow. If C50 fails, current flows in
the plate circuit at all times. The failure can be
detected by watching for the glow in the tube.
The normal bias voltage is controlled by voltage
bias resistors R78 and R17. If the phase magnet
fails to operate and no discharge glow is noted in
V16, try another tube before tracing trouble in
the phase magnet.
114. Photocell Circuit
a. Resistance and Voltage Measurements. The
balancing anode of the photocell should have between .3 and .6 volt dc, depending on the value of
R49 in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1
through TT-1B/TXC-1. With the power turned
off, measure all resistances. Check potentiometer
R45 for good contact between the contact arm
and resistor. A poor contact in equipment that
has been standing idle for some time may be
cleared by rapidly rotating the CONTRAST control back and forth 15 or 20 times. Check for a
good contact between resistor R42 and the sliding
contact. This can be done by connecting the
meter on one side of R42 to the contact and applying a light pressure to the contact ring. Capacitor C58 usually does not develop trouble because
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Figure 124. Special tools.

the voltage across it is very low. In Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and
TT-1F/TXC-1, C58 and R49 have been omitted.
The balancing electrode of phototube 5652 has
no dc voltage (figs. 168 and 169).
b. Switching Circuit. Any unbalance in the
bridge circuit develops a voltage across R50 which
is applied to the grid of V10. In tracing circuit
168

continuity, section 2 of the selector switch S1 must
be taken into account.
c. Adjustment and Alinement. With the power
turned on and the selector switch set at TRANSMIT, adjust the CONTRAST control and R42
for the best possible balance with the beam scanning the black portion of the phasing strip. If
it is not possible to obtain a minimum signal of

at least 20 db below the maximum signal (1/10
maximum value on the oscilloscope), it is necessary to improve the balance. This may require
changing the photocell or checking the transmitting optical system. After proper contrast is
obtained between black and white, as adjusted for
negative transmission, set the CONTRAST control for positive transmission and obtain as good
a balance on white as possible. Readjust the
balance by adjusting the sliding contact on R42.
If further improvement is necessary, adjust the
value of R49, except in TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/
TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1 models, by changing
the resistor to a higher or lower value. The
balance on either white or black copy of 20 db
below the maximum signal can be obtained by
adjusting the CONTRAST control and the
sliding contact on R42.
115. Signal Amplifier
a. General. The alinement of the signal amplifier involves nothing more than step-by-step
checks of signal voltages and waveforms. If
there is any deviation from the voltages in the
tracing chart, or if there is any tendency for the
signal to flatten as shown by the oscilloscope,
locate the faulty stage and take corrective measures. All parts may be replaced with approximate equivalents, with the exception of transformer T2. In emergencies, this transformer can
be replaced with a driver transformer designed to
operate into a 6N7 tube or a pair of 6V6 tubes.
Such a transformer should have a turns ratio of
1 to 1½ for full secondary. Connect one-half of
the low impedance secondary of the driver transformer to terminals 1 and 2. Leave the other
half of the secondary open. If such an emergency replacment is made, low-voltage line terminal connections may be obtained by using the
UC feed coil.
b. Stylus Transformer. Stylus transformer T3
should be replaced with an exact equivalent. In
an emergency, a driver transformer, such as one
designed to operate into a pair of 6V6 tubes or
a single 6N7 tube, will serve the purpose. The
voltage breakdown rating of the transformer
should be above 2,000 volts. The line side should
be connected to terminals 1 and 2. A line-to-line
transformer may be used, but the recording will
not be at full density.

116. Selector Switch
a. Wafer Replacement. If a wafer is defective,
it is easier to replace the wafer than to replace the
entire switch and cable assembly. At the factory,
a special socket wrench (fig. 124) is used for removing the nuts of the entire switch assembly.
Similar socket wrenches can be made easily in the
field. If materials are not available, long-nosed
pliers will serve the purpose.
b. Grounding Switch. A leaf switch is actuated
by the selector switch when in the transmitting
position. This switch grounds the tip of the
RADIO XMTR jack for the purpose of controlling the power relays in the radio transmitter.
Clean and burnish the springs. If proper operation is not obtained after cleaning the springs,
they may be bent for better contact.
c. Sylus Actuating System. After working the
switch, be sure that the adjustments of the
stylus actuating system are not upset. If the
stroke is too long, make correction by bending
the actuating arm attached to the selector switch.
The stylus holder assembly for Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1 through TT-1C/TXC-1 is
shown in figures 125 and 126. Figure 127 shows
the stylus holder assembly for Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and
TT-1F/TXC-1.
d. Stylus Holder Assembly, Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1, TT-1A/TXC-1, TT-1B/
TXC-1, and TT-1C/TXC-1, Parts Description
(figs. 125 and 126).
Ref
Symbol

Name of part and description

STYLUS ASSEMBLY
A

STYLUS

B
C

HOLDER, stylus
SCREW

D

PIVOT,

E

PIVOT,

F

SPRING, bracket

G

BRACKET ASSEMBLY:
including fixed pivot.

fixed
adjustable

Function

Supports stylus necdle.
Conducts high voltage to recording
paper.
Holder for stylus A.
Clamps stylus in
holder.
Left-hand pivot for
stylus shaft.
Right-hand pivot for
Stylus shaft.
Spring support for adjustable pivot.
Supports pivote.
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Ref
symbol

Name of part and description

H

LEVER, stylus shaft -----

I

J
K

L
M

SPRING

---------------

INSULATOR, feedthrough.
DAMPENER -----------

INSULATOR ----------SHAFT, stylus ----------

Function

Rotates stylus shaft
to remove needle
from drum.
Rotates stylus shaft
to bring stylus in
contact with drum;
electrical connection between stylus
holder and connecting terminal.
Insulates connection
to terminal lug.
Dampens vibration of
needle holder when
riding over paper
clamp of drum.
Supports
holder.

Name of part and description

STYLUS ASSEMBLY-A

STYLUS

B
C

HOLDER, stylus ------PIVOT, adjustable -----

D

BRACKET ASSEMBLY

E

SPRING, thrust-------

F

LEVER, stylus shaft----

G

SPRING

H

SCREW: No. 2-56-----

I

SHAFT, stylus ---------

J
K

INSULATOR, feedthrough.
DAMPENER ----------

L

SPRING, stylus needle-

M

SCREW: No. 2-56-----

N

HEX NUT: No. 6-32--

--------------

needle

Figure 125. Stylus holder assembly, Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1/TXC-1, TT-1A/TXC-1, and TT-1B/TXC-1.
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e. Stylus Holder Assembly, Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1D/TXC-1 and TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/
TXC-1, Parts Description (fig. 127).

--------------

Supports stylus needle.
Conducts high voltage to recording
paper.
Holder for stylus A.
Left-band pivot for
stylus shaft.
Supports pivot and
thrust spring.
For adjusting end
play.
Rotates stylus shaft
to remove needle
from drum.
Rotates stylus shaft
to bring stylus in
contact with drum;
electrical
connection between stylus
holder and connecting terminal.
Holds thrust spring
on bracket assembly.
Supports needle
holder.
Insulates connection
to terminal lug.
Dampens vibration of
needle holder when
riding over paper
clamp of drum.
Holds stylus needle in
needle holder.
For mounting bracket
assembly to front
panel.
Locks pivot in position.

117. Replacing Stylus in Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT1F/TXC-1
(fig. 117)
Follow the procedure outlined below when replacing the stylus in Facsimile Transceivers TT1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1.
a. Turn the power off.
b. Remove the motor cover.
c. Move the drum to the left as far as it will go.

Figure 126. Stylus holder assembly, Facsimile Transceiver TT-1C/TXC-1.

d. Set the transceiver to the RECORD
DIRECT position.
e. Turn the stylus one-fourth turn counterclockwise, remove, and discard it.
f. Place the new stylus into the holder with the
needle pointing to the right.
g. Push the stylus against the spring in the
holder and turn one-fourth turn clockwise until it
snaps into position.
h. Return the transceiver to the STANDBY
position, move the drum to the right, and replace
the motor cover.

a. The pressure exerted by the stylus against
the drum can be adjusted if difficulty is encountered caused by stylus bounce as the stylus crosses
the paper clamp bar at each revolution of the
drum. The tension of the spring (G) is varied as
follows:

118. Adjustment of Stylus Holder in Facsimile
Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC1, and TT-1F/TXC-1
There are two adjustments that can be made to
the stylus holder in these models (fig. 127).

b. The other adjustment concerns the adjustable
pivot (C). This should be advanced enough to
place a small amount of tension on the pivot spring
(E) to prevent longitudinal movement of the
stylus shaft.

(1) Loosen the screw that clamps the collar
to which one end of the spring is attached.
(2) Rotate the collar to increase or decrease
the spring tension.
(3) Retighten the clamping screw.
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Figure 127. Stylus holder assembly, Facsimile Transceivers
TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1.

119. DB METER Circuit
If the DB METER readings are not correct,
first try a new 7N7 tube in stage V13. If the
results still are not satisfactory, replace the original
tube. Check the resistance of R61, R62, R68,
and R69. If the value of these resistors is found
to be correct within 10 percent, select the value
for R70 to get the required reading. The value
of R71 should be as specified. The DB METER
used with Facsimile Transceivers TT1D/TXC-1
and TT-1E/TXC-1 is hermetically sealed. To
zero-adjust the meter, use a 20-watt soldering
iron having a small chisel-shaped tip. Insert the
heated tinned iron into the slot of the zero corrector. When the solder so softens, rotate as
necessary for correct zero setting. Remove the
soldering iron and the seal will solidify. The
instrument is then ready for use. This procedure
will be used in an emergency only. In Facsimile
Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1, the zero adjustment of the DB METER is made with a screwdriver.
120. B+ Voltage Regulator
a. Regulator lamp V25 is designated as type
R1160A or 1B46 in unmodified Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT1A/TXC-1, and a
type 5651 in the modified unlettered and -A
models and in Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/
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TXC-1 through TT-1E/TXC-1. The voltage
range of the 1B46 or the R1160A is 79 to 85 volts,
that of the 5651 is 82 to 92 volts. Both must
be measured with a high impedance voltmeter.
When making a replacement, measure the voltage
across the lamp. If the voltage is not within the
proper range, try another lamp.
Caution: Do not remove regulator lamp V25
or tube V7 with the power turned on. If this is
done, the RB+ voltage will rise to approximately
350 volts and possibly damage some of the components.
b. Tube V7 is a critical factor in the voltage
control. There are times when it may be easier
to select a tube for V7 than to select a voltage
regulator lamp to produce the desired output
voltage.
c. Oscillations develop in the regulator circuit
at low line voltages; that is, at the point where the
voltage regulator lamp drops out of control.
Oscillations sometimes are aggravated by a feedback condition. Feedback can be remedied by
separating the connections to the screen grid of
tube V7 from the connections to the plate and grid
of other tubes in the regulator circuit. Replacement of V25 may be necessary in some cases.
121. Rectifier Power Supply
a. Power Transformer T11. The original transformer used in earlier equipment was Kenyon
type T246. This transformer may be used as a
replacement, but the filament winding feeding the
transceiver unit will be overloaded. The original
T246 has two 6.3-volt, 3-ampere filament windings. The modified transformers have one 6.5volt, 1.75-ampere filament winding, and one
6.5-volt, 6.25-ampere filament winding. The filament windings of a replacement transformer may
not be phased the same as the original. If the
phasing is not correct, the motor start voltage
across terminals 5 and 8 of the Jones plug will be
about 3 volts instead of the required 10. To
phase the windings, remove the jumper wire from
the 1.75-ampere winding. Connect it to the
other end of the same winding. For example, if
the jumper is on the terminal with the green wire,
move it to the terminal with the brown and yellow
wires.
b. Chokes T12 and T13. These chokes may be
replaced with close equivalents that fit in the
space available.
c. Capacitors C12, C13, and C14. These capacitors have a rating of 1,000 volts. In an emergency,

600-volt capacitors may be used, but should be
changed when the correct rated capacitor is
available.
d. Power Cable. If the power cable or Jones
plug is damaged, a replacement may be made
with a complete cable and plug assembly available
at signal depots. If it is only nicked or scuffed
(not beyond insulation) it may be repaired with
rubber tape.
122. Hum Balance Control R107
Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1 has a
hum balance control, R107. It is connected
across the filaments of the tubes and is adjusted
for minimum hum. This control is set at the
factory. If readjustment of the control is necessary, proceed as follows: With the selector switch
set at RECORD PHOTO, connect an oscilloscope
between pin 3 of V14 and ground. Turn the set
ON and set the GAIN control at 100 with no
signal input. Set the oscilloscope for a low
sweep rate and observe the 60-cycle hum pips as
control R107 is varied. When the hum pips
are at a minimum, R107 is set properly. An ac
voltmeter may be used in place of the oscilloscope.
Connect the voltmeter between one side of the
filament and ground. Adjust R107 until a reading of 3 volts is obtained. Satisfactory recording can be made at this level.
123. Exciter Lamp Supply
a. Condition. Set the selector switch to the
SET RANGE or TRANSMIT position. Turn
the power on. Measure the exciter lamp voltage
at secondary No. 2 on transformer T15 (fig. 158).
A regular ac voltmeter will not give an accurate
reading of this voltage, which is not a sine wave.
First calibrate an oscilloscope to serve as a voltmeter by applying 6.5 volts from one of the filament windings of the facsimile set to the vertical

input terminals of the oscilloscope. Note the
deflection. Without changing the setting of the
vertical gain control on the oscilloscope, disconnect it from the filament supply and connect it
across the exciter lamp supply. The exciter lamp
voltage should cause approximately the same
peak deflection on the oscilloscope (90 percent is
sufficient). With the exciter lamp voltage properly set in this manner, it may be measured on a
conventional ac voltmeter and the voltmeter
reading recorded as a standard against which
future checks may be made. If the exciter lamp
is lighted, and the voltage across it is slightly low,
check output tubes V19 and V20. If the tubes
are in good condition, readjust control R15. If
correct voltage cannot be obtained, check the
regulator lamp with a vacuum-tube voltmeter,
Set the meter on the 250-volt scale and connect
across the regulator lamp (V23) terminals. The
voltage should be between 82 and 92 volts dc.
If the reading is out of this range, replace the tube.
If the regulator lamp is in good condition, check
tube V21. If the output voltage is below 5 volts ac,
check tubes V19 and V20. If the tubes are in good
condition, check the signal voltage on the grids
(pin 6) of V19 and V20. If the grid voltage is
normal or above normal, transformer T15 is
defective. See the signal-tracing chart (fig. 81).
This transformer must be replaced with an exact
equivalent. The exciter lamp may be checked
by connecting it to a 6-volt battery.
Caution: If the exciter lamp is removed, a replacement must be made before the power is turned
on. Operation without an exciter lamp may
cause damage to transformer T15.
b. Replacement Parts. Control R15 (fig. 158)
may be replaced with any close equivalent which
fits into the available space. Transformer T14
may be replaced with a conventional driver
transformer having a ratio ranging from 1:1 to
1:¼ between primary and one-half of the secondary.

Section IV. EMERGENCY REPAIRS AND OPERATION
124. General
Emergency conditions of operation and repair
may require deviation from normal procedures
and standards. This section covers information
required for operation under emergency conditions
and for making emergency repairs which will keep
the equipment in operation until full repairs can
be made (figs. 128 through 140, and 145 through
195).

125. Emergency Parts Replacements
a. Resistors. All ½-watt resistore may be
replaced with ½- or 1-watt resistors. When making a replacement, select a resistor having a value
as near as possible to the value specified.
b. Capacitors. Except for capacitors C28 and
C29 in the motor circuit and capacitors in the
unsealed fork oscillator unit, the capacitance
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ratings are not critical. Replacements may be
made with approximate equivalent.
c. Transformers and Chokes. Most replacement
transformers are of the hermetically sealed type.
These fit into the space provided for the original
units.
(1) Transformers T1 and T14 are not critical and may be replaced by any one of
several types and makes of driver transformed stocked by depots. The first
choice is a transformer designed as a
driver transformer for a pair of 6V6
tubes or a single 6N7.
(2) Transformer T5 may be replaced by a
plate-to-line transformer of the ouncer
type.
(3) Transformers T12 and T13 may be
replaced by similar chokes having a
current rating of about 250 ma. In an
emergency, T12 may be eliminated if the
line voltage does not exceed 115 volts.
126. Emergency Transmitting Allowances
a. The specified requirements for contrast call
for a 20-db difference between black and white.
In an emergency, a range as low as 4 db will still
permit the receiving station to record intelligible
photographic copy. For direct recording, a range
of 10 db is considered minimum. The transmitted
copy must have extreme range between black and
white so that the transmitted signal will have the
maximum possible range. If the recording is to be
made on film, the receiving operator can assist
by setting his equipment for reception of minimum
signal 1 or 2 db above the normal setting. Film
should be developed in a D-72 developer instead
of a DK-60A. A high-contrast printing paper
such as Azo No. 5 should be used.
b. Under most operating conditions, the facsimile transceiver will deliver a signal strong
enough to feed a wire line or radio set, even though
the signal level at the transceiver output is considerably lees than the rated minimum. For
example, if the line is connected to the LINE
binding posts, and it is found that the output level
is only one-half or one-fourth of the specified level,
the receiving operator will, in most cases, be able
to make up for the difference by adjusting the
GAIN control of the receiving transceiver. If he
is unable to do so, the UC coupling coil may be
plugged into the LINE JACK and the line
connected to the 6-volt output of the feed coil.
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Caution: If there is danger of causing cross
talk into another circuit, do not put more signal
onto the line than necessary. The LINE binding
post output, RADIO XMTR jack output, or the
1-volt output of the UC coupling coil will not give
an excessive signal. Never put more than a
0-dbm signal into a line that feeds a carrier system
unless there is loss in the line between the facsimile transceiver and the carrier equipment.
For example, if there is a 10-dbm loss in the line
between the transceiver and the carrier equipment,
a +10-dbm output at the transceiver will not
overload the carrier equipment.
Note. In transmitting to a nearby receiving station over
a line having very little loss, the transmitting operator can
reduce the signal by readjusting tbe GAIN control to give
a low meter reading (for example-10 db for maximum
signal) after the CONTRAST adjustments have been
made.

127. Emergency RECORD PHOTO
Allowances
a. Normally, the transceiver must be capable
of producing a +2db meter reading with a line
signal input of .0035 volt. Under fixed conditions,
where it is known that the available signal is
considerably more than .0035 volt, the equipment
may be put into service if it does not meet this
sensitivity requirement.
b. If the phasing system does not operate over
the normal GAIN control range, the receiving
operator can obtain satisfactory operation by
readjusting the GAIN control during the phasing
operation. For recording, the GAIN control is
reset to its normal position. If it is essential that
equipment be used when the phasing system is
inoperative, it is usually possible to obtain intelligible copy by recording on direct recording paper,
cutting the paper at the proper point, and fitting
the picture together. If the recording must be
made on film, fasten the film onto the drum with
transparent Scotch tape. Remove the tape before
developing the film. With skill and practice the
drum can be hand-phased. To do this, hold the
drum by hand (with motor running) with the paper
overlap or film clamp directly in front of the lens
system. Watch or listen for the phasing pulse
and release the drum at the instant the pulse is
received.
c. If the recorder lamp becomes weak and a
replacement lamp is not available, satisfactory
results may be obtained by using a faster recording
film or paper. Be careful to avoid fogging the
film. A paper which will give the effect of a signal

increase of 2 or 3 db is Eastman 797. This paper
will not give the contrast given by the Royal
Bromide F1, but the lack of contrast can be
compensated for by having the transmitting operator transmit a signal of greater range between
black and white. If the low density of a recording
is the result of fogging of the recording lamp, the
fog or sputter usually can be removed partially
by heating the end of the tube in a flame. The
heating must be done by bringing the temperature
up gradually; the cooling also must be gradual.
The heat evaporates the deposited coating.
128. Emergency RECORD DIRECT
Allowances
a. If there is no supply of stylus needles,
ordinary steel phonograph needles may be used,
but they must be replaced often. Steel spring
wire with a diameter of approximately .010 inch
may be used in an emergency. If the stylus
holder has become damaged beyond repair, a light
steel spring may be mounted in a fixed position
to serve as a stylus.
b. If Teledeltos or Timefax paper is not available, readable copy can be made on black interleaving paper used in the packing of transmission
film.
129. Radio Interference (TRANSMIT)
Under some conditions, a radio transmitter will
feed back into a facsimile transceiver when the
transceiver is set for TRANSMIT. This feedback condition may occur when the facsimile set
is close to the radio transmitter. Feedback may
be caused by circulating currents through the
ground system or in the general line connections.
The feedback is indicated by a short contrast
range when the radio set is turned on. Do not
attempt to operate when there is an indication of
radio feedback; it must be eliminated. There is
no fixed rule for doing this. In most cases, proper
isolation may be secured by trying different
coupling circuits and grounding systems between
the facsimile transceiver and the radio modulator
input circuit.
130. Radio Interference (RECORD DIRECT)
Sparking at the recorder stylus sometimes causes
radio interference. Interference in radio reception
may be reduced by the use of proper grounding
systems. It is sometimes necessary to use a
common ground for the radio receiver and the
facsimile transceiver.

131. Field Wire Operational Troubles
The signal attenuation over field wire such as
Wire W-110B is very high as compared with
commercial telephone circuits. If only one circuit
is involved, make the line connection to the LINE
JACK through the test cord provided with alligator clips. This permits the satisfactory transmission of signals over approximately 25 miles of
field line. If there are adjacent circuits, it may not
be possible to operate directly from the LINE
JACK, because the facsimile signal will produce
cross talk. The next best method of feeding the
line is to use the UC feed coil and connect the
line to the 6-volt receptacle.
Caution: Never connect a commercial telephone circuit to the LINE JACK.
132. Loaded Cable Circuit Operational
Troubles
Telephone circuits carried in cables usually have
loading coils inserted in the cable at regular intervals to improve the voice transmission characteristics. The insertion of the loading coils produces
a distortion effect which is quite noticeable in some
of the older type commercial circuits. If the
received copy shows an out-of-focus or stutter
effect, this degradation in many cases can be
traced to delay distortion on the telephone transmission line. Under normal operating conditions,
nothing can be done to correct this trouble. The
only remedy is to obtain a better circuit.
133. Recording Paper Substitutes
If Royal Bromide F1 paper is not available,
the recordings should be made on film and contact
prints made from the film. If too much time is
required for this process, bromide enlarging papers
may be used. Fairly good results can be obtained
from photostatic paper. Experiments must be
made to determine the correct DB METER
reading for the proper exposure. Most papers
require a higher signal level than Royal Bromide
F1. If it is necessary to go up to +4 or +5 db
for recording, do not attempt to handle half-tone
copy. The shadows will be badly flattened because of the overloading of the amplifier.
134. Use of Old Rectifier Power Unit
with New Transceiver
Rectifier Power Unit PP-86/TXC-1, which is a
component of Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1 and
AN/TXC-1A, will not operate Facsimile Trans175

ceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 through TT-1F/TXC-1.
No provision is made to connect 115 volts, 60
cycles ac from the power unit to the transceiver
to start the new motor on the new or modified

transceivers. Application of MWO SIG 11-22582 to Rectifier Power Unit PP-86/TXC-1 makes
possible the use of this unit with all models of the
transceiver.

Section V. DISASSEMBLY AND LUBRICATION OF EQUIPMENT AT FIELD
MAINTENANCE LEVEL
135. Lubrication Chart
Disassemble and lubricate the items listed in the
following chart; use paragraphs 136 through 139,
Item No.
(fig. 26)

6
7
8
9
10

11

12

Lubrication point

Lubricant

Secondary clutch dog latch pivot -----------------Dog trip arm pivot -----------------------------Clutch rings -----------------------------------Phasemagnet armature pivots -------------------Drive shaft bearings:
Sealed bearings -----------------------------Unsealed
bearings--------------------------Lead-screw bearings:
Sealed bearings -----------------------------Unsealed beatings --------------------------Motor bearings:
AN/TX-1 and -1A, top and bottom bearings. AN/TXC-1 and -1A, top bearing (no disassembly required).
AN/TXC-1B and -1C ----------------------Synchronous rotor bearing --------------------

136. Clutch
Disassembly of the clutch for cleaning should
be performed only by qualified personnel. Organizational personnel should clean the external
surfaces of the clutch daily with a lint-free cloth
slightly dampened in solvent (SD). Dry thoroughly with a dry, lint-free cloth. Lubricate the
clutch in accordance with the chart in paragraph
135, items 6, 7, 8, and 9. Clean the clutch internally every 3 months. Refer to figures 115 and
116 for location of parts. Use the following procedure to disassemble the clutch for cleaning:
a. Remove the motor from its mountings (par.
139) and place it in a convenient position for
working on the clutch.
b. Remove the three screws (P, figs. 115 and
116) from the secondary clutch bearing (N). Be
careful not to lose the pressure springs (0).
c. Remove the secondary clutch bearing (N) and
secondary clutch ring (Q).
d. Remove the three flathead screws (K) from
the retainer (H).
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and Lubrication Order 11-2258 (fig. 26) for
reference.

Amount

Interval

PL SPECIAL
PL SPECIAL
OCW
OCW

1
1
1
½

drop ----------drop ----------or 2 drops -----drop -----------

Monthly
Monthly
Semiannually
Semiannually

PL SPECIAL
GL

1 or 2 drops -----Pack -------------

Semiannually
Semiannually

PL SPECIAL
GL

1 or 2 drops ------ Semiannually
P a c k - - - - - - - - - - - - - Semiannually

GL
PL SPECIAL

Thin film --------- Weekly
1 or 2 drops ------ Weekly

PL SPECIAL
OCW

1 or 2 drops-----1 or 2 drops ------

Monthly
Monthly

e. The remaining retainers and plates will slide
free. It will not be necessary to remove the hub
for cleaning purposes; the hub can be cleaned on
the drive shaft.
f. Thoroughly clean all parts with a clean, lintfree cloth dampened in solvent (SD). Dry the
parts with a clean, lint-free cloth.
g. Lubricate the rings in accordance with the
chart in paragraph 135. To reassemble, reverse
the order for disassembly.
h. Run the motor for a few minutes with the
clutch stop arm stopped. Wipe off excess oil and
adjust the tension of both primary and secondary
clutches (par. 106). Run the motor for at least
15 minutes with the clutch locked up. Again
measure the tension of both clutches. If the tension of the clutches is not stabilized, repeat adjustments and running-in process.
137. Drive Shaft Bearings
a. Equipment with Sealed Bearings. Disassembly of equipment using sealed bearings (later
models) is not required for lubrication. Place 1 or

2 drops of oil (PL SPECIAL) on the drive shaft
and casing; wipe off the excess oil. Refer to item
10 in the lubrication chart.
b. Equipment with Unsealed Bearings. Disassembly of the drive shaft of equipment using unsealed bearings (earlier models) should be performed only by qualified personnel. Disassemble
as follows:
(1) Remove the motor from its mounting
posts (par. 139).
(2) Remove the clutch from the shaft (par.
136).
(3) Remove the retainer plate from the clutch
end of the shaft and the thrust plate from
the other end of the shaft.
(4) The shaft and bearings will slide free of
the motor casing. Do not remove the
gear from the shaft.
(5) Clean the bearings and shaft by flushing
or by immersion in solvent (SD). Dry
thoroughly with a clean, lint-free cloth.
Use air pressure, if available, to dry the
interior of the bearings.
(6) Repack the bearings with grease (GL) in
accordance with the chart in paragraph
135. Wipe off the excess grease.
(7) Reassemble in the reverse order of disassembly, and make proper adjustments.
138. Lead-Screw Bearings
a. Equipment with Sealed Bearings. Disassembly of equipment with sealed bearings (later
models) is not required for lubrication. Place 1 or
2 drops of oil (PL SPECIAL) on the shaft and
casing; wipe off the excess oil. Refer to item 11 in
the lubrication chart.
b. Equipmenti with Unsealed Bearings. Disassembly of the lead screw of equipment using unsealed bearings (earlier models) should be performed only by qualified personnel. Disassemble
as follows:
(1) Remove the mounting screws that secure
the bearing brackets to the chassis base.
(2) Rotate the drum so that the clutch dog
trip arm and dog latch are in a horizontal
position with relation to the chassis base.
Release the secondary clutch dog latch.
(3) Lift the entire lead-screw and drum assembly clear of the chassis. Be careful
not to damage the lead-screw threads or
to bend the shaft. Place the assembly
on a suitable bench for the balance of the
cleaning operation.

(4) Loosen the setscrew that secures the dog
trip arm assembly to the lead-screw shaft
and remove the dog trip arm assembly
from the shaft.
(5) Slide the bearing assemblies free of the
shaft, remove the retaining plates, and
clean the assemblies by flushing or by
immersion in solvent (SD). The bearings need not be removed from the
mounting brackets for this operation.
(6) Dry with a clean, lint-free cloth. USe air
pressure, if available, to dry the interior
of the bearings. Repack the bearings
with grease (GL) as outlined in the chart
in paragraph 135 and wipe off all excess
grease.
(7) Reassemble in the reverse order of disassembly. Check all adjustments.
Note. When the dog trip arm assembly is
finally positioned on the lead-screw shaft, the
secondary clutch dog latch should be in line
with the keyway in the lead-screw shaft.

139. Motor
Motors used in unmodified Facsimile Sets
AN/TXC-1 and AN/TXC-1A use brushes on the
starting motor and require cleaning and lubrication quarterly. Motors used in Facsimile Set
AN/TXC-1B, AN/TXC-1C, and AN/TXC-1D
have no brushes, and require cleaning and lubrication semiannually.
a. Motors in Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1 and
AN/TXC-1A. The following instructions are applicable to the motors which use brushes:
(1) Disassembly. Disassemble as follows:
(a) Remove the four screws that secure the
motor to the mounting posts.
(b) If care is taken to avoid undue strain on
the connecting leads, they need not be
unsoldered.
(c) Remove the four screws that secure the
bottom bell to the motor case and carefully remove the bell. Be careful not
to lose the thrust ball.
(d) Carefully withdraw the rotor, rotating
it in a counterclockwise direction as it
is being withdrawn.
(2) Cleaning. Clean as follows:
(a) Clean the exterior of the motor with a
dry, clean cloth. If necessary, slightly
dampen the cloth with solvent (SD).
Be careful not to get any of the solvent
on the coils or windings. Dry all parts
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thoroughly after using the solvent.
Carefully clean the interior with a
lint-free cloth and a clean, dry, softbristle brush. Remove the accumulated dirt, carbon dust, and grease from
the coils and high-voltage terminals.
Be careful to clean the portions under
the terminals. Clean the upper end
bell.
(b) Clean the commutator with a clean, dry
cloth. If necessary, the commutator
can be polished with a piece of crocus
cloth or rubber eraser. Do not use
emery cloth. Remove dirt, grease, and
metallic particles from the spaces between the segments of the commutator. If the surface of the commutator
is dark, smooth, and highly polished,
and the commutation is satisfactory,
the commutator surface should be left
alone. This condition should not be
mistaken for a burned condition.
(c) Clean the brushes with a clean, lint-free
cloth.

(d) Clean the upper motor bearing with a
cloth dampened in solvent (SD).
(e) Clean the lower bearing with a solvent.
(3) Lubrication. Lubricate the bearings in
accordance with the chart (par. 135).
Before reassembling the motor, coat the
bearing with a light film of grease.
Between cleaning periods, lubricate by
applying 1 or 2 drops of oil to the top
bearing without disassembling the motor.
The amount of oil and the frequency of
application will depend largely on operating conditions. Be careful not to overlubricate, as excessive oiling will cause
gum to form on the commutator.
(4) Reassembly. Reassemble the motor by
reversing the disassembly procedure.
Check for proper alinement with the lead
screw.
b. Motors in Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1B, AN/
TXC-1, and AN/TXC-1D. Instructions for the
brushless motors in Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1B,
AN/TXC-1C, and AN/TXC-1D are similar to
those above, with the exception that instructions
concerning brushes and commutator do not apply.

Section VI. FINAL TESTING
140. General
This section is intended as a guide to be used in
determining the quality of a repaired Facsimile
Transceiver AN/TXC-1(*). The minimum test
requirements outlined in paragraph 142 may be
performed by maintenance personnel with adequate test equipment and the necessary skills.
Repaired equipment meeting these requirements
will furnish uniformly satisfactory operation.
141. Test Equipment Required for
Final Testing
The items of test equipment required for the
final testing of the facsimile transceiver are listed
below. The manuals associated with each item
also are listed.
Test equipment

Electronic Multimeter ME-6A/U -------Radio Receiver R-388/URR ------------Multimeter TS-352/U ------------Test Set TS-140/PCM ----------------Signal Generator SG-15/PCM ---------Decibel Meter ME-22/PCM -----------
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142. Tests
Make the following tests
a. Transmitting.
with the transceiver operating as a transmitter:
Test
1. Fork frequency:
TRANSMIT position.
DB METER at 0.
2. Contrast:
TRANSMIT position.
3. Voltage regulation:
TRANSMIT position.
Balance on black, and
shine light on white.
DB METER at 0 with
light shining on white.

Technical manual

TM 11-5549
TM 11-854
TM 11-5527
TM 11-2096

4. LINK JACK output into
600-ohm load:
TRANSMIT position.
DB METER at +2db.
5. LINE binding post output
into 600-ohm load:
TRANSMIT position.
DB METER at +2db.

Requirement
Maximum deviation from
standard, 1 cycle in 2
minutes.
Minimum wedge of 20 db
for both positive and
negative settings.
Maximum deviation of 1
db on meter while varying power-line voltage
between 100 volts and
130 volts ac, at the rate
of about 1 cycle per
second.
Voltage measured across
600-ohm load resistor:
maximum, 17 volts ac;
minimum, 14 volts ac.
Voltage measured across
600-ohm load resistor:
maximum, .85 volt ac;
minimum, .7 volt ac.

Test

6. LINE binding post balance:
TRANSMIT position.
DB METER at +2 db.
600-ohm load resistor
across binding posts.
7. RADIO XMTR jack outinto 100-ohm load:
TRANSMIT position.
DB METER at +2 db.

Requirement

Voltages measured from
each binding post to
ground differ by no
more than 1 db.
Voltage measured across
100-ohm load resistor:
maximum, .44 volt ac;
minimum, .36 volt ac.

Test

6. Motor action:
RECORD PHOTO position.
Drum-engaging lever disengaged from lead
screw.
Note. I n F a c s i m i l e T r a n s ceivers
TT-1D/TXC-1,
TT-1E/
TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1, the
rector action requirement should
be performed at 30 rpm as well as
at 60 rpm.

b. Receiving. Make the following tests with
the transceiver operating as a receiver:
Test

1. Fork beat:
FORK PHOTO position.
GAIN at 100.
No connections to input
circuits.
2. LINE JACK input .0035
volt ac, 1,800 cycles:
RECORD PHOTO position.
GAIN at 100.

3. LINE binding post input
.0035 volt ac, 1,800 cycles:
RECORD PHOTO position.
GAIN at 100.
4. LINE binding post input
balance to REC. C. T.,
.0035 volt ac, 1,800 cycles:
RECORD PHOTO position.
GAIN at 100.

5. RADIO RCVR jack input
.14 volt ac, 1,800 cycles:
RECORD PHOTO position.
GAIN at 100.

Requirement

DB METER gives no indication of signal.

DB METER reading:
maximum, +4 db; minimum, +1 db.
Recorder lamp current
measured on dc milliammeter in series with
lamp: maximum, 33 ma;
minimum, 28 ma.
DB METER readings:
maximum, +1 db; minimum, -1 db.

Connect ground lead of
signal generator to REC.
C. T. post and hot side
each
alternately to
LINE binding post.
Difference in two readings on DB METER
should not exceed 1 db.
DB METER reading:
maximum, +5 db; minimum, +2 db.

7. RECORD DIRECT:
RECORD PHOTO position.
DB METER at +2 db.
LINE JACK input approximately .005 volt
ac, 1,800 cycles.
Fasten sheet of Teledeltos paper to drum.
Start motor.
Engage drum to lead
screw.
Turn selector switch to
RECORD DIRECT.

Requirement

Set power line voltage at
100 volts ac. Depress
START button until
motor speed is slightly
above synchronous
speed, then release button. Motor should lock
into synchronous speed
an average of four times
out of five. After several
trials, depress PHASE
button while motor is
running.
Primary
clutch should stop without stopping motor. If
primary clutch does not
rotate when PHASE
button is released and
motor is running, rotate
top of drum manually
toward front panel about
one-half inch, and release. If clutch tension
is too tight or motor
current is too low, motor
will stall. Repeat above
tests with power-line
voltage at 115 to 130
volts ac.
Stylus
should
contact
drum and continuously
record at least a dark
gray.
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Figure 128. Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1, bottom view, parts identification.

Figure 129. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1B/TXC-1, bottom view.
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Figure 130. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1C/TXC-1, botttom view, parts identification.

1 8 1

Facsimile Transceiver TT-1D/TXC-1, bottom view, parts identification.

Figure 132. Facscimile Transceiver TT-1E/TXC-1, bottom view, parts identification.
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Figure 133.
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Figure 134. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1, rear view, parts identification.

Figure 135.
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Facsimile Transceiver TT-1B/TXC-1, rear view, parts idenification.

Figure 136.

Figure 137. Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1 and TT-1E/TXC-1, rear view, parts identification.
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Figure 138. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1, rear view, parts identification.

Figure 139. Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1, regulator panel,
bottom view, parts identification.
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Figure

140.

Figure 141.

Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1,
regulator panel, bottom view, parts identification.

and

TT-1F/TXC-1,

Facsimile Transceiver TT-1/TXC-1, rear of front panel, parts identification.
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Figure 142. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1A/TXC-1, rear of front panel, parts identification.
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Figure 143. Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1 and TT-1C/TXC-1, rear of front panel, parts identification.
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Figure 144. Facsimile Transceivers TT-1D/TXC-1, TT-1E/TXC-1, and TT-1F/TXC-1, rear of front panel, parts
identification.

Figure 145. Unsealed fork oscillator unit, parts identification.
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Figure 146. Sealed fork oscillator unit, Facsimile Sets AN/TXC-1, AN/TXC-1A,
and AN/TX C-1B, parts identification.

Figure 147. Sealed fork oscillator, Facsimile Sets
AN/TXC-1C and AN/TXC-1D, parts identification.
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Figure 148.

Figure 149. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1C/TXC-1, top view, parts identification.
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TM 2258-C2-15
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Figure 152. Rectifier Power Unit PP-86/TXC-1, bottom view, parts identification.
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Figure 153. Rectifier Power Unit PP-86A/TXC-1, furnished on Order No. 21751-Phila-50,
top view, parts identification. Also Rectifier Power Unit PP-86E/TXC-1

Figure 154. Rectifier Power Unit PP-86A/ TXC-1, furnished on Order
No. 21761-Phila-50, bottom view, parts identification.
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Figure 155.
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Rectifier Power Unit PP-86B/TXC-1, bottom view, parts identification.

Figure 156.
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CHAPTER 7
SHIPMENT AND LIMITED STORAGE AND DEMOLITION TO PREVENT
ENEMY USE
Section I. SHIPMENT AND LIMITED STORAGE
143. Disassembly
Disassembly of Facsimile Set AN/TXC-1(*)
consists of removing cabling between components
and disconnecting the transmission lines. All controls should be placed in the off or standby position, and any parts which may become loose during shipment should be properly secured to prevent
damage to the equipment.
144. Repacking
(fig. 7)
The exact procedure in repacking for shipment

or limited storage depends on the material available and the conditions under which the equipment is to be shipped or stored. Cushion the
developer bottles and thermometer adequately.
Whenever practicable, place a dehydrating agent
such as silica gel inside the boxes. Protect the
boxes with a waterproof paper barrier. Seal the
seams of the paper barrier with waterproof sealing
compound or tape. Pack the protected boxes in
a padded wooden case, providing at least three
inches of excelsior padding or similar material
between the paper barrier and the packing case.

Section II. DEMOLITION OF MATERIEL TO PREVENT ENEMY USE
145. General
The demolition procedures outlined in paragraph 146 will prevent the enemy from using or
salvaging this equipment. Demolition of the
equipment will be accomplished only upon order
of the commanding officers.
146. Methods of Destruction
a. Smash. Smash the controls, tubes, coils,
switches, capacitors, transformers, headsets and
bottles; use sledges, axes, handaxes, pickaxes,
hammers, crowbars, or heavy tools.
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b. Cut. Cut cords, headsets wiring, and other
wiring; use axes, handaxes, or machetes.
c. Burn. Burn cords, resistors, capacitors, wiring, and technical manuals; use gasoline, kerosene,
oil, flame throwers, or incendiary grenades.
d. Bend. Bend panels, cabinet, chassis, and
table.
e. Explosives. If explosives are necessary, use
firearms, grenades, or TNT.
f. Disposal. Bury or scatter the destroyed
parts in slit trenches, fox holes, or other holes,
or throw them into streams.
g. Destroy. Destroy everything.

Figure 157.
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Figure 158. Rectifier Power Unit PP-86/TXC-1, schematic diagram.
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Figure 159. Rectifier Power Unit PP-86A/TXC-1, furnished previous to Order No. 21751-Phila-50, schematic diagram.
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TM 2258-34

Figure 160.

TM 2258-C4-33

Figure 161.
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Figure 162. Modification of a portion of schematic of
Rectifier Power Unit PP-86(*)/TXC-1.

2 0 7

Figure 165. Modified schematic of loudspeaker jack.
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Figure 170. Automatic stop circuit Facsimile Transceiver TT-1(*)/TXC-1.
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Figure 172..
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Figure 173. Sealed fork oscillator unit, wiring diagram.
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TM 2258-C4-32
Figure 174.
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TM 2258-37

Figure 175.

TM2254-C2-32

Figure 176.
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Figure 177.

Figure 178. Facsimile Transceivers TT-1/TXC-1 and TT-1A/TXC-1, regulator panel wiring diagram.
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Figure 179. Facsimile Transceivers TT-1B/TXC-1, TT-1C/TXC-1, TT-1D/TXC-1, and TT-1E/TXC-1, regulator panel
wiring diagram.
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Figure 180. Facsimile Transceiver TT-1F/TXC-1, regulator panel wiring diagram.
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Figure 182.

Figure 189.
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Figure 190.

Figure 191.
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Figure 194.
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Figure 195.
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DISTRUBUTION:
Active Army:
Units organised under following
SigC Sec, Gen Depots (10)
TOE’s-Continued
SigC Depots (20)
11-95, Sig Bn-Opr (2)
POE (2)
11-99, Msg-CenOpr Co, Sig Bn
OS Sup Agencies (2)
SigC Fld Maint Shope (3)
(2)
11-127, Sig Rep Co (2)
SigC Lab (5)
11-128A, Sig Depot Co (2)
Mil Dist (1)
11-500A (AA-Ae), Sig Svc Org
Units organized under following
TOE’s:
(2)
11-557A, Abn Sig Co (2)
7A, Inf Div (2)
11-587A Sig Base Maint Co (2)
11-7, Sig Co Inf Div (2)
11-592A, Hq & Hq Co, Sig Base
11-15, Sig Bn, Corps or Abn
Depot (2)
Corps (2)
11-597A, Sig Base Depot Co (2)
11-16A, Hq & Hq Co, Sig Bn,
17A Armd Div (2)
Corps or Abn Corps (2)
57, Abn Div (2)
11-17A, Rad-Msg Cln Opr Co
Gen & Br Svc Sch (5)
(2)
SigC Sch (25)
11-57, Armd Sig Co (2)
Gen Depots (2)
NG: State AG (6): units-same as Active Army except allowance is one copy to each unit.
USAR: None.
For explanation of abbreviations used, see SR 320-50-1.
CNGB (1)
Tec Svc, DA (1)
Tec Svc Bd (1)
CONARC (5)
CONARC Bd (Incl ea Test Sec)
(1)
Army AA Comd (2)
OS Maj Comd (5)
OS Base Comd (5)
Log Comd (5)
MDW (1)
Armies (5)
Corps (2)
Tng Div (2)
Ft & Cp (2)
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Figure 193.

TM 2258-C4-37

Figure 192.

Figure 188.

Figure 187.

Figure 186.

Facsimile Transceiver TT-1B/TXC-1, front panel wiring diagram.
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Figure 183.

Figure 181.
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Figure166.

Figure 164.

Figure 163.
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